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The research conducted in this thesis is on distributed termination detection in multiagent systems.

Agents engage in complex interactions by executing behaviour specifications in the form of protocols. This work presents and experiments with a framework for making termination in a multiagent system explicit. As a side effect, the mechanism can be exploited to aid management of agent interactions, by providing visibility of the interaction process and can be extended to drive multiagent system management tasks such as timely garbage collection.

Results from previous attempts to deploy agents systems when scaling up, e.g. Agentcities, have shown and exposed a big gap between theory and practice especially in the reliability and availability of deployed systems. In particular more work needs to be done in the area of supporting agent infrastructures as much as in theoretical agent foundations.

There are two aspects to this problem of termination detection in multiagent systems, firstly, the formal verification of behaviour at compile-time and secondly, monitoring and control at run-time. Regarding the former, there has been some work on the ver-
ification of agent communication languages. But overall verification is difficult and often requires knowledge of internal states of agents at compile time, and as yet has not been satisfactorily solved to be deployed in real systems. The second, the runtime approach is adopted in here.

The research is not about protocol engineering but assumes correct protocols, and protocol specifications to be finite state machine graphs. Given these correct verified protocols, the thesis proposes a number of definitions culminating in identification of minimal information in the form of sub-protocols that agents being autonomous, can make available for the termination detection. An off line procedure for deriving these sub-protocols is then presented.

The thesis then considers a termination detection model, and within this model, proposes an conversation model encompassing protocol executions, with hierarchical conversations modelled as diffusing computation trees and defines a number of predicates to derive termination in centralised and distributed environments. Algorithms that implement these predicates are sketched and some complexity analysis is performed. The thesis then considers a prototype implementation evaluated over some defined detection delays metric.

The evaluation approach is heavily empirical, with an experimental approach adopted to evaluate various configurations of the termination detection mechanism. The evaluation employs robust resampling and bootstrapping methods to analyse and obtain distributions and confidence intervals of the detection delays metric for the termination detection mechanism.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Like mathematicians, computer scientists use formal languages to denote ideas. Like engineers, they design things, assembling components into systems and evaluating tradeoffs among alternatives. Like scientists, they observe the behavior of complex systems, form hypotheses, and test predictions,

— Allen B. Downey.

Aspiring computer scientist aspire to do these things.

The research in this thesis is in the area of multiagent systems (MAS). Multiagent systems are related to distributed systems in that they are inherently distributed and distributed systems offer a platform for developing multiagent systems.

Differences are often cited to exist between the agent and object models and related communication models assumed in the two areas. Agents are deemed autonomous (in theory), are considered higher level entities which use a rich communication language and execute interaction protocols to engage in potentially complex goal oriented interactions in dynamic and uncertain environments. By contrast objects are by and large passive, with no real control over execution of their methods, for example. But as observed in [239], it appears the debate on agents and objects (processes) has moved on to converge to a consensus that agents and objects to occupy different realms and can co-exist.

It is worth observing though that, while distributed systems emphasise distribution
of resources, MAS in addition, emphasise distribution of objectives, distribution of problem solving\(^1\) (e.g. by the divide and conquer metaphor), coordination of actions and flexible interaction in open environments.

Given these assumptions, there are important issues addressed in the distributed system research and the corresponding results that can be adopted in developing multiagent systems but taking into account issues pertinent to the agent model of computation.

This thesis proposes to look at one particular area, distributed termination detection. We consider this in a multiagent system, identifying agent interaction protocols as the mechanism that enable coordination and flexible interaction between agents and using this as a starting point of our model.

Termination is an example of a stable global state of a distributed system. Components of a distributed system have only local views of a computation and lack a global perspective. So ascertaining that a distributed computation has terminated is not straightforward since it requires a global view.

The termination detection problem is related to the more general problem of detection of global predicates, a fundamental problem in debugging and monitoring.

It has also been shown [227], that the semantics of the garbage collection problem are contained in the semantics of the termination detection problem, in that, with appropriate transformations garbage collection schemes can be derived from termination detection schemes.

So termination detection has useful applications as the terminated status is among stable states (consider as another example global communication deadlock) that should be known for system administration. In summary consider the following applications of termination detection;

\(^1\)Though this is also present in non-agent based distributed systems.
1. **Distributed workpool**, i.e. dynamic mapping of tasks onto processes for load balancing in which any task may potentially be performed by any process, and if the work is generated dynamically and a decentralized mapping is used, then a termination detection algorithm would be required so that all processes can actually detect the completion of the entire program and stop looking for more work.

2. **Deadlock detection**, a stable state where there are *wait-for* cycles, i.e. when two or more processes permanently block each other by each process having a lock on a resource which the other process are trying to lock.

3. **Crash recovery**, recovering and rolling back from abnormal termination.

4. **Garbage collection**, because termination detection is related to garbage collection, it is possible with appropriate transformations to derive garbage collection schemes from termination detection schemes as [227] has shown.

We wish to explore research done in distributed systems in the area of termination detection to provide a basis for development of a class of mechanisms to make termination explicit in multiagent systems, (possibly at a tradeoff with some autonomy of agents, not an unrealistic assumption for practical systems). This mechanism can be exploited in the future for work on automatic garbage collection of multiagent systems in automated environments.

### 1.1 Hypothesis

The primary goal of this research is to study termination detection in multiagent systems and to design, implement and experiment with a mechanism for detecting termination of agent interactions in multiagent systems. A working hypothesis is that the
mechanisms will allow for timely detection of termination in multiagent interactions.

1.2 The Problem

One of the underlying assumptions in the development of societies of interacting autonomous agents is that we can fully specify correct and predictable interaction protocols and mechanisms apriori. Given that this has been achieved, collaborating or self-interested agents can then engage in complex interactions such as negotiation to achieve their goals. Equipped with these capabilities and imbued with specific private strategies and resources, agents can be let loose in open environments to perform complex transactions on behalf of their owners. But given the nature of the interaction space (potentially large, open and unpredictable environments) and inherent uncertainty in open systems, it is extremely difficult to specify and predict fully apriori such interactions and their likely consequences without building overly complex monolithic agents.

Also experiments and experiences with an attempt to do deploy agents for services on a global network called AgentCities [66] are recounted in [242] and [67] lists concrete challenges for AgentCities service environment as follows, quote;

– i – Automation, i.e. management of autonomy:- Understanding how to effectively automate systems in an open environment, how to control and manage deployed automated systems. This must draw on work from mathematical control theory to distributed systems and agent technology,  

– ii – Interoperability, i.e. communication:- How to enable on-line software systems to interact with one another in increasingly flexible ways: configurable interaction sequences, communication about arbitrary domains,
– iii – Coordination:- Putting in place frameworks that enable automatic creation, maintenance, execution and monitoring of contracts and agreements between automated systems to fulfil their business objectives,

– iv – Knowledge acquisition (interfaces between worlds):- Putting in place frameworks that enable automatic creation, maintenance, execution and monitoring of contracts and agreements between automated systems to fulfil their business objectives.

We claim and position our research to make a contribution to the first point above, observing that multiagent systems are distributed and are implemented on distributed systems infrastructures, and noting (as has been elsewhere [247]), that research efforts in agent infrastructure support should necessarily draw upon experiences and coordinate with the general distributed systems research.

We observe that, while autonomy is a key feature in agent based systems, some level of control for the highlighted purposes should be acceptable when building non-trivial agent-based applications, such as the ones envisaged in global agent based service provision networks as exemplified by past initiatives such as AgentCities [66]. This is not an unreasonable assumption given that, while autonomous, agents in real applications participate in societies governed by some enforced rules of participation.

Chapter 3 from page 37 considers in detail multiagent systems and traditional distributed systems to motivate and highlight why some traditional problems in distributed systems like the termination detection problem may need further consideration within agent computational model assumed in multiagent systems. As a prelude to that discussion, consider that agents are deemed to generally have a high degree of autonomy about what they do, and regarding termination detection, agents may offer additional information about the execution of their protocols to facilitate the termination detection
Furthermore, consider the flexibility of interactions in multiagent systems, in particular consider a multiagent society with provisions for dynamism in protocols, i.e. in such environments:

– i – There could be support for dynamic execution of coordination protocols as proposed by [31], i.e. where the role an agent intends to hold within a protocol can be played without the need of prior knowledge.

– ii – There could be an infrastructure for dynamic protocol specification as discussed in [14], an infrastructure that accommodates revision of protocol specifications during execution in situations where there is such a strong requirement. This approach can be contrasted with the traditional one where specification of protocols has largely been considered as a design-time activity.

– iii – There could be infrastructure support for runtime protocol discovery in general.

Given these points, we propose that there is a plausible case for considering further how issues like termination detection can be addressed within multiagent systems environments.

1.3 Assumptions

From an Artificial Intelligence perspective, agents are communicative, intelligent, rational and possibly intentional entities. From the computing perspective, they are autonomous, asynchronous, communicative, distributed and possibly mobile processes [191] and multiagent systems or societies of agents are modular distributed systems and have decentralized data. Agents in a society have incomplete information or capabilities and interact to further their goals.
So regarding our research assumptions, we;

– i – We accept the computing perspective of agents as detailed above, and do not for example consider mentalistic notions in agents.

– ii – Furthermore, assume that an agent’s behaviours are specified through public protocols for example available through public a library. We assume public protocols so that an external entity, e.g a resource manager, can know about terminating states and protocol paths.

– iii – Assume that all messages are observable in principle so that in general an observer can decide if a terminating state has been reached.

– iv – Assume a total ordering of messages, e.g. through a global clock. This is essential because temporal ordering of messages are used to identify current state of protocols. This global clock can be realised through clock synchronisation in a distributed system for example.

– v – And without loss of generality assume further that protocols are in the form of finite state machines, edge-labelled directed graphs and assume existence of transformations of other behaviour specifications to finite state machines (FSMs) for use with our mechanism. The basis for this assumption is discussed in Chapter 4.4, page 54, but as a prelude to that, we assume FSMs because;

  • Most of the models used in protocols specification are mainly extensions of finite state machines, i.e. FSMs underpin the current study of protocols.

  • FSMs are grounded in sound theoretical foundations and are well understood.

  • FSMs are relatively simple to implement.
• FSMs are accompanied by a variety of techniques and tools for formal analysis and design.

• FSMs have an intuitive graphical representation and graph theoretic approaches can be used with the resulting protocol structures

– vi –  Regarding properties of agents, particularly the notion that agents can be persistent, we assume non-persistent agents, agents with a known lifecycle. In the case of persistent agents, assume existence of copies of these agents whose resources can be recouped once they have played their part in interactions. We assume that an agent or such a copy of an agent is terminated if all protocol executions in its set of interactions have reached terminal states. Regarding the notion of autonomy, we assume agents to be autonomous and this feature allows them to offer runtime information about their public protocol executions but are constrained by some society rules, e.g. obligation to register and provide this information.

Research Methodology  Regarding the research methodology [129] observes that is no one standard way of conducting research in an evolving discipline like computer science and goes on to discuss models of argument, namely proof by demonstration, empiricism, mathematical proof and hermeneutics.

Our approach is to develop a model and a framework and conduct a simulation and perform detailed experimental evaluation (empiricism) to provide a demonstration and set benchmarks for future work. So the methodology can be thought of as using empiricism and coupled with proof of concept by demonstration.
1.4 Contribution and Originality

We propose a concrete and generic method for termination detection for multiagent systems discussed and evaluated in Chapters 5 to 10.

With this method, we propose to have made a number of contributions; On a theoretical level, we have considered the distributed termination detection research from distributed systems and considered it in the agent model and used this a basis for developing a class of agent control mechanisms.

1. To this end, in Chapter 5, we present definitions related to protocols, and define minimal protocol information agents can make available and propose a termination detection model.

2. We present an agent conversation model, and define some predicates and present algorithms for their implementation.

3. Combining all these we present a distributed protocol for termination detection and consider distribution possibilities.

On a practical level, we have offered a structured and systematic, methodical experimental framework, i.e.

1. In Chapter 6 we offer a prototype implementation for flat conversations and use it to evaluate the proposed mechanism and various configurations. The experimental prototype uses and tests a widely used agent development framework.

2. Again in Chapter 6 we define an extensive experimental and data analysis framework that uses robust resampling methods for quantitatively evaluating a prototype in this research. We claim that this experimental framework can also be used evaluating future contributions in this area as none to my knowledge exist.
3. Equally experimental work and results here can also set a benchmark for future work for comparison.

Aspects of these contributions have been previously published in [174] and are subject of papers in progress resulting from research discussed in this thesis.

1.5 Exploitation

In addition to the applications given on page 2, consider the following example scenarios for how termination detection maybe be exploited in agent applications.

Automated Auction-based marketplaces  Consider an automated agent-based market place hosting an auction with numerous agents. Typically participants maintain varying valuations of goods and bid to those upper bounds according to adopted private strategies. Inevitably most participants will drop off early from the game. Typically in real applications, these entities would stay on longer than need be consuming system resources. In most applications this is not a concern. But where scalability and resource consumption is an issue, a deliberative mechanism for identifying and timely garbage collecting defunct agents is a necessity.

Multi-agent Negotiation  Other uses of timely detection of termination in agent systems is in the area of multi-issue negotiation where an agent participates in numerous interactions to acquire resources forming a composite service for example. The overall negotiation is only complete when all deals are closed. So a mechanism for ascertaining this state would be useful.
**Business Processes**  Consider a business process, with internal processes, transitions and stages. The outside observer, for example a manager, does not need to know the details of the internal processes, but would need to keep track of *deliverables*. This can be achieved by reporting or by maintaining a list of *checkpoints* or *observables*, actions marking *stage* transitions. The external entity would then keep track of particular terminal states marking end of a stage and transitions from them leading to the next phase in the process.

A cluster of local states and transitions separated by designated terminal states and checkpoints or observables can be viewed as an aggregate that can map to a *state* in the partial global view, and this view maybe what is required by an external entity to infer progress in the underlying process. Figure 1.1 illustrates this process.

In all these scenarios, we can envisage some protocol executions that can possibly be composed with a termination detection protocol or can overseen by a termination detection mechanism, and in line with the last assumption stated in page 7, termination of agents can then be eventually derived.
1.6 Thesis Roadmap

Part I presents background work, the material there is not my work apart from the analysis where given, the updated taxonomy and the survey of the related areas from the given references. In Part I:

1. **Chapter 2** provides a theoretical back drop presenting background research in termination detection, detailing models, algorithms and their taxonomy.

2. **Chapter 3** Briefly discusses multiagent systems, their agent model of computation, distributed systems and the process or object model.

In Part II, **Chapter 5** presents

1. Definitions related to protocols, and defines minimal protocol information agents can make available.

2. A termination detection model, comprising a conversation model, a set of predicates and algorithms for their implementation.

3. A distributed protocol for termination detection and distribution possibilities.

Part III presents experimental details and results, with

1. **Chapter 6** detailing experimental setup, prototype implementation, experimental design, and detailing data collection and analysis,

2. **Chapters 7, 8, 9, 10** presenting experimental results and data analysis,

3. **Chapter 11** offers a summary and conclusions
4. Appendices A to I providing supplementary background material, illustrations, further analysis or repeated data analysis, data summaries for the experimental part of the work. These appendices can be consulted when referenced in the thesis for illustrations if necessary.

1.7 Summary

The research documented in this thesis is about termination detection in multiagent systems. The problem is encountered and widely researched in distributed systems. There are benefits of applications that can be accrued in considering this problem in multiagent systems, but this requires consideration of properties of agents such as flexible interaction and coordination through interaction protocols, autonomy, possible runtime protocol discovery, protocol specification revision and dynamic execution of coordination protocol with flexible roles. Therefore this highlights the need to reconsider research with respect to agents, observing that agents being autonomous, they can make available additional information about protocols they are executing.

This research proposes contributions at two levels, at a theoretical level, a consideration of the termination detection problem in the agent model, and at a practical level implementing and experimentally evaluating a mechanism for termination detection in a multiagent environment.

Next, Part I of the thesis provides background material with Chapter 2 providing a detailed survey of the research done in the area of termination detection in distributed systems to provide a theoretical backdrop for our work.
PART I
Background
CHAPTER 2

State of the art in Termination detection in distributed Systems

The problem we wish to discuss in this thesis was originally formulated in the area of distributed systems. This chapter serves to provide a self contained survey of the history and state of the art in the area of distributed termination detection. The purpose of this being to provide a context and the theoretical underpinnings for the proposed research work in this area within multiagent systems.

The chapter is structured as follows; A general introduction to the field is first given, illustrating briefly application areas, terminology, models, and then the problem formulation. A taxonomy and example classical algorithms are then discussed next. Then finally a selection of recent algorithms is presented to reflect current activity in the field.

2.1 Introduction and Background

There are times when there is a need to ascertain whether a condition is true for a distributed system and the condition cannot be judged locally but requires global knowledge of the state of the system. Distributed termination detection is one example that encapsulates this problem, other examples include distributed deadlock detection, distributed garbage collection and distributed debugging.
Distributed termination detection (from hereon referred to as DTD) is a fundamental problem in distributed computing. It is a classical problem of distributed control, and it is considered to be of practical, algorithmical, theoretical and methodical importance [227].

The termination detection problem is related to the more general problem of detection of global predicates, a fundamental problem in debugging and monitoring [16].

In general, a distributed system can be viewed as a set of autonomous processes which cooperate with each other to compute a task. To coordinate computation and exchange data, processes may communicate with each other by message-passing. Termination detection refers to the necessity of determining whether the system has entered a silent status where all processes are idle and no computation is possible to take place in the future [233].

The level of difficulty to detect such a status depends on the nature of the distributed system, but is usually non-trivial due to the variation of processor speeds and the unpredictable delays of the message delivery and the absence of global clocks. The distributed termination problem was first identified by [78], and has since inspired a lot of research interest as reflected in various literature, (e.g. [77, 231].

DTD is closely related to other important problems such as deadlock detection [178, 44], garbage collection [227, 228] and snapshot computation [46]. Indeed with garbage collection [227] has shown that the semantics of the termination detection problem are fully contained in the garbage collection problem and that with appropriate program transformations, solutions for the garbage collection problem can be applied to termination detection and vice versa.
Application of Distributed Termination Detection  

DTD has many applications: It serves an important role in the diffusion computation [78, 233] and the distributed workpool models which are commonly used in distributed and parallel computational models [7]. The work pool or the task pool model is characterized by a dynamic mapping of tasks onto processes for load balancing in which any task may potentially be performed by any process. There is no desired preassignment of tasks onto processes [7]. The mapping may be centralized or decentralized. [139] observes that, in a workpool, if the work is generated dynamically and a decentralized mapping is used, then a termination detection algorithm would then be required so that all processes can actually detect the completion of the entire program (i.e., exhaustion of all potential tasks) and stop looking for more work.

Furthermore, the terminated status of a distributed system is among the stable states (such as global communication deadlock, token loss) that should be known for system administration [233]. It has also been shown that termination detection schemes can be applied to solve other distributed computing problems such as deadlock detection, checkpointing [64], and crash recovery among others.

2.1.1 Overview and terminology

A distributed algorithm terminates when it reaches a terminal state, a configuration in which no further event is applicable.

Techniques have been developed to make termination explicit by distributively detecting that the program has reached a terminal configuration. These are the techniques we set out to explore in this section.

A very informal problem statement can be formulated as follows; Given a network of $N$ nodes, implement a distributed termination detection algorithm. Each node can be either in active or in passive state. Only an active node can send messages to other
nodes; each message sent is received after some period of time later. After having
received a message, a passive node becomes active; the receipt of a message is the
only mechanism that triggers for a passive node its transition to activity. For each
node, the transition from the active to the passive state may occur spontaneously. The
state in which all nodes are passive and no messages are on their way is stable: the
distributed computation is said to have terminated. The purpose of the algorithm is to
enable one of the nodes, say node 0, to detect that this stable state has been reached.

**Definition of termination detection**  Consider this informal definition by [161],

> A distributed computation is considered globally terminated if every pro-
cess is locally terminated and no messages are in transit. Locally termi-
nated can be understood to be a state in which the process has finished its
computation and will not restart unless it receives a message.

Consider a formalisation given by [233], summarised here, quote;

A distributed system consists of a set of processes $S = \{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n\}$ which cooperate with each other to complete a job. Processes can communicate with each other by message-passing. Logically, from each $P_i$ to each $P_j$ there is a communication channel $C_{i,j}$. A process may switch between two states: active and idle. A process when performing some computation is said to be in the active state. An active process is free to send/recieve messages and may become idle spontaneously. On idle state, a process does not perform any computation, but can passively receive messages, on which event it becomes active immediately and starts computations. For distinction, computation carried out and messages transmitted by the system are called basic computation and basic messages respectively.

The distributed system is said to be terminated iff (i) $P_i$ is idle and (ii) $C_{i,j}$ is empty for all $1 \leq i, j \leq n$ (condition (ii) is necessary because message delays are unpre-
dictable and any hidden message will wake up the system later). When terminated, no distributed process can become active and perform any further computation. Extra messages, called control messages are sent, or extra information associated with basic messages to detect such a state. This is the distributed termination detection problem [233].

So the following definition follows;

**Definition 1.** Termination detection

Let $P_i(t)$ denote the state (active or idle) of process $P_i$ at time $t$ and $C_{i,j}(t)$ denote the number of messages of messages in transit in the channel at an instant $t$ from process $P_i$ to process $P_j$. A distributed computation is said to be terminated at time instant $t_0$ iff: $(\forall P_i(t_0) = \text{idle}) \land (\forall C_{i,j}(t_0) = 0)$.

### 2.2 Classical Algorithms and Taxonomy

In early research in the areas, (1980’s) the termination detection algorithms were identified roughly fall into two categories, namely;

- **Tracing algorithms** (computation tree based). Algorithms of this type follow the computation flow by tracing active nodes along the message chains that activated them, and call termination when all traced activity has ceased.

- **Probe algorithms** (wave based) A probe is a distributed activity that visits all processes in the network (can be implemented by a token circulating on a ring or by an echo mechanism. Algorithms of this category rely on global (coordinated) scans of the network state and call termination when no activity is found. The distinction can be compared to that between reference counting and mark-sweep type garbage col-
The next section considers in more detail, the two classes of algorithms given in the taxonomy above and gives example algorithms.

2.2.1 Tracing Algorithms

A tracing algorithm relies on the knowledge of the set of initially active nodes, because all activity of the computation originates from these nodes by message chains. Solutions of this type are based on maintaining dynamically a directed graph, called a computation graph (spanning tree), of which the nodes include all active processes and all basic messages in transit [226].

Termination is detected when the computation graph becomes empty. One requirement is that the network be bi-directed, i.e. messages can be sent in two directions via each channel. The Dijkstra-Scholten algorithm [78] describes a solution for centralized basic computations, in which the computation graph is a tree with the initiator as the root (the only node initially active). The Shavit-Franchez Algorithm [206] generalises this solution to decentralised basic computations and uses a forest, in which each initiator of the basic computation is the root of a tree.

To illustrate in detail this class of algorithms, we consider the details of the Dijkstra-Scholten Algorithm below.

The Dijkstra-Scholten Algorithm The algorithm of Dijkstra and Scholten detects the termination of a centralised basic computation (called a diffusing computation [78]). The initiator of the algorithm (called the environment) also plays an important role in the detection algorithm.

Intuitively, the algorithm works as follows:
Every node maintains a counter \( c \). Sending a message increases \( c \) by one; the receipt of a message decreases \( c \) by one. The sum of all counters thus equals the number of messages pending in the network. When \( \text{node}_0 \) initiates a detection probe, it sends a token with a value 0 to \( \text{node}_{N-1} \). Every \( \text{node}_i \) keeps the token until it becomes passive; it then forwards the token to \( \text{node}_{i-1} \) increasing the token value by \( c \).

Every node and also the token has a colour (initially all white). When a node receives a message, the node turns black. When a node forwards the token, the node turns white. If a black machine forwards the token, the token turns black; otherwise the token keeps its colour.

When \( \text{node}_0 \) receives the token again, it can conclude termination, if

- \( \text{node}_0 \) is passive and white,
- the token is white, and
- the sum of the token value and \( c \) is 0.

Otherwise, \( \text{node}_0 \) may start a new probe.

A formalisation of this algorithm is given in ([226]), and is given in Appendix I, page 346.

2.2.2 Wave-Based Solutions

Applications of the algorithms discussed above require that communication channels are bidirectional; for each basic message sent from \( p \) to \( q \) a signal must be sent from \( q \) to \( p \). The average message complexity equals the worst case complexity; each execution

\(^1\)Here \( \text{node} \) is used in place of \( \text{process} \) to include other processing entities in general.
requires one signal message per basic message, and in the case of the Shavit-Francez algorithm, exactly one wave execution [226].

Wave based algorithms are based on the repeated execution of a wave algorithm; at the end of each wave, either termination is detected, or a new wave is started. Termination is detected if a local condition turns out to be satisfied in each process [226].

Dijkstra-Feijen-Van Gasteren [77] is an example of a wave based algorithm. It detects termination of a basic computation using synchronous message passing.

But the synchronous message passing assumed in that algorithm is a serious limitation on its general application, hence several generalisation of it to computations with asynchronous message have since been proposed, e.g. Safra’s algorithm which introduces message counting, counting messages sent and received in order to establish that no messages are under way [160] has similarly introduced an algorithm based on vector counting but which maintains a separate count for each destination.

It is worth noting that an alternative to maintaining message counts is to use acknowledgements. [177] has proposed a variation of the Dijkstra-Feijen-Van Gasteren algorithm to use acknowledgements, though the resulting algorithm does not offer an improvement on the Shavit-Franchez algorithm.

2.2.3 Other approaches to termination detection

An alternative view of termination detection algorithms research is to consider a number of approaches in the existing literature for developing algorithms for the termination detection problem and identify a wider range of categories. These are discussed extensively in [4] and summarised here.

1. Using distributed snapshots. In this approach the fact that a consistent snapshot of a distributed system captures stable properties is used, coupled with the fact
that termination of a distributed computation is a stable property.

It follows therefore that if a consistent snapshot of a distributed computation is taken after the distributed computation has terminated, the snapshot will capture the termination of a computation. Algorithms using this approach often assume that there is a logical bidirectional communication channel between every pair of processes. Communication channels are assumed to be reliable but non-FIFO and message delay is assumed arbitrary but finite.[46] and [116] discuss using distributed snapshots for termination detection.

2. Using **weight throwing**. In this approach there is a controlling process. A communication channel exists between each process and the controlling process. All processes start off in the idle state and are assigned a weight of zero, whilst the controller process is assigned weight of one. The computation starts with the controlling process sending a basic message to one of the processes. That process becomes active and the computation starts. Weights are bounded between zero and one, i.e. weight \( 0 < W < 1 \). When a process sends a message it sends a part of its weight in the message. On receiving a message a process adds the weight received in the message to its weight. Thus the sum of weights on all the processes and on the message in transit is always one. On becoming passive a process sends its weight to the controlling agent in a control message. The controller add this to its weight. If its weight becomes one, the controller concludes termination. [161] and [117] discuss algorithms based on weight throwing.

3. Using spanning tree. Assuming \( N \) processes \( P_i, 0 \leq i \leq N \), the processes are modelled as nodes \( i, 0 \leq i \leq N \) on a fixed connected undirected graph. The edges of the graph represent the communication channels through which a process sends messages to neighboring processes in the graph. The algorithm uses a fixed spanning tree of the graph with process \( P_0 \) at its root which is responsible
for termination detection. This process communicates with other processes to determine their states. Messages used are called *signals*. All leaf nodes report to their parents if they are terminated. A parent node will similarly report to its parent when it has completed processing and all of its immediate children have terminated and so on. The root concludes that termination has occurred, if it has terminated and all of its immediate children have also terminated.

4. *Message optimal*. Algorithms using this approach attempt to optimise and reduce inefficiencies in message complexity when concluding termination, for example in spanning tree based algorithms. [143] discusses such a message optimal algorithm, using a network represented by $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ is the set of nodes and $E \subseteq V \times V$ is the set of edges or communication links. The communication links are bidirectional and exhibit FIFO property. The algorithm assumes the existence of a leader and a spanning tree in a network.

5. Using *atomic computation model*. In the atomic model a process may at any time take any message from its incoming communication channels immediately change its internal state *and* at the same instant send out zero or more messages. All local actions at a process are performed in zero time, therefore there is no need to consider process states when performing termination detection. In the atomic model a distributed computation has terminated at time $t$ if at this instant all communication channel are empty. This is because execution of an internal action at a process is instantaneous. To find out if there are any messages in transit, various *message counting* methods are normally used. This include, naive counting, four counter methods, vector counters, channel counters [4] In this model a dedicated process, $P_1$, the initiator determines if the distributed computation has terminated. The initiator starts termination detection by sending control messages directly or indirectly to all other processes. [160] has devel-
oped a number of algorithms based on the atomic model.

6. *Fault tolerant* methods assumes processes may fail, particularly fail in a fail-stop manner. Algorithms here detect termination in this environment. For example based on the weight throwing scheme a scheme called flow detecting scheme is developed by [48] to derive a fault tolerant termination detection algorithm.

Some selected with some optimisations and robustness considerations are presented in Appendix I, page 348.

In addition to the above there are also attempts to develop a general computing model for termination detection. An example of such work is discussed in detail in [37]. The next section provides a brief summary of concepts discussed and introduced there.

### 2.3 A general computing model and termination detection

[37] introduces a general distributed computation model, termination definitions, some terminology and predicates relating to termination detection and finally algorithms for the given termination definitions.

So far the assumption has been that the reception of a single message is enough to activate a passive process. In the general model introduced by [37], a passive process does not necessarily become active on the receipt of a message, instead a *condition of activation* of a passive process is more general and a passive process requires a set of messages to become active. This requirement is defined over a set $DS_i$ of processes from which a passive process $P_i$ is expecting messages. The set $DS_i$ associated with a passive process $P_i$ is called a dependent set of $P_i$. A passive process becomes active only when its activation condition is fulfilled.
The Communication model: A distributed application program (whose execution is traditionally called the underlying computation) is composed of a finite set $P$ of processes $P_i, i = 1, \ldots, n$, interconnected by unidirectional transmission channels; the channel $C_{ij}$ links the sender $P_i$ to the receiver $P_j$. Processes communicate only by exchanging messages through channels; there is neither common memory nor a global clock, [37].

Communication is asynchronous in the following sense:

1. A sender sends a message to a channel (which then has responsibility for its delivery) and then the sender immediately continues its own execution;

2. Channels do not necessarily obey the FIFO (first in first out) rule, but they are reliable (no loss, no corruption, no duplication, no spurious messages);

3. Channel transfers (carries) a message to its destination process, the receiver puts it in its local buffer: the message has then arrived. The arrived message can then be consumed provided that its receiver has been activated, i.e. when the request of receiver has been fulfilled;

4. The transfer delay (time elapsed between sending and arrival of a message) is finite but unpredictable.

The process model: in addition to the discussed process model, there is a further requirement expressed by an activation condition (see below) defined over the set $DS_i$ of processes from which a passive process $P_i$ is expecting messages [37]. The set $DS_i$ associated with a passive process $P_i$ is called dependent set of $P_i$. A passive process can only become active when its activation condition is fulfilled. If such an activation is realized as soon as the activation condition is fulfilled (i.e. without any additional delay w.r.t the activation condition fulfillment), this constitutes instantaneous activation.
A passive process that has terminated its computation is said to be *individually terminated*, its dependent set is empty and therefore it can never be activated [37].

**Request models:** Formulation of activation conditions strictly depends on the request model considered.

1. **AND model:**- In this model a passive process $P_i$ can be activated when a message from *every* process $P_j$ belonging to DS$_i$ has arrived. It models receive statement that is atomic on several messages [37].

2. **OR model:**- In the OR model, a passive process $P_i$ can be activated when a message from *any* process $P_j$ belonging to DS$_i$ has arrived. It models classical non-deterministic receive constructs [37].

3. Other more complex models such as OR-AND, Basic $k$ out of $n$ and Disjunctive $k$ out of $n$ models are presented in [37].

In order to abstract the activation condition of a passive process $P_i$, a predicate $\text{fulfilled}_A$ can be considered, where $A$ is a subset of $P$, the set of all processes. Predicate $\text{fulfilled}_A$ is true if and only if messages arrived (not yet consumed) from all processes belonging to the set $A$ are sufficient to activate process $P_j$. The following monotonicity property is valid: if $X \subseteq Y$ and $\text{fulfilled}_X$ is true, then $\text{fulfilled}_Y$ is also true [37].

**Termination definitions:** The following notations are introduced to formally define terminations of distributed computations. The notation used here is introduced in [37].

1. $\text{passive}_i$: true iff $P_i$ is passive;

2. $\text{empty} (j, i)$: true iff all messages sent by $P_j$ to $P_i$ have arrived at $P_i$; the messages not yet consumed by $P_i$ are in its local buffer;
3. \( \text{arr}_i (j) : \text{true} \iff \text{a message from } P_j \text{ to } P_i \text{ has arrived and has not yet been consumed by } P_i; \)

4. \( \text{arr}_i = \{ \text{processes } P_j \text{ such that } \text{arr}_i (j) \}; \)

5. \( \text{ne}_i = \{ \text{processes } P_j \text{ such that } \neg empty (j, i) \}. \)

**Dynamic termination:** The set \( P \) of processes is said to be *dynamically terminated* at some time if and only if the predicate \( Dterm \) is true at this moment, where:

\[
Dterm \equiv \forall P_i \in P: \text{passive}_i \land \neg \text{fulfilled}_i ( \text{arr}_i \cup \text{ne}_i ) \] [37].

This notion of termination means that no more activity is possible from processes, though messages of the underlying computation can still be in transit (represented by possibly non empty sets \( \text{ne}_i \) in the predicate ). This definition is interesting for *early* detection of termination as it allows to conclude a computation is terminated even if some of its messages have not yet arrived [37]. It can be shown that once true, the predicate \( Dterm \) remains true, thus dynamic termination is a stable property [37].

**Static Termination** The set \( P \) of processes is said to be *statically terminated* at some time if and only if the following predicate is true at this moment:

\[
Sterm \equiv \forall P_i \in P: \text{passive}_i \land (\text{ne}_i = \emptyset ) \land \neg \text{fulfilled}_i ( \text{arr}_i ) \] [37].

For this predicate to be true, channels must be empty and processes cannot be activated. Thus this definition is based on the state of both channels and processes. When compared to \( Dterm \), the predicate \( Sterm \) correspond to "late" detection as, additionally, channels must be empty.

[37] discusses a number of theorems related to static termination and outlines their proofs, for example \( Dterm \rightarrow Sterm \) (leads-to relation over the predicates).
Given this model, static and dynamic termination detection can be discussed, this discussion is given in Appendix I, page 350 with some illustrations.

2.4 A contemporary taxonomy for distributed termination detection algorithms

[159] provides a more complete and detailed taxonomy for distributed termination detection algorithms, partitioning the algorithms according to the following eight classification categories;

1. The algorithm type. This considers the general action of the algorithm. For example most common method for constructing DTD algorithms is to consider creation of a wave algorithm.

2. The required network topology. Many DTD algorithms assume a particular network topology for the nodes to allow correct and efficient definition of the algorithm. Hamiltonian cycles, trees, spanning trees, rings etc. are often assumed.

3. The algorithm symmetry. If each process executes an identical algorithm, and no process is distinguished from others for any purpose, then the DTD algorithm is considered symmetric.

4. The required process knowledge. Some DTD algorithms can assume that the process have knowledge of the system initially. An assumption can be made for example about the static size of the network. It can be observed that given that this knowledge is required at compile time, this makes the particular algorithm less general and restricts the network from changing.

5. The communication protocol. Protocols can be assumed to be synchronous or asynchronous. Early DTD algorithms were based on communicating sequential
processes [109]. CSP is an asynchronous protocol and the resulting protocol were elegant, e.g. [92].

6. The communication channel behavior. The communication channel can be considered to be first-in first-out (FIFO) or non-FIFO. Algorithms assuming FIFO are easier to construct e.g. [168]. FIFO channel can be achieved for example with a network protocol, which can guarantee that eventually messages reach an application in FIFO order. On the other hand a non-FIFO protocol is more general as it can work with both type of channels, e.g. [78, 160].

7. The message optimality. It can be shown that there is a worst case lower bound on the number of control messages used by a DTD algorithm, e.g. [45]. This bound means that for each message sent in the basic computation, there is a constant number of control messages to determine when termination has occurred.

8. Fault tolerance. This is a non-functional requirement that the algorithm is robust to failures of the network and individual nodes, important in distributed systems.

This taxonomy, and its elements are depicted in Figure 2.1. We have also extended and updated this taxonomy to reflect and incorporate algorithms that have since been subsequently developed.

---

2Or more precisely, the set of properties by which a taxonomy can be developed.
Figure 2.1: A set of properties for Matocha’s taxonomy of distributed termination detection algorithms
Table 2.1 gives an example taxonomy with algorithms arranged by \textit{algorithm type}. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Cyclic wave</th>
<th>Tree wave</th>
<th>General wave</th>
<th>Non-repetitive wave</th>
<th>Parental responsibility</th>
<th>Credit recovery</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Francez, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra &amp; Scholten, 1980)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Francez et. al, 1981)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra &amp; Chandy, 1982)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chandy &amp; Misra, 1985)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Szymaski et. al, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Muller, 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huang, 1988)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1989)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vankatesan, 1989)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lai et al., 1992)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang and Mayo, 2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: DTD algorithms and their associated type, adapted from [159]
Appendix I from page 356 presents recent research activity and the updated taxonomy in the rest of the tables from tables (Table I.1 through to I.7) for the other categories of the taxonomy.

A note on evaluating the performance of DTD algorithms  Regarding performance analysis and measurement of DTD algorithms, a set of metrics can be considered. Three metrics are often deemed adequate [169], namely;

1. **Detection latency.** This measures the time elapsed between when the underlying computation terminates and when the termination algorithm actually announces termination. When computing this latency some algorithms e.g. [169] assume that message delay is at most one unit, similar assumptions are made in [144] and [48] when analysing detection latency of their algorithms. In addition message processing time is often deemed negligible.

2. **Message complexity.** This refers to the number of control messages exchanged by the termination detection algorithm in order to detect termination. Some algorithms as discussed above claim to be message optimal.

3. **Message-size complexity.** This means the size of control data as payload on the message by the termination detection algorithm.

2.5 **Summary**

Distributed termination detection, DTD, constitutes one of the basic and important problems in distributed computing. It is not easy to detect termination of a distributed computation because of the difficulty in obtaining a consistent global state in the absence of global clocks.
DTD has been observed to be related to other distributed computing problems such as global snapshot detection and distributed garbage collection. Indeed there is an important link between termination detection and garbage collection as first described by [227].

Many distributed algorithms have since been proposed to solve the problem after it was first conceived of by Dijkstra and Scholten when discussing diffusing computations.

This chapter has provided a detailed survey of the classical distributed termination detection problem as formulated for the communicating process model and the numerous solutions that have been since put forward. First the survey considered the classical algorithms and a taxonomy that partitioned the algorithms into wave and probe type algorithms.

Section 2.4 introduced a contemporary taxonomy, due to Matocha, that gave eight criteria for assessing DTD algorithms. In tables I.1 through to I.7 in Appendix I we updated Matocha’s 1998 taxonomy of distributed algorithms with recent algorithm proposals. It can be observed there that recent algorithms are by and large asynchronous and mostly do not make assumptions about message arrivals and are claimed to be message optimal. Most of the recent research activity has been in mobile systems and wireless networks.

It is worth noting that the algorithms discussed in this chapter assume a process model (by extension an object model). So while algorithms discussed here lay a good foundation for the study of termination detection in distributed systems in general, they often abstract away from the underlying computation so as to be as general as possible and hence may not be applicable directly to multiagent systems where an agent model and differing assumptions are made. These assumptions include flexibility of agent interactions, potential runtime dynamism of multiagent environments including runtime
protocol discovery and potentially protocol specification revision, the use of semantically rich interaction protocols and most importantly the high levels of autonomy assumed which can manifest in agents being capable of providing additional information about their protocol execution at runtime which may aid termination detection process.

Therefore, following this discussion, Chapter 3 next discusses, compares and contrasts agents and objects models of computation. It considers the assumptions therein in detail to motivate the need for revisiting problems encountered in distributed system research, like the distributed termination detection problem covered here.
CHAPTER 3

Distributed Systems vs Multiagent Systems

3.1 Introduction: On Agents and Multiagent Systems

Multiagent systems [220] research is multi-disciplinary and diverse. The theoretical foundations of the field can be seen in diverse areas spanning computer science, artificial intelligence, logic, philosophy and linguistics, game theory, economics and sociology.

On a practical and implementation level, work on multiagent systems and agent oriented software engineering can be viewed as an evolution of software engineering and multiagent systems are built on and are an evolution of distributed systems with emphasis on coordination and flexible interaction and open systems. Coordination in multiagent systems is primarily cast into a communication problem and effected through interaction protocols.

Below is a incomplete list of some key issues of research in multiagent systems and some are expanded on in the next paragraphs.

–i– Agent communication languages [141] and interaction protocols [120].

–ii– Organisations [93, 27] electronic institutions and markets [75, 87].

–iii– Multiagent coordination [126, 80, 50, 25].

–iv– Multiagent learning [6, 203].
– v – Negotiation [22].

– vi – Agent foundations, theories, social semantics, commitments [252], social order [53], roles [132] and autonomy [179], norms [54, 151].

– vii – Agent oriented software engineering [239, 253] multiagent systems engineering methodologies [36].

– viii – Agent technologies, languages and platforms [30].

– ix – Applications [127].

Agenthood Agents and Agent-orient programming are discussed in [209, 249], where agents and multiagent systems are proposed as candidate tools for managing the complexity that is inherent in software systems. In evaluating agent based solutions, common pitfalls to be considered in agent oriented development are highlighted in [248]. Multiagent systems research has not evolved in isolation but is closely related to other areas such distributed artificial intelligence [29, 175].

Agents should ideally exhibit desirable characteristics such as autonomy but there are some reservations [240] as to whether this is adequately captured and translated to real systems in the current state of the art, leading to research in efforts in computational autonomy [179]. Related to this is research on agent roles [73].

Agent communication languages Agents are distinguishable by their use of rich agent communication languages [141, 135] with communicative actions (speech acts [202]) [51] and defined semantics [140]. These semantics ideally should be verifiable as discussed in [246]. Furthermore, regarding agent communication languages, there has been also some efforts to define social semantics [213].
Agent interactions  Agents exist in societies called multiagent systems [247, 210] and engage in collaborative (cooperative) or competitive interaction in achieving their joint or individual goals. Agents can be given strategies and protocols to engage in negotiations [22] to achieve their goal. These negotiations can possibly involve multiple issues, sometimes under time constraints [88]. Agents also can participate in auctions [133, 12] in electronic marketplaces. In some agents theories, agents can engage in dialectic interactions such as argumentation [201] to resolve conflicts in there knowledge [224] or belief revision [154] for example.

Agent theories  There are numerous parallel strands of research in agent theories [249]. In some theories agents can be ascribed high level mentalistic notions of beliefs, desires and intentions [196], and have social semantics like commitments defined.

In practice there are various ways of implementing agents, e.g. logic based agents, and it has been the case that agents can be realised with the object paradigm (though with limitations [42]), and there are some views of agents as active objects [99].

3.2 Multiagent systems and Distributed systems

The research areas of multiagent systems and distributed systems overlap. Multiagent systems are inherently distributed systems, and distributed systems are platforms for supporting multiagent systems.

The following represent the widely accepted notions about agents (multiagent systems) and distributed systems;

1. Agents are generally considered to be *autonomous* (i.e., independent, not-controllable, in theory at least), *reactive* (i.e., responding to events), *pro-active* (i.e., initiating actions of their own volition), and *social* (i.e., communicative). Sometimes a
stronger notion is added that of beliefs, desired, intentions for example. Agents vary in their abilities; e.g. they can be static or mobile, or may or may not be intelligent. Each agent may have its own task and/or role. Agents and multiagent systems are used as a metaphor to model complex distributed processes.

2. A distributed system is considered to be a collection of independent systems that appear to the users of a system as a single system, i.e. transparency is often a key element. Processes and/or data can (or cannot) move from host to host, share information, etc.

There are a number of areas relevant to both distributed systems and multiagent systems that can be discussed to draw parallels.

Table 3.1 gives examples and compares and contrast various aspects of distributed systems and multiagent systems, showing what is known and well understood in both areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Distributed System</th>
<th>Multiagent system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mobility</td>
<td>mainly no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>mostly yes</td>
<td>mostly no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>mostly yes</td>
<td>mostly yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>simple</td>
<td>complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocols</td>
<td>syntax-based (e.g. HTTP)</td>
<td>semantic-based (e.g. FIPA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Garbage Collection</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination Detection</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>not well studied</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Comparing and contrasting various features of multiagent and distributed systems. Showing

The current state of the debate on agents is summarised in [239], and states that the debate seems to converge to the consensus below, quote;

–i– The concept of agents is significantly different from the concept of objects in
that it allows for a qualitatively different perspective of complex systems and their development and,

–ii– there is room for both the agent concept and the object concept because they are concerned with different levels of computational abstraction.

In our research we concur with this view and seek to consider some pragmatic and practical concerns that emerge as we make a progression from developing distributed systems based on relatively simple passive objects to building infrastructures for agents. In particular we propose the argument below to motivate and highlight why some traditional problems in distributed systems like the termination detection problem may need further consideration within agent computational model assumed in multiagent systems. We consider autonomy, flexibility of interactions and dynamism is multiagent environment as relevant properties, i.e.

– i – Because agents are autonomous, regarding termination detection, agents may offer additional information about the execution of their protocols to facilitate the termination detection process for example.

– ii – Regarding flexibility and dynamism, consider the flexibility of interactions in multiagent systems, in particular consider a multiagent society with provisions for dynamism in protocols, i.e. in such environments;

• There could be support for dynamic execution of coordination protocols as proposed by [31], i.e. where the role an agent intends to hold within a protocol can be played without the need of prior knowledge.

• There could be an infrastructure for dynamic protocol specification as discussed in [14], an infrastructure that accommodates revision of protocol specifications during execution in situations where there is such a strong
requirement. This approach can be contrasted with the traditional one where specification of protocols has largely been considered as a design-time activity.

- There could be infrastructure support for runtime protocol discovery in general.

We propose that given these points, there is a concrete case for considering further how issues like termination detection can be addressed within multiagent systems environments.
3.3 Summary

This chapter has given a brief overview and account of the areas of multiagent systems and distributed systems by considering the underlying models of agents and objects. The current consensus is to view the notion of agents and objects not as competing but occupying different spheres and represent different levels of abstraction and therefore can coexist. With this background, we propose that there is necessity to consider some aspects of distributed systems research in light of the multiagent requirements and the agent model.

The reason for this is that while a multiagent system is a distributed system, there is emphasis on coordination, flexible interaction and higher degree of autonomy of entities and dynamism in environments. We propose to consider one aspect, namely a mechanism that detects termination of agents, by considering interaction protocols that are used by agents to flexibly coordinate. We can exploit this research to build on an agent management infrastructure that can culminate in the future with a realisation of an automatic timely mechanisms for high level tasks like society wide garbage collection.

Having identified interaction protocols as a starting point, the next chapter considers evolution of research in protocols, leading to the current state of the art in the area of agents interaction protocols and to serve as basis for the assumptions we make regarding protocols for subsequent chapters. These assumptions were introduced in Chapter 1 page 7.
CHAPTER 4

From computer protocols to agent interaction protocols

This chapter discusses interaction protocols as used in multiagent systems. First it provides a background by considering evolution of protocols, how protocols are specified and implemented using current methodologies. This thesis is not about protocol engineering or formal methods used therein for the development and verification of protocols. The purpose of the chapter is to solely provide some context and a backdrop for the discussion of the use of protocols in this thesis and also to give a basis for the choice we made on the use of finite state machines in representing protocols. To that end the chapter can be skipped without consequence to the subsequent chapters apart from noting the assumptions we make about the model of protocols we adopt as first highlighted in Chapter 1 in page 7.

4.1 Introduction

A distributed systems centric view considers protocols as sets of rules that govern the interaction of concurrent processes in distributed systems. Protocol design is therefore closely related and often discussed in the context various established fields, such as operating systems, computer networks, data transmission, and data communications [111].

There are a number of challenges regarding protocol engineering i.e. requirements,
specification, validation verification of protocols, software engineering challenges that also face other systems. For example, assuming a protocol designer is capable of capturing and understanding the full set of requirements, then in conceptualising and designing a protocol that meets its requirements, a language that has precise, unambiguous semantics is needed in order to capture the protocol. Such a language is referred to as a formal language [115].

For this, a large body of work exists in the formal languages area. The first task in engineering a protocol is then that of choosing an appropriate language to describe the protocol.

This chapter begins by giving a general overview of protocols, then introduces some formal models and examples of formal languages for the specification of protocols. The chapter then proceeds to discuss the state of the art in protocol engineering in multiagent systems where it is shown that by and large, the current work builds on the work done in the wider area of computer protocols. The chapter concludes by discussing what is regarded as current challenges in engineering protocols for multiagent systems.

### 4.2 On computer protocols

The wider subject of computer protocols is discussed in detail in [111], where a historical account is given, together with fundamental challenges facing protocol designers in designing and analyzing protocols that formalize interactions in distributed systems. Regarding validation and verification of protocols, various formal methods have been proposed, for example verification of protocols using model checking, e.g. SPIN is covered in [112, 113] and [214, 32, 199].
4.3 Specifying Protocols

Protocols have been studied extensively in relation to concurrent systems, and the behavior of concurrent systems is usually modeled as a sequence of states or actions, or both. A specification of a protocol, i.e. what the protocol is supposed to do consists of the set of all possible behaviors, or sequences of states, considered to be correct. The problem at hand often cited, is to determine a language that is suitable for specifying a protocol in an implementation-independent way. In addition however, this language must allow to easily map the essential features of the protocol onto an implementation.

4.3.1 A formal model of protocol systems

One view is to consider a protocol as analogous to a language in that it consists of a *vocabulary* of messages, a precise *syntax* for encoding the messages, a *grammar* that defines the rules for composing and exchanging messages, and the *semantics* for interpreting the meaning of strings in the vocabulary. Just as a spoken language serves to convey an idea from one person to another, so a protocol provides some service based on exchange. Therefore a protocol specification can be considered a precise and unambiguous formulation of this language of exchange.

Furthermore if an assumption is made that the set of messages that can be exchanged is finite, the analogy between languages and protocols leads to very convenient, well-developed formalisms - formal languages and finite automata. A standard definition of a formal language is that of a set of strings of symbols from some one alphabet, where an alphabet is a finite set of symbols and is usually denoted as $\Sigma$ [114]. Relating this to protocols, $\Sigma$ is the set of messages that an entity can send or receive, including messages that come from say, the environment (such as the expiration of a timer, for example).
4.3.1.1 Finite State Machines

A Finite State Machine, also called a finite automaton [163, 111, 114], consists of a finite set of states and a set of transitions from state to state that occur on input symbols chosen from $\Sigma$. For each input symbol there is exactly one transition out of each state, possibly a self-transition. The initial state, that can be denoted $q_0$, is the state at which the automaton starts, and there is a set of states called a final or accepting states.

Formally, an automaton is represented by a 5-tuple $(Q, \Sigma, \delta, q_0, T)$ where $Q$ is a finite set of states, $\Sigma$ is a finite input alphabet, $q_0$ is the initial state, $T$ is the set of final (terminal) states, and $\delta$ is the transition function mapping. Given the current state $q_n$ and an input $\sigma$, the transition relation $\delta(q_n, \sigma) \rightarrow q_{n+1}$ defines the next state.

Definitions 2 and 3 provide the standard formal definitions for a finite automaton and non-deterministic finite automaton.

**Definition 2.** A finite automaton (FA) $A$ is a tuple $(Q, \Sigma, \delta, q_0, T)$, where

- $\Sigma$ is a finite input alphabet,
- $Q$ is a finite set of states,
- $\delta$ is the (partial) next state function, $\delta : Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow 2^Q$
- $q_0$ represents the initial state and $T$ defines the set of terminal states, i.e $q_0 \in Q$, $T \subseteq Q$.

$\delta$ is usually described by a transition diagram.[111]. If $q, q' \in Q$, $\sigma \in \Sigma$ and $q' = \delta(q, \sigma)$, and $\sigma$ is said to be an arc from $q$ to $q'$ and written $q \xrightarrow{\sigma} q'$.

A number of classes of FA can be distinguished, for example deterministic $^1$FA shown in Figure 4.1, where $Q = \{S1, S2\}$, $q_0 = S1$, $T = \{S2\}$ and $\Sigma = \{1, 0\}

\[\text{[1]Other classes are Nondeterministic Finite Automata (NFA) and Nondeterministic Finite Automata with } \varepsilon \text{ transitions (FND-}\varepsilon \text{ or } \varepsilon \text{-NFA).}\]
Definition 3. Deterministic finite automaton

A finite automaton is called deterministic if:

- $\delta$ maps each state/input pair into at most one state, i.e.

$$\delta : Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow Q$$

The definition for a finite automaton above does not provide a way of explicitly representing or manipulating variables other than by explicitly manipulating the state of the automaton. A notational convenience for separating a named set of variables $V$ that are implicitly part of the state encoding yields a structure known as an extended finite state machine (EFSM) [113]. Formally, if $V$ is a set of variables, each of which can assume a finite number of values, then the EFSM is the automaton given by $(Q, V, \Sigma, \delta, q_0)$.

Finite State Machines and protocols  A common way of modelling protocols is by using communicating processes [108, 109] where each process is a finite automaton and the network of processes is connected via error-free, full-duplex FIFO channels [34].

The formal model of a finite state machine has been applied extensively to the study of communication protocols, (particularly specification and verification), since the very first publications for example in [3] where a pair of finite-state automata were used to model the transmitter-receiver protocol in a data communications system. Further early work is published in [68] [236, 35].

The finite state machine approach has also long been the method of choice in almost all formal modelling and validation techniques [223]. An introduction the theory of communicating finite state machines can be found also be found in [35].
Many variations of the basic finite state machine model have been used for the analysis of protocol systems, both restrictions and extensions. It is observed that the restricted versions have the advantage, at least in principle, of a gain in analytical power. In the literature, it is cited that the extended versions have the advantage of a gain in modelling power [111]. Petri Nets are one such variant of finite state machine model. Petri nets were first described in [189], and surveys can be found in [188, 176, 33], and Petri Nets’ modelling power and some extensions are discussed in [2].

**Petri net structure**  Briefly, a petri net, $PN$ is represented by a bipartite directed graph, with weighted arcs. In this graph, there are two kinds of nodes, namely places and transitions. The weighted arcs are either from a place to a transition or from a transition to a place. A place that has an outgoing arc to a transition $t$ is called input place of $t$, a place that has an incoming arc from a transition $t$ is called output place of $t$.

Formally, a Petri Net structure 5-tuple $PN = (P, T, F, W, M_0)$, a bipartite graph.

---

2A bipartite graph is a graph whose vertices can be divided into two disjoint sets $U$ and $V$ such that every edge connects a vertex in $U$ to one in $V$ i.e. , $U$ and $V$ are independent sets.
Definition 4. Petri net

\[ P = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_m\} \] is a finite set of places.
\[ T = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_m\} \] is a finite set of transitions,
\[ F \subseteq (P \times T) \cup (T \times P) \] is a set of directed arcs (i.e. a flow relation),
\[ W : F \rightarrow \mathbb{N} - \{0\} \] is a weight function which associates a nonzero natural value to each element of \( F \). If no weight value is explicitly associated with a flow element, the default value 1 is assumed for the function,
\[ M_0 : P \rightarrow \mathbb{N} - \{0\} \] is the initial marking,
\[ P \cap T = \emptyset \] (bipartite graph) and \( P \cup T \neq \emptyset \).

A petri-net structure \( N = (P, T, F, W) \) without any specific initial marking is denoted by \( N \), and a petri net with a given initial marking is denoted \( (N, M_0) \).

Figure 4.2 gives an example of a petri net for a simplified communication network as discussed in [176] where also explanation of the notation is given.

Petri net dynamics  The dynamics of a petri net is described by means of the concept of marking. A marking is a function that assigns to each place a nonnegative integer, called token; the initial state of the net is represented by the initial marking, denoted with \( M_0 \). From a graphic point of view, places are usually represented by circles, transitions by rectangles and marks by black dots into places. A place containing a token is said to be marked. Arcs are labelled with their weights and labels for unitary weight are usually omitted.

The dynamics of the net is described by moving tokens among places according to a particular firing rule:
1. a transition $t$ is enabled to fire if each input place $p$ of $t$ is marked with at least $w(p, t)$ tokens, where $w(p, t)$ is the weight of the arc from $p$ to $t$.

2. a firing of an enabled transition $t$ removes $w(p, t)$ tokens from each input place $p$ of $t$, and adds $w(t, p)$ tokens to each output place of $t$.

3. the marking of the other places which are neither input nor output of $t$ remains unchanged.

4.3.1.3 Petri Nets and protocols

[60] surveys the applicability of petri nets for protocol specification and validation and Figure 4.2 (adapted from [176]) shows graphically a very simple petri net model of a communication protocol.
4.3.2 Formal Languages for protocol specification

Since the models of computation usually considered are based on concurrent execution of sequential processes, the primary function of a protocol specification is to provide the legal execution sequences that each process can exhibit. Thus a very natural way to think about and specify protocols is by using a language that is based on concepts rooted in programming languages. In programming languages, as in the study of natural languages, syntax is separated from semantics. Language syntax is concerned with the structural aspects of the language, such as the symbols and the phrases used to relate symbols; syntactic analysis determines whether a program is legal. The semantics of a programming language, on the other hand, deals with the meaning of a program, i.e. what behavior is produced when the program statements are executed [115].

In order to create an unambiguous specification, one must use a language that has unambiguous semantics, so that a legal phrase in the language has a single interpretation. In a protocol context, this requires an underlying mathematical model of process execution, inter-process communication, and the system state space. A language having these properties is known as a formal description technique (FDT) [142].

A variety of languages have been proposed and developed for the purpose of describing protocols. Some of these languages were developed with the goal of augmenting informal descriptions in protocols published by standards committees, while others were developed as aids for the design and verification of protocols. These languages can be differentiated according to the model of computation, communication infrastructure, synchronization primitives, notion of time, and support for data types [232].

Several early attempts at developing a language formalizing a protocol description [15, 11, 10] gave birth to three parallel standardization efforts by the International Standards Organization, ISO, and others. The standardisation effort resulted in three primary languages, namely below:
1. **Estelle** [72] is a second generation FDT. The underlying model is that of extended finite state machines (EFSM) that communicate by exchanging messages and by restricted sharing of some variables.

2. **SDL:** The Specification and Description Language (SDL) was developed by the standards body CCITT. SDL is also based on an extended finite state machine framework and was designed specifically for the specification and design of telecommunications systems.

3. **LOTOS:** The Language of Temporal Ordering Specifications [28] was developed by the ISO standards body and was passed as an international standard in early 1989. LOTOS is strongly based on Milner’s calculus of communicating system (CCS) [167], with additional influence by Hoare’s CSP [108]. It falls into a class of languages known as a *process algebra*, which can be characterized by, firstly, a wide use of equations and inequalities among process expressions, and by secondly, an exclusive use of synchronized communication as the means of interaction among system components.

[120] gives a quick overview of these formal languages techniques and earlier work and general treatment of formal protocol representation, specification and verification is given in [26, 164, 164, 223].

A comprehensive bibliography of protocol synthesis literature, i.e. attempts to formalize and automate the process of designing communications protocols, is given in [200].
4.4 Interaction protocols in Multi-Agent systems

Overview  The previous section considered aspects of the general area of communication protocols. Communication is also a key aspect in multiagent systems, allowing agents to exchange information to cooperate and to coordinate tasks. Typically, communication in multiagent systems is represented as protocols, a set of rules that guide interaction between several agents [121]. For a given state of the protocol, only a finite set of messages may be sent or received. So this leads to a classical view of an interaction protocol as captured in [25], where the roles that agents play are considered, and the interaction is described as a finite state machine where:

1. states identify global states of the protocol,

2. transitions represent messages that are labelled with a role identifier and a performative. For any transition, agents playing an associated role can send a message that uses the associated performative.

And to quote [25], then as such, interaction protocols are a coordination model, the coordination medium being the agent communication language, the ACL, and the coordination laws are expressed through the finite state machine that describes the protocol. In our work we also take this view that agents coordinate using interaction protocols.

In multiagent research, it is widely accepted that protocols are public (compare this to agent strategies that generate agent utterances, which are private) [198]. A common protocol ensures that all participants following it will coordinate meaningfully and expect certain responses from others. There are debates about this notion of common protocols [187], in particular, concerns about difficulties in attaining common protocol knowledge.

It is noted though that there are various ways;
1. protocol can be dynamically pre-arranged upon entering an interaction,

2. protocol maybe coded in the agents,

3. agents may obtain a protocol from a repository of published protocols,

4. an institution may dictate the protocol.

So in our work we assume common protocol knowledge, in particular through points 1, 2 and 3.

4.4.1 Protocol engineering in multiagent systems

There are a number of parallel strands of research on protocols and interaction behaviour specification in multiagent systems. [190, 86, 120] discuss protocols and protocol engineering in multiagent environments and propose conceptual frameworks. 

The standard approach to agent interactions has been message oriented, with interactions defined by interaction protocols that give permissible sequences of messages. Examples of research activity include work done on enhancing existing methods discussed above, i.e. finite state machines, petri-nets. Other attempts consider deeper issues of agent communication languages and the use of conversation policies [98], and conversation oriented approach to agent interactions [20].

There are some arguments that the message centric approach is limited especially regarding robustness and flexibility [244]. It is with these concerns that there are strands of research that consider a shift away from message centric view to the introduction of social semantics and consideration of higher level notions such as social commitments and development of commitment machines, CMs. [252].

There is also further research that consider dialectical approaches, advocating the use of dialogue-games. [162] surveys commitment-based and dialogue-based protocols.
It is worth noting however, that some of these approaches often assume some underlying model of agents, e.g. logical frameworks as it is the case for dialogue-based protocols, and commitment machines can be mapped [244] to BDI frameworks [196]. The next sections considers briefly some of these approaches in turn.

### 4.4.1.1 Finite state machine based protocols

As discussed above there is historical precedent to using finite state in modelling protocols. This extends to multi-agent interaction protocols [251].

An interaction protocol as an fsm will show states and transitions labelled with allowed messages. As an example consider a finite state machine representation of the Contract Net Protocol[^5] [215] shown in Figure 4.3. In that figure, \( a \) and \( b \) represent roles, i.e. in the role \( a \), an agent can send messages from the set \{\textit{cfp, accept\_proposal, cancel, reject\_proposal}\} to a group of agents each playing the role \( b \). In the role \( b \) and agent can send messages from the set \{\textit{propose, refuse, inform, cancel}\}. Indexing can be used in the protocol message labels for both roles, e.g. to capture the fact that a \textit{cfp} message is broadcast by an agent playing role \( a \) to multiple agents in a group. We can write \( a : \textit{cfp} : b(i) \) and more generally if multiple instances of role \( a \) exist write \( a(i) : \textit{cfp} : b(i) \). This setup can be generalised to multiple roles.

Finite state machine based protocols and conversation models are predominantly used in multiagent system research. A justification is given in [57] where it is observed that it is mainly because the finite state machines have an established underlying formal model that supports structured design techniques and formal analysis and facilitates development, composition and reuse. Furthermore finite state machines are simple, intuitive, provide visual flow of action or communication and are sufficient for many

[^5]: Contract Net Protocol is a task allocation protocol that facilitates negotiation between bidders and an auctioneer in a Multi-Agent System to form a contract.
Figure 4.3: Contract Net protocol, showing messages and indexed agent roles for protocol participants.
sequential interaction.

4.4.1.2 Petri Nets and agent protocols

While finite state machine based protocols and conversation models are predominantly used, the main criticism has been that finite state machines are not adequately expressive to model interactions with degrees of concurrency.

Therefore there is some research directions that explore the use of petri-nets in modelling agent interactions, some work is reported in [102, 86].

Because the petri-net language is a generalisation of automata formalism\(^4\) then with appropriate transformations petri nets can be derived from finite transition systems [56] and reverse transformation also exists, called reachability analysis, is part of the definition of Petri Net. It generates a form of FSM labelled with Petri net transitions and called state graph.

Coloured Petri-nets [128] have recently been explored to represent agent interactions and related issues. [57] proposes the use of colored petri-nets as model underlying language for conversation specification. The motivation cited there for this is that;

1. While finite state machines are commonly used, they are not sufficient for complex agent interactions requiring concurrency.

2. Petri-net carry relative simplicity and graphical representation of Finite state Machines in addition supports greater expressive power to support concurrency.

Furthermore, a language, Protolingua [57] based on this model was investigated within the Jackal [58] agent development environment. For example [102] presents an analysis of existing Petri net representation approaches in terms of their scalability and appropriateness for different tasks.

\(^4\)To express concurrency of events.
4.4.1.3 AUML

There is active research on the use of AUML [21, 150] in modelling agents interaction protocols, the rationale being that by aligning this work with the closest antecedent technology object oriented software development, there are benefits to be accrued, especially in the wide acceptance of agents [21], indeed there is a view in some research strands in Agent-oriented programming that multiagent systems can be considered extensions of object-oriented systems.

AUML is an extension of Unified Modelling Language, UML 5 [124] and there has been attempts to model agent protocols and interactions using it, examples can be seen in [136].

The motivation for the use of AUML has largely centered around the need for modelling methods and tools that supports a complete process lifecycle [136]. For example, the use of AUML specified interaction protocols in a prometheus 6 based designed tool [230] has been discussed in [185].

AUML has also been used by FIPA 7 to specify FIPA agent interaction protocols [1]. Regarding implementation, FIPA protocols implementations in multiagent tools has been largely as finite state machines. 8

Figure 4.4 below shows an example of a FIPA contract-net protocol.

The AUML FIPA interaction protocol can be mapped to other formalisms, for example [39] provides a transformation of AUML diagrams to petri-nets to help define operational semantics of interaction protocols, i.e. the semantics of the AUML diagrams are defined through the semantics of petri-nets. Also [102] makes an argument for a

---

5 Object Management Group.
6 Prometheus is a software engineering methodology for designing agent systems.
7 FIPA is an IEEE Computer Society standards organization that promotes agent-based technology and the interoperability of its standards with other technologies. FIPA has specified and defined semantics of FIPA-ACL, an agent communication language.
8 Open source agent platform JADE uses finite state machine based "behaviours" for example.
Figure 4.4: FIPA contract-net protocol adapted from [1].
semi-automatic procedure for converting FIPA interaction protocol to their petri-net representations in search of a better representation of protocol features.

4.4.1.4 Multiagent conversation policies

Another view of agent interactions is to consider a conversational model [59] and to structure interactions as conversations [19] among agents and organise messages into appropriate contextual settings to provide a common guide to all agents. This is done by using conversation policies, CPs. A definition of a conversation policy is given in [98] and current research efforts discussed in [76].

Regarding implementation, while as observed in [162], the definition of conversation policies abstracts from any precise computational model, in practice CPs are modelled too as finite state machines and typically these models are called protocols.

Coloured petri nets [128] have been also used in conversation modelling as discussed in [59].

There have also been proposals for a conversational and coordination language as discussed in [18] and use of such a language in conversation oriented programming is described in [20].

It is worth noting though that conversation policies have limitations of their own. Particular challenges are identified by [162] to be in flexibility and specification of conversation policies.

4.4.1.5 Commitment-based and dialogue-based protocols

There is also active research directions in exploring the notion of commitments in modelling agent interaction protocols. Commitment are defined through commitment machines (CMs), where a commitment machine defines a range of possible interac-
tions that start in *some state* (i.e. no initial state is designated as such, this to be contrasted with standard interaction protocols and finite state machines [244]).

Regarding implementation, a commitment machine is a *declarative* description of states and allowed transitions in a protocol, an example description for the a netbill protocol\(^9\) [61], is given in [244].

However [251] has shown that given a commitment machine, a finite state machine equivalent representation can be synthesised automatically, and therefore one way to visualise the interactions that are possible with a given commitment machine, is to generate the finite state machine corresponding to the CM as demonstrated by [244].

Finally, there is also active research on the use of dialogue-game based protocols, and there have been proposals for dialogue-game based agent communication languages [41]. An extensive review of these new trends in ACLs and the use of commitment-based and dialogue-based protocols is given in [162]. Some recent ideas about designing and implementation of commitment-based interactions are given in [243] and [244].

### 4.4.2 Discussion

We observe that the various approaches discussed above though somewhat varied, can with appropriate transformations be converted to their under finite state machine equivalents without loss of information for the purposes of the work we want to do in this thesis on termination detection; Indications of possible existence of such transformations is due in part from the fact that some model are derivations of the finite state machine, and in this discussion for example;

1. [245] states that each commitment machine implicitly defines a corresponding

\(^9\)NetBill is a system for micropayments for information goods on the Internet.
Finite state machine where the states of the FSM correspond to the states of the CM and the transitions are defined by the effects of the actions and [251] has shown that from a declarative description of states and allowed transitions in a protocol, i.e. a commitment machine, a finite state machine representation can be synthesised automatically.

2. AUML specified protocols can be converted to petri nets, and

3. Petri nets can be derived from transition systems [56, 186] and the reverse transformations are possible.

4. Conversation policies in practice are implemented as finite state machines [162]

**Research Assumptions** In our work we make the assumption that agents coordinate using interaction protocols, and that these interaction protocols are finite state machine based or can be reduced or transformed to finite state machine equivalent representations with preserving transformations. This is particularly useful in heterogenous environments where a common underlying representation is useful for interoperability. Considering the discussion above regarding various ways in which interactions are currently modelled, an assumption of a common underlying finite state machine representation and possibility of implementing transformations is not unreasonable.

To this end, our research makes assumptions that underlying protocols are based on the finite state machine model, and subsequent discussions e.g. in chapter 5, page 66, treats protocols as finite state machines, edge-labelled directed graphs.
4.5 Summary

This chapter has reviewed the evolution of computer protocols, their formal models and techniques for their specification. The chapter then discussed current practices in interaction protocols for multiagent systems, and has shown that current research in this area extends previous work on computer protocols and is progressing towards approaches like conversations policies and declarative descriptions such as commitment machines. Often though particular underlying models for agents are assumed in this approaches.

Various extensions to existing techniques has been proposed, for example the use of colored petri-nets and AUML in modelling interaction protocols. Petri-nets are considered to address the concurrency issues in communication, and AUML is considered to relate agent-oriented software engineering to the successful and widely accepted UML approach in object oriented systems so as to encourage the uptake of agent development.

But the finite state machine approach is widely used in modelling and implementing protocols in implemented multiagent systems. Furthermore, in the discussion of other approaches, it is apparent that with appropriate transformations, it is possible to derive finite state model equivalent representations, this observation we propose can help in accommodating heterogeneity in implemented systems.

So in this research we make an explicit assumption that coordination is achieved by the message-centric interaction protocols and that this protocols are based on finite state model as is predominantly the case.

With this background, Chapter 5 in Part II next considers a termination detection model for multiagent systems interactions.
PART II
TERMINATION DETECTION FOR AGENTS
CHAPTER 5

Termination Detection for Protocols

5.1 Introduction

We have discussed in the previous chapter, Chapter 4, section 4.4 that protocols represent the allowed interactions among communicating agents, and they regulate these interactions. They can also be viewed as specifications of these interactions as cited by [212]. Agents participate in different protocols by appropriately interacting with each other, for example, by responding to messages, performing actions in their domain, or updating their local states. Protocols can thus be taken as specifying policies that agents would follow with regard to their interactions with other agents. These policies would for example, determine the conditions under which a request will be acceded to or permissions issued or a statement believed [212].

We have also noted in the previous chapter that there are various approaches to specifying protocols and argued for adopting a finite state machine representation and considered some unified framework where with appropriate transformations a finite state machine representation may be derived from others.

Chapter 2 discussed extensive research in termination detection in distributed systems considering an underlying process model of computation. Under this computational model, the termination detection problem was discussed and various algorithms proposed over time were presented within some taxonomies.
Chapter 3 discussed an agent model of computation, contrasted it to the process or object model used in distributed systems research, and identified flexible interaction and coordination as some of the main considerations in the agent model, and also identified interaction protocols as a means to effect both.

The chapter also proposed that we could therefore consider looking closely at some research in distributed systems but within the agent model, for example termination detection, in light of the assumptions in the agent model. This in order to bring the benefits of the termination detection applications to multiagent systems infrastructures.

These applications were covered in chapter 2, page 16. There it was observed that as the terminated status is among stable states (consider as another example global communication deadlock) that should be known for system administration. Other applications are listed there.

Now also recall the example scenarios introduced briefly in section 1.5 cited where a termination detection mechanism can be exploited.

In all those scenarios, we can

–i– Consider agents executing a publicly visible behaviour specification in the form of public protocols, (while the agent strategies that generate agent responses themselves maybe private).

–ii– Furthermore we can assume that these behaviour specifications are in a form of finite state machines or if they can at least with appropriate transforms be translated to finite state machines in a unified framework proposed as discussed in the previous chapter.

–iii– As part of addressing the problem of termination, we can discuss the problem of determining when individual agents have reached terminal configurations in the protocols they are executing.
To study the problem of termination detection in multiagent system adequately will require consideration of representative cases in the space of interactions. e.g., one to one (client server like), many to one (auction like) and many to many (in general). We can consider a model for agent conversations, capture multiplicity of interactions and consider termination detection in such a model.

Furthermore we can consider the issue of what additional information agents can avail to aid this process by observing that in multiagent systems, protocols are made public while individual strategies are maybe made private and that in practical implementations of multiagent systems, there is bound to be some restrictions on absolute agent autonomy, and provision of such additional information may be in line with conditions for participation in an agent society, as is the case with auctions for example.

5.2 Overview

This chapter is structured as follows;

Section 5.3 begins by giving basic definitions about protocols, observables, termination paths, unique termination paths, and defines and identifies the shortest unique termination paths as the minimal information that an agent can provide about its interaction protocol, (together with its interaction partners).

The section also sketches an off-line procedure to derive shortest unique paths given a protocol graph and presents an algorithm for this.

Section 5.4 presents a termination detection model, where we present a representation for the notion of a conversation, and model this as an interaction from an agent’s perspective. The section also provides a model for branching conversation represented as diffusing computation tree, and provides a definition of a data structure, a conversation
matrix, \textit{c-matrix}, a structure that can be used by controllers, entities that oversee conversations. Given this model and definitions, the section then sketches a procedure for local termination of conversations and presents accompanying algorithms and some complexity analysis.

Section 5.5 considers possibilities for distribution, and discusses a distributed protocol for termination detection over a cluster of controllers, and sketches a procedure of such a protocol and gives some possible algorithms.

The section also provides preliminary evaluation of the protocol given the defined metrics for evaluating termination schemes. Detailed quantitative evaluation of one of these metrics, detection delays, is given in following chapters.

Then Section 5.5.2 in page 108, discusses how a termination detection mechanism may fit in within a generic multiagent systems management infrastructure.

Finally, Section 5.6 provides a discussion and summary for this chapter.

5.3 Definitions

Consider following definitions about protocols;

\textbf{Definition 5 (Protocol).} A protocol is a tuple \((S, \rightarrow, L, T)\), where \(S\) is a set of states, \(L\) is a set of labels, \(\rightarrow \subseteq S \times L \times S\) is a set of transitions and \(T \subseteq S\) is set of terminal states, where \(T \neq \emptyset\) and \(\forall t \in T \; \exists s \in S, l \in L\) such that \(s \neq t\) and \((t, l, s) \in \rightarrow\). We will sometimes write \(s \xrightarrow{l} s'\) instead of \((s, l, s') \in \rightarrow\). There is some state \(s \in S\) designated as a start state.
**Example 1 (CNP).** Consider a Contract-Net protocol \(^1\), the protocol can be represented by the state transition system as shown in Figure 5.1 below. The protocol shown is being executed by two agents \(^2\). In this example\(^3\)

\[ S = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8\}; \ T = \{5, 6, 7, 8\}; \ L = \{\text{cfp, propose...}\} \text{ and } \rightarrow \text{ is as shown in the Figure 5.1.}\]

\(^1\)An agent with a task to complete can solicit offers from other agents via a call for proposals, cfp, message.

\(^2\)Messages are prefixed with agent identifiers

\(^3\)Strictly speaking this is only a simple request protocol since it is defined as a one-to-one interaction. CNP degenerates to simple request protocol if there is only one bidder or task agent.
By executing a protocol, each agent participating in the protocol undergoes various internal state transitions. Each agent has a partial local view, i.e., interactions it engages in. The larger problem posed here is that of deriving a global view of a system of interacting agents given individual agent partial local views, e.g., if say quiescence of the system is to be determined.

As part of addressing this problem, the discussion here centers on determining when agents have reached terminal configurations. The discussion also considers the issue of what additional information can agents avail to aid this process while preserving autonomy⁴ and not introducing too much central control.

To detect termination of a protocol, we can define a termination path, i.e., a sequence of state transitions labelled by observable messages which end in a terminal state.

Definition 6 defines a termination path.

**Definition 6** (Termination Path). Let \( P = (S, \rightarrow, L, T) \) be a protocol, then a path \( p \) of length \( n \) is a sequence \((s_1, \ldots, s_n)\) where \( s_i \in S \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq n \) and \( s_{j-1} \xrightarrow{l_j} s_j \) for \( 1 < j \leq n \). The labels of path \( p \) are defined as a sequence \((l_2, \ldots, l_n)\). Furthermore, if \( s_n \in T \), then \( p \) is a termination path.

**Example 2.** Given the protocol \( P \) in Figure 5.2 below, then for example, the path \( p = (1, 2, 5) \) is a valid termination path with labels \((b, c)\).

Definition 7 (Observable States and Observables). Let \( P = (S, \rightarrow, L, T) \) be a protocol, then an Observable state is a state \( s_i \in S \) s.t. \( \exists \) a unique path \( p \), and \( s_i \xrightarrow{*} s_n \) where \( s_n \in T \) and \( p \in TP \), where \( TP \) is a set of termination paths.⁵ Observables are all the labels in path \( p \).

⁴In this preservation of autonomy, we mean within the rules, roles norms of the given society, and assume enforcement of compliance. It is generally accepted that to engineer MAS, autonomy may be constrained somewhat [184], our agents are constrained in that they do not make the decision not to provide this information.

⁵Termination paths are derived by a defined termination paths procedure.
Definition 8 (Unique Termination Path). Let $P = (S, \rightarrow, L, T)$ be a protocol, then a termination path $p$ with labels $(l_1, \ldots, l_n)$ is unique, if there is no path $p' \neq p$ with labels $(l_1, \ldots, l_n)$.

Example 3. Consider the protocol in Figure 5.2. The path $(2, 5)$ is a termination path, but as both paths $(1, 4)$ and $(2, 5)$ have labels $(c)$ $(2, 5)$ is not a unique termination path. On the other hand $(1, 2, 5)$ is a unique termination path, as there is no other path with labels $(b, c)$.

Definition 9 (Shortest Unique Termination Paths, Observables). Let $P = (S, \rightarrow, L, T)$ be a protocol and $TP$ the set of shortest unique termination paths, then the set of observables $O$ is the union of all labels in any path $p \in TP$, i.e. $O = \bigcup O_i$, where $O_i = \{l_i | l_i \in (l_1, \ldots, l_n) \in TP\}$.

Example 4. In Figure 5.2 above, the set of observables is $O = \{b, c, d, e\}$. Note that
"a" is not element of the set $O$ because the shortest unique path between states 1 and 5 is (3,5) with label "d".

Also Consider Figure 5.3. It is not always the case that there is a shortest unique termination path (e.g. $s \xrightarrow{a} s$, $s \xleftarrow{a} s'$, where $s'$ is a termination state, does not have a shortest unique termination path. The reason is that it contains a cycle. If we limit ourselves to directed acyclic graphs, then this problem does not occur.

**Minimal information**  Given the above definitions, the following statement can be made: Considering an arbitrary protocol (such as that given in Figure 5.2), the minimal information (sub-protocol) that an external entity (monitor) needs to keep to ascertain termination is the shortest unique termination paths of the protocol being executed, intuitively, if an observer is watching this protocol animation as messages are sent; shortest termination paths provide and answer to the question; *what are those messages or sequences of messages that if observed we know the protocol is as close to the terminal state as it can possibly be?*

For the example being considered here, these are depicted in Figure 5.4.
Procedure for deriving shortest termination paths  A procedure for deriving termination paths given a protocol graph can be performed once and off-line on a given protocol or a set of protocols. Such a procedure can involve a graph traversal such as a modified depth-first-search to;

–i– Perform a reachability analysis$^6$,

–ii– Extract paths leading to terminal states,

–iii– and invoke a recursive mechanism to build up and check uniqueness of shortest paths.

One such procedure is sketched below and an algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 page 80. A concrete example for illustration is given in example 5 in page 78 for an arbitrary protocol graph depicted in Figure 5.6 in page 77.

**Procedure for deriving shortest termination paths**

1. From the start node $s \in S$ Perform reachability analysis and from every path $p \in P$ of valid paths leading to terminal state $t \in T$, extract all labels $l \in L$ and construct a set $L_p$ of sequences $\{l_i\}$ of length one made out of the labels, i.e. $L_p = \{\{l_i\} \mid l_i \in L \land s_i \xrightarrow{l_i} s_{i+1}, s_{i+1} \neq t\}$. Note that we insist on $s_{i+1} \neq t$ because labels $l_i$ in the immediate neighborhood of the terminal states $t$ will be used (see below ) to construct another set $L_t$ as input to the algorithm, and a test $L_p \cap L_t \neq \emptyset$ if true will mean that these $\{l_i\}$’s in $L_t$ are not unique and not shortest termination paths and therefore need updating.

$^6$Not in the strong sense of state exploration, but in the sense of picking a state and traversing paths to the final state.
2. Consider an index set $K = \{n \mid 1 < n < h\}$ where $h$ is the height of the protocol graph, then let the set $A = \bigcup_{k \in K} A_k$ represent the set of sequences of all lengths representing transitions of any length. Starting from the root state $s \in S$, and from $\forall p \in P$, construct sets $A_k = \{\{l_1 \ldots l_k\} \mid s_i \xrightarrow{l_1} s_2 \xrightarrow{l_2} \ldots s_n, s_n \neq t\}$ where each set $A_k$ is a set of all sequences of length $k$.

3. Starting from a terminal node $t \in T$, construct a set $L_t$ of sequences $\{l_i\}$ of length one made out of the labels of the transitions in the immediate neighborhood of the terminal state $t$, i.e., $L_t = \{\{l_i\} \mid l_i \in L \land s_i \xrightarrow{l} t, t \in T\}$

4. Initialise the set of shortest termination paths $TP$ to $L_t$, i.e. $TP = L_t$.

5. Check $L_p \cap L_t = \emptyset$
   - If true return $TP$ as the set of minimal (shortest) termination paths.
   - Else $\forall \{l_i\} \in L_p \cap L_t$ update $\{l_i \in TP\}$ where $s_i \xrightarrow{l} t, s \in S, t \in T$ to include label $l_{i-1}$ where $s_{i-1} \xrightarrow{l_{i-1}} s_i \xrightarrow{l_i} t$, i.e. update $\{l_i\}$ to $\{l_{i-1}, l_i\}$ in $TP$ to include the next transition up that path $p \in P$.

6. Repeat for $(2 < n < h)$
   - $\forall \{l_{i-n-1} \ldots l_i\} \in T_p$ if $\{l_{i-n-1} \ldots l_j\} \subset \{l_k\} \in A_k$, where $\subset$ means sub-sequence of, then update $\{l_j\}$ by appending the next transition label up the path $p$ to make this sequence unique, i.e. i.e. update $\{l_j\}$ to $\{l_{i-n}, l_{i-n-1} \ldots l_i\}$ in $TP$.

7. The number of terminal states, $T$ is $|T|$, therefore, the set of all termination paths for a protocol with multiple terminal states is, $TP = \bigcup_{1 \leq n \leq |T|} TP_n$.

A graphical depiction of the trace of the shortest termination paths procedure is given in Figure 5.5 where the input as an arbitrary protocol given in Figure 5.6.
$K = \{ n \mid 1 < n < h \} \$

$T_P = L_T$  

$\text{Check } L_P \cap L_T = \emptyset$  

$\text{Update } T_P \rightarrow \{ [b,c], [c,d], [c,e] \}$  

$\text{Update } T_P \rightarrow \{ [b,c], [c,d], [c,e] \}$  

$\text{Update } T_P \rightarrow \{ [b,c], [c,d], [c,e] \}$

**Figure 5.5:** Showing an illustration of the algorithm for shortest termination paths running on a protocol given in example 5.6
Example 5. For illustration, consider a protocol $P$ shown in 5.6 (a) and the corresponding shortest termination paths shown in 5.6 (b) derived by the STP Algorithm 1 in page 80 whose trace is depicted in Figure 5.5. The following is an illustration of the steps.

1. **step 1** From the protocol graph, extract paths $p \in P$ and construct set $L_p$ of sequences.
   - $P = \{p_1, p_2, p_3\}$ where paths are: $p_1 = (d, c, e)$, $p_2 = (b, c, d)$, $p_3 = (e, b, c)$.
   - $L_p = \{[b], [c], [d], [e]\}$

2. **step 2** Construct $A_k$s, sets of sequences of length $k$.
   - $A_1 = \emptyset$, $A_2 = \{[e, b], [b, c], [c, d], [d, c], [c, e]\}$, $A_3 = \emptyset$
3. **step 3** Construct \( L_t \), the set of sequences of labels in the immediate neighborhood of terminal state.

- \( L_t = \{[c], [d], [e]\} \)

4. **step 4** The set of termination path \( TP \) initialised to \( L_t \) derived in **step 3**.

- \( TP = L_t = \{[c], [d], [e]\} \)

5. **step 5** Check for uniqueness of paths: \( L_t = \{[c], [d], [e]\} \) and \( L_p = \{[b], [c], [d], [e]\} \).

- \( L_p \cap L_t \neq \emptyset = \{[c], [d], [e]\} \)

- \( \therefore \) update \( TP \) to \( TP = \{[b, c], [c, d], [c, e]\} \)

6. **step 6** Height \( h \) of the protocol graph is 3, \( \therefore \) Repeat for \( 2 < n < 3 \)

- Current elements of \( TP \) are \([b, c], [c, d] \) and \([c, e]\), check if any is a subsequence of some sequence element of \( A_k \) (Recall \( A_1 = \{[b], [c], [d], [e]\} \), \( A_2 = \{[e, b], [b, c], [c, d], [d, c], [c, e]\} \), \( A_3 = \{[e, b, c], [b, c, d], [d, c, e]\} \))

  - e.g. for the first iteration, \( A_k = A_2 = \{[e, b], [b, c], [c, d], [d, c], [c, e]\} \)

  then for each of \([b, c], [c, d]\) or \([c, e]\) check if any is a subsequence of some \( [l_i] \in A_2 \) and update with next transition where true, e.g. \([b, c] \subset [b, c] \in A_2 \). Then \([b, c] \in TP \) is updated with the next transition, \( e \) in path \( p_3 \) to which it belongs, to become \([e, b, c] \) in the updated \( TP \)

7. **step 7** If the protocol had multiple terminal states, then its set \( TP \) is the union of all \( TP_i \)'s where \( TP_i \) is set of termination paths for a particular terminal state derived as above.
The algorithm for shortest termination paths, \textit{stp}, is presented in Algorithm 1 next where the \textit{reachability} and \textit{update} procedures used within it are presented in Algorithms 2 and 3 respectively. The \textit{stp} procedure declares global data structures, sets as defined in the preceding discussion, namely sets $TP$, $A$, $L_p$, $L_i$ initialised to be empty. The variables $N$ and $K$ are also as defined, i.e $N$ represents the set of indices for the total number of final states for a given protocol with multiple final states, and $K$ the set of indices for indexing sets in the set $A \cup_{k \in K} A_k$ as discussed previously.

Regarding the invoked procedures, \textit{reachability} and \textit{update}, they have access to \textit{stp}'s global variables as initialised there, and their outputs are the updated global variables.
Algorithm 1 Shortest Termination paths algorithm

procedure \( \text{stp} \) \((P, s, t)\)

INPUT: - Protocol \( P = (S, \rightarrow, L, T) \); \( s \in S, t \in T \)

OUTPUT: - A set \( TP \) of all shortest termination paths, sequences \( \{ l_i \} \) of labels, i.e. \( TP = \{ \{ l_i \} | l_i \in L \} \) where \( \{ l_i \} \) s are unique, sequences, i.e. for and indexed set \( A = \cup_{k \in K} A_k \), then \( \forall A_k \in A \not\exists \) sequence \( s_k \in A_k \) s.t \( s_k = \{ l_i \} \)

GLOBAL DATA STRUCTURES:  Sets \( TP, L_p, L_t, A \)

INIT:

\[
N = \{ n \mid 1 < n < |T| \} \\
K = \{ n \mid 1 < n < h \} \\
h = \text{height}(P) \\
TP = \emptyset, L_t = \emptyset, L_p = \emptyset, A = \emptyset.
\]

for all \((t \in T \land n \in N)\) do

reachability\((P, s, t)\)

set \( TP_n = L_t \)

if \( L_p \cap L_t = \emptyset \) then

return \( TP \)

else

update\((P, TP_n, A)\)

end if

end for

return \( TP = \bigcup_{1 \leq n \leq |T|} TP_n \).
Algorithm 2 Reachability algorithm

procedure reachability (P, s, t)

INPUT:  -Protocol P = (S, \rightarrow, L, T); s \in S, t \in T

OUTPUT: -Updated set L_p = \{\{l_i\} \mid l_i \in L \land s_i \rightarrow l_i, s_{i+1} \neq t\},
         -Updated set L_t = \{\{l_i\} \mid l_i \in L \land s_i \rightarrow t, t \in T\},
         -Indexed set A = \bigcup_{k \in K} A_k

DATA STRUCTURES:  Access to stp’s global data structures A, L_t, L_p

for all \ k \in K \ do
    traverse P and construct A_k\ s and derive A
    if (k = h) then
        insert \ l_i \ to \ L_t
    end if
end for

set L_P = A_1

return L_p, L_t, A
Algorithm 3 Termination paths update Algorithm

procedure update ()

INPUT: 
-Indexed set $A = \bigcup_{k \in K} A_k$
-Current set of shortest termination paths, $TP$

OUTPUT: 
-Updated set of shortest termination paths, $TP$

DATA STRUCTURES: Access to $stp$’s global data structures $A$, $TP$

repeat
    for all $\{l_1 \ldots l_n\} \in TP$ do
        for all $A_k \in A$ do
            for all $l_k \in A_k$ do
                if $\{l_1 \ldots l_n\} \subset l_k$ then
                    $\{l_1 \ldots l_n\} \rightarrow \{l_{i-1}, l_i \ldots l_n\}$
                end if
            end for
        end for
        $A \rightarrow A - A_K$
    end for
    update()
until $A = \emptyset$
return $TP$
5.4 Termination detection model

The discussion of termination detection algorithms in chapter 2 assumes and underlying process (object) model of computation and the algorithms discussed there use basic messages and rely primarily on low level constructs such as message counting and acknowledgements. Agents use high level agent communication languages, ACLs, and coordinate using structured interaction protocols that regulate their interactions, and agent messages have a context. Therefore an entity tasked with detecting global properties such as termination can use additional information about a protocol to carry out the task as discussed above in section 5.3.

Additionally a particular agent can engage in multiple interactions or conversations in pursuit of its goals. To this end we consider a conversational model for agent interactions.

5.4.1 A model for agent conversations

Consider a number of conversational scenarios;

1. *Scenario 1*: An agent engages in a conversation involving the execution of a single protocol in a single interaction with another party.


3. *Scenario 3*: An agent engages in a single conversation that triggers additional conversations and the original conversation is not terminated until the sub-conversations are terminated, i.e. consider the recursive definition of a conversation.

4. *Scenario 4*: A generalisation of the point above, where an agent engages in multiple conversations that have sub-conversations.
First consider definition 10 below that defines a conversation. In this definition conversations can involve sub-conversations.

**Definition 10.** A conversation is a tuple \( \langle C_k, \langle C_{k,i} \rangle, P, F \rangle \) where \( \langle C_{k,i} \rangle \) is a vector of its associated conversations (if it triggered any) and \( P \) is a protocol or sub-protocol (such as the set of termination paths \( TP \)) associated with this conversation. \( F \in \{0, 1\} \), is a flag that is set if the root conversation \( C_k \) is completed, unset otherwise. Then for notational convenience we can write \( C_k \mapsto F \) to refer to the boolean flag \( F \) associated with the root conversation \( C_k \) ( or equivalently just write \( C_k = 1 \) or \( C_k = 0 \) or at a higher level, the notation \( C_k \mapsto F \) can be represented by a predicate such as \( computeF(C_k) \)).

**Example 6.** If during a conversation \( C_1 \) between \((i, j)\) further sub-conversations \( C_{1,1} \) and \( C_{1,2} \) are triggered, where \( C_{1,1} \) and \( C_{1,2} \) may as well be roots of further conversations, then represent this as \( \langle C_1, \langle C_{1,1}, C_{1,2} \rangle, P, F \rangle \).

Then consider definition 11 that defines a conversation matrix C-Matrix, a structure that can be used by an observer who oversees a conversation say in a termination detection of procedure.

**Definition 11 (C-Matrix).** Let \( M \) be a matrix of \( m_{i,j} \) entries, \( 1 < i \leq n \) and \( 1 < j \leq n \). Let each \( m_{i,j} \) entry be a tuple \( \langle F, \langle C_k \rangle \rangle \), \( F \in \{0, 1\} \) \( 1 < k \leq m \) for some \( m \), where each \( C_k \) is an active conversation in definition 10 and \( \langle C_k \rangle \) is a vector of root conversations. Write \( M_{i,j} \mapsto F \) to reference \( F \) at \( m_{i,j} \) ( or equivalently just write \( M_{i,j} = 1 \) or \( M_{i,j} = 0 \), or at a higher level, the notation \( M_{i,j} \mapsto F \) can be represented by a predicate such as \( computeF(M_{i,j}) \)).

Clearly regarding \( F \), from definition 10 and 11, \( M_{i,j} \mapsto F = \bigwedge_{1 \leq k \leq n} C_k \mapsto F \) ( or equivalently \( computeF(M_{i,j}) = \bigwedge_{1 \leq k \leq n} computeF(C_k) \)) for the conversations in the vector \( \langle C_k \rangle \), i.e. \( F \) set when all the conversations have been completed.
Example 7. Figure 5.7 shows a representation of a \( c \)-matrix. \( m_{i,j} \) in the matrix represents a registered interaction between \( i \) and \( j \). A \( \otimes \) at \((i, j)\) represents flag \( F \) set, and existence a non-empty vector \( \langle C_k \rangle \) of active conversations and a \( \bigcirc \) at \((i, j)\) represents flag \( F \) unset for terminated set of conversations in the vector \( \langle C_k \rangle \). Conversations in the vector \( \langle C_k \rangle \) are also flagged \( \bigcirc \) and \( \otimes \) as defined in definition 10 if the current state \( t \) in the protocol execution is a terminal state, i.e. \( t \in T \).

Hierarchical conversations as diffusing computation trees  As it is, example 7 on the use of a \( c - \)matrix satisfies scenario 1 and scenario 2 above in page 83. To accom-
moderate further scenarios, consider the use of the recursive definition of conversations in definition 10 to generalise the use of the conversation matrix \(c-matrix\). We introduce a diffusing computation\(^7\) tree of conversations, shown in Figure 5.8. Notice the recursive representation of the conversations.

**Definition 12.** A diffusing computation tree for a conversation is a graph, a pair \(G = (V, E)\) of sets satisfying \(E \subseteq V \times V\), where the vertex set \(V = \{C_i \mid \neg \text{inactive}(C_i)\}\), a set of active conversations, where the negation\(^8\) of the predicate inactive tests existence of an active protocol execution associated with the conversation. \(E\) is the edge set, a binary relation, where an edge \(e = (c_i, c_j)\) indicates that \(c_i\) triggered \(c_j\), \(E = \{(c_i, c_j) \mid (c_i, c_j) \in R \subset V \times V\}\) where \(V\) is the vertex set, the set of all possible conversations, \(\vdots\) elements of \(E\) belong to \(V \times V\).

It then follows from the recursive definition of a conversation that a conversation graph \(G\) is made up of subgraphs \(G'((V_1, E_1), G''(V_2, E_2), \ldots, G''(V_1, E_1)\) and \(V = \bigcup_{i \in I} V_i\) and \(E = \bigcup_{i \in I} E_i\), i.e. when a conversation \(C_i\) triggers a sub-conversation \(^9\) \(C_j\), a node \(v = C_j\) and an edge \(e = (C_i, C_j)\) are added to \(V\) and \(E\) respectively to grow \(G\). The reverse happens when a sub-conversation terminates, i.e. a node and an edge are removed.

Figure 5.8 shows a diffusing computation tree representing a conversation, the root designates the conversation that spawned other conversations. The original conversation is terminated when the computation collapses to the root node and \(G\) reduces to a trivial graph of order\(^10\) \(|G| = 0\) and \(||G|| = 0\), an empty graph \((\emptyset, \emptyset)\).

Next, consider extending \(^{11}\) \(E \subseteq V \times V\) relation to be reflexive and transitive and not

---

\(^7\)A variant of Dijkstra diffusing computation.

\(^8\)Defined using negation this way to simplify our subsequent discussions.

\(^9\)Strictly we should write \(C_{i,j}\) as defined, but we write \(C_j\) here for simplicity.

\(^{10}\)Order of a graph is the number of vertices, denoted \(|G|\), equally number of edges is denoted \(||G||\).

\(^{11}\)We need to extend \(E\) to \(E'\) for use as a basis of a procedure used for concluding termination of conversations discussed later. These properties are useful because if we take the nodes to be computational
Figure 5.8: Showing a diffusing computation graph representing a conversation. Using labelling that reflects parent nodes. The root node \( C_i \) designates the conversation that spawned other conversations. Each conversation if active maintains protocol execution or set of termination paths, \( T_P \). A terminated conversation collapses to the root node \( C_i \).
symmetric to produce a relation $E'$. For example consider Figure 5.9.

1. **Reflexivity**, e.g. if $C_i \in V$, $C_j \in V$, $C_k \in V$ etc. then $(C_i, C_i) \in E'$, $(C_j, C_j) \in E'$, $(C_k, C_k) \in E'$, i.e. $R_{\text{reflexive}} = \{(C_i, C_j) \mid (C_i, C_j) \in V \times V \land \forall i \forall j \ i = j\}$. Permitting reflexivity in the model allows a sub-conversation to report its local termination\(^{12}\) and self removal from the set of active conversations as the diffusing computation tree collapses.

2. **Transitivity**, i.e. if $(C_i, C_j) \in E' \land (C_j, C_k) \in E' \Rightarrow (C_i, C_k) \in E'$, or more generally, $R_{\text{transitive}} \subseteq V \times V = \{(C_i, C_k) \mid \exists C_j \in V \text{ s.t } C_i \overset{*}{\rightarrow} C_j \overset{*}{\rightarrow} C_k\}$, where notation $C_i \overset{*}{\rightarrow} C_k$ indicates an existence of path from $C_i$ to $C_k$. Allowing transitivity provides additional safety check before removing nodes, e.g. for some root conversation $C_i$, test if $R_{\text{transitive}} = \{(C_i, C_k) \in E' \mid (C_i, C_k) \in E' \forall C_k \in V\} = \emptyset$ before removing any $C_j$ in the path to $C_k$ s.t $C_j, C_k \in E'$ and $C_i, C_j \in E'$ from $V$ and $C_i$ from $V$, i.e. test if there are no descendant conversations transitively related to $C_i$.

3. Not **symmetric** because clearly if a conversation $C_i$ triggers conversation $C_j$, i.e. $(C_i, C_j) \in E'$, it is not the case that $C_j$ triggers conversation $C_i$, i.e. $(C_j, C_i) \notin E'$.

That is, we define **reflexive** and **transitive** closures of $G$ to be the graph $G' = (V, E')$, where $E' = E \cup R_{\text{reflexive}} \cup R_{\text{transitive}}$, the idea is to use these extended properties in a procedure that collapses the conversation tree safely when conversations (nodes) complete and are removed from the tree until eventually $G$ reduces to an empty graph $G = (\emptyset, \emptyset)$.

---

\(^{12}\)Recall that these nodes are computational operations to remove themselves from the computation tree. A data structure to represent the graph $G(V, E)$, can be maintained e.g. in a form of an adjacency matrix and node can inspect and manipulate this data structure.
Example 8. Consider Figure 5.10 that shows a relation\(^{13}\) $E' = R \subseteq V \times V$, an extended edge set $E'$ of conversation $G' = (V, E')$ representing set of pairs of conversations such that one conversation is triggered by another for the example diffusing computation tree given in Figure 5.8. In this example assume the diffusing computation tree presented in Figure 5.8 is given concrete labels such that the conversation $G = (V, E)$ is rooted at $C_1$ with $C_1$ triggering $C_2$ and $C_5$; $C_2$ triggering $C_3$ and $C_5$; $C_5$ triggering $C_6$ and $C_7$. The original conversation, $C_1$ completes when eventually $E' = \emptyset$. Nodes designated by $\otimes$ show reflexivity of the Relation $E'$, i.e. we allow that if a conversation is triggered by another, then we assume that the triggered conversation has also self triggered trivially, i.e. $\{(C_i, C_j) \in E' | C_i = C_j\}$, this can be used in a heuristic to ensure that when a conversation is completed the edge is removed from $R_{\text{reflexive}} \subseteq E'$ and the node from $V$. Alternatively for inspecting $R_{\text{reflexive}} \subseteq E'$ for active conversations, checking set membership, without traversing the graph in an implementation where the computational nodes update this set themselves, for example. The figure also shows relation $R_{\text{transitive}}$ used in Algorithm 4.

\(^{13}\)Grid used to show the cartesian product $V \times V$. Number labels on the axes for set elements represent identifiers $i$ for conversation nodes.
Figure 5.9: Example conversation $G = (V, E)$ showing transitivity and reflexivity of the edge set $E$ after extending edge set $E$ with $R_{\text{reflexive}}$ and $R_{\text{transitive}}$ to derive a relation $E' = E \cup R_{\text{reflexive}} \cup R_{\text{transitive}}$
Figure 5.10: Showing $E' \subset V \times V = E \cup R_{reflexive} \cup R_{transitive}$ and some sample elements for a conversation $G = (V, E)$. In this example assume the diffusing computation given in Figure 5.8 is given concrete labels such that the conversation $G = (V, E)$ is rooted at $C_1$ with $C_1$ triggering $C_2$ and $C_5$; $C_2$ triggering $C_3$ and $C_5$; $C_5$ triggering $C_6$ and $C_7$. The original conversation, $C_1$ completes when eventually $E' = \emptyset$. 
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Procedure for local termination  So the following procedure local termination \(^{14}\), follows.

Consider a predicate \(\text{inactive}\) raised in Definition 12 page 86 defined over conversations. It evaluates false for an active conversation that has an \(\text{active}\) associated protocol execution and its extended edge set \(E'\) is not empty, i.e. consider definition 13. Consider also predicate \(\text{inactiveProtocol}\) defined over protocols that tests whether a given protocol execution has reached a terminal state, i.e. consider Algorithm 5 

**Definition 13.** For a conversation \(C_i = G(V, E')\),

\[
\neg \text{inactive}(C_i) \iff \text{active}(P_i) \land E' \neq \emptyset, \text{ where for an associated Protocol or sub-protocol , } P_i, \text{ active}(P_i) \iff \text{currentstate}(P_i) \notin T
\]

Given this discussion, a sub-conversation \(C_j\) locally terminates when predicate \(\text{inactive}(C_j)\) defined on conversations evaluates true and hence when its associated protocol execution completes and \(\text{inactiveProtocol}\) evaluates true. A protocol execution completes when one of the terminal states is reached. The overall conversation is completed when the root node is eventually removed from \(V\) and last edge from \(E\) and \(G\) reduces to a empty graph \((\emptyset, \emptyset)\). When removing nodes, test to check existence of adjacent nodes and transitively related nodes. appendix:termination.detection.for.protocol

Consider Algorithm 4 below suggested by the discussion so far. The algorithm traverses the tree\(^{15}\) in breadth-first and at each node evaluating whether there are any descendants conversation nodes i.e. evaluating if \(R_{transitive} = \emptyset\), testing for if the protocol is active using \(\text{activeProtocol}\) predicate and removing that node with a procedure \text{remove} if the above is true. When \(G\) eventually becomes empty, the associated flag \(F\) (defined in Definition 10 in page 84) of a conversation can be set.

\(^{14}\)Local because we refer to a conversation, not a set of all conversations an agent is engaged in.

\(^{15}\)For further illustration of this algorithm, consider an example trace for execution of this algorithm given in Appendix A, Figure A.1 in page 261.
Also consider Algorithm 5 that specifies predicate \textit{inactiveProtocol} defined over protocols.

\textbf{Algorithm 4} Diffusing conversations algorithm

\begin{verbatim}
procedure inactive (G)

INPUT: -Conversation \( G = (V, E) \) rooted at \( C_i \)
OUTPUT: -Boolean \( T \) or \( F \)

DATA STRUCTURES: Graph \( G = (V, E) \), i.e. sets \( V \) and \( E \)

INIT: Initialise sets \( V \) and \( E \) to vertices and edges of \( G \). Initialise sets \( R_{\text{reflexive}} \), \( R_{\text{transitive}} \) and construct set \( E' = E \cup R_{\text{reflexive}} \cup R_{\text{transitive}} \)

repeat
  for all \( (C_j \in V \mid (C_i, C_j) \in E \cup R_{\text{reflexive}}) \) do
    if \( (R = \{(C_j, C_k) \mid (\forall k \exists C_k \in V) \land (C_i, C_k) \in R_{\text{transitive}}\} = \emptyset) \) then
      if \( \neg \text{inactiveProtocol} (C_j \mapsto P_j) \) then
        remove \((G, C_j)\)
      end if
    else
      active\((G_j)\)
    end if
  end for
until \((G = \emptyset, \emptyset)\)

procedure remove (G, C_j)

INPUT: -Conversation \( G = (V, E) \) rooted at \( C_i \); vertex \( C_j \) s.t \((C_i, C_j) \in E'\)
OUTPUT: -Pruned \( G = (V, E) \); Updated \( E' \) i.e. \( E, R_{\text{reflexive}} \) and \( R_{\text{transitive}} \)

Compute \( V = V - C_j \)
Compute \( E' = E' - \{(C_k, C_j) \mid \forall k \ (C_k, C_j) \in E'\} \)
return \( G = (V, E) \)
\end{verbatim}
Algorithm 5 Algorithm for predicate activeProtocol

procedure inactiveProtocol (P)

Let P be a protocol and let TP be the set of shortest unique termination paths with observables $O \subset L$, $L$ set of all labels.

INPUT: A protocol trace, label $l \in L$ or sequence $[l]$  
OUTPUT: -Boolean $T$ or $F$

DATA STRUCTURES: $\forall p = (s_1, \ldots, s_n) \in TP$, there is a state $s_i$ called current execution state of $p$.
INIT: $\forall p = (s_1, \ldots, s_n) \in TP$ initialise its current execution state to $s_1$.
repeat
Let $l$ be a message sent by an agent.
if $l \notin O$ then
    for all $p = (s_1, \ldots, s_n) \in TP$ do
        Set $p$’s current execution state to $s_1$.
    end for
else
    for all $p = (s_1, \ldots, s_n) \in TP$ with current execution state $s_i$ do
        if $s_i \xrightarrow{l} s_{i+1}$ then
            $p$’s current execution state becomes $s_{i+1}$
            if $s_{i+1} = s_n$ then
                set terminated to true. {-Specifically for $p$}
            end if
        end if
    end for
end if
until TERMINATED
Discussion of the algorithm’s complexity  If the algorithm has to visit all nodes and all edges when testing and removing nodes from the computation tree, the time and space complexity will be in the order $O(|V| + |E|)$. Or equivalently, if the branching factor of the tree $b$ and tree depth $d$ were to be known at any time, then theoretically, like the breadth-first-search, the time and space complexities can be expressed as $O(b^d)$ [55, 134].

In practical terms, for the protocols we are considering in multiagent applications, it is worth pointing out that the protocol graphs used in agent interactions as for example given in the FIPA protocol suite [1], are not very big. For example, consider the ContractNet protocol [215] given as an example illustration of an FSM representation of a protocol in Figure 5.1 in page 70 or consider an equivalent FIPA Contact-Net representation from the FIPA protocol suite in AUML notation shown in Figure 4.4 in page 60. Both examples show typical graph sizes of the protocols that are considered in multiagent applications.

In addition, if as it is, the implementation can be such that the nodes can individually update the set data structure for $E'$, then an algorithm that then inspects $E'$ to answer questions about the state of the diffusing computation tree will yield better complexity than $O(|V| + |E|)$ as it will just test set membership in $E'$. We give a further detailed discussion of algorithms discussed in this chapter in Appendix A in section A.4, page 268.
5.5 Distributed protocol for termination detection

Consider a small set of controllers $C = \{C_n \mid n \in \mathbb{N}\}$ modelled as a fully connected network and consider a given agent whose protocol executions are observed by these controllers. Recall from definition 11 that entries $m_{i,j}$ are tuples $\langle F, \langle C_k \rangle \rangle$, with $F \in \{0, 1\}$ and with $m_{i,j} \mapsto F$ written to reference $F$. $F$ indicates whether conversation $C_k$ is active or completed.

So one approach is for each controller $C_n$, to compute, based on the $c$-matrix it maintains, for a given $i$th row, (agent), $\bigwedge_{\forall j} m_{i,j} \mapsto F$, i.e. check if all flags $F$ are set at each of the $m_{i,j}$ entries in the $i$th row. Also recall that each $m_{i,j} \mapsto F$ is in turn computed from $\bigwedge_{1 \leq k \leq n} C_k \mapsto F$ where each $C_k$ here refers to an entry in the vector $\langle C_k \rangle$ of active conversations at $m_{i,j}$.

So consider some logical global $c$-matrix $M$ and definition 14 below.

**Definition 14.** Given an agent $i$ and a set $C = \{C_n \mid n \in \mathbb{N}\}$ of controllers, let the global conversation matrix $M$ be partitioned across Controllers $\{C_n\}$, i.e. such that

$\bigcap_{n \in \mathbb{N}} C_n (M_{i,j}) = \emptyset$, where $C_n (M_{i,j})$ indicates a set of entries from $M_{i,j}$ assigned to controller $C_n$. Write $\bigwedge_{\forall j} M_{i,j} \mapsto F$ as $C_n \mapsto F$ for $\bigwedge_{\forall j} M_{i,j} \mapsto F$ computed by a controller $C_n$. Then $\bigwedge_{n \in \mathbb{N}} C_n \mapsto F$ for all controllers in $\{C_n \mid n \in \mathbb{N}\}$ indicates global termination for agent 17 if true.

**Example 9.** Consider Figure 5.11 showing a global matrix $M$ partitioned across controllers in $\{C_n \mid n \in \mathbb{N}\}$. If all the entries $M_{i,j} \mapsto F$ evaluate to true on row $i$ for all columns $j$, then all conversations associated with $i$ have completed, i.e. because all the $M_{i,j}$s on row $i$ are partitioned across controllers $\{C_n\}$ termination is global if $\bigwedge_{n \in \mathbb{N}} C_n \mapsto F$ evaluates true.

---

16 Observing that the number of connections is quadratic in number of nodes, $\frac{n^2-n}{2}$, order $\mathcal{O}(n^2)$.

17 The significance of "agent" here is that if we seek a global state where all agent interactions have terminated, e.g. if we seek quiescence, each controller observing conversations for this agent have to report termination.
Now, there are various ways to implement a global $c - matrix M$.

1. Partition $M$ logically by allowing each controller to manage a separate copy of a $c - matrix$ and using global identifiers and ensuring that conversations for a particular pair of agents instantiations $(i, j)$ are registered on a particular controller, i.e. $\bigcap_{n \in N} C_n (M_{i,j}) = \emptyset$ in line with definition 14, e.g. Figure 5.11, i.e. there is no overlap.

2. Allocate $M$ logically across controllers allowing each controller to manage a separate copy of a $c - matrix$ and using global identifiers but allowing that some$^{18}$ conversations for a particular pair of agents instantiations $(i, j)$ can registered on different controllers, i.e. allowing $\bigcap_{n \in N} C_n (M_{i,j}) \neq \emptyset$, e.g. Figure 5.12

Furthermore, Appendix A, page 263 discusses additional abstract configurations that can be considered for implementing a global $c - matrix M$.

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 next illustrate configurations one and two respectively as discussed above.

$^{18}$But not the same conversation, i.e. some from the vector $C_k$ at $m_{i,j}$. 
Figure 5.11: Showing example global matrix partitioned across controllers enforcing the condition $\bigcap_{n \in N} C_n (M_{i,j}) = \emptyset$

Figure 5.12: Showing example global matrix allocated across controllers allowing overlaps, i.e. $\bigcap_{n \in N} C_n (M_{i,j}) \neq \emptyset$
Assuming setups 1 and 2 above, and a set of controllers $\mathcal{C} = \{ C_n \mid n \in \mathbb{N} \}$ modelled as a fully connected network, the controllers can synchronise using message passing to compute $\bigwedge_{n \in \mathbb{N}} C_n^i \mapsto F$ for a given agent $i$ to ascertain termination or compute $\bigwedge_{n \in \mathbb{N}} C_n^{vi} \mapsto F$ if quiescence\textsuperscript{19} of the system is required.

A designated controller, say $C_0$, may propagate query messages to other controllers and aggregate to compute $\bigwedge_{n \in \mathbb{N}} C_n^i \mapsto F$ from the reply messages carrying local values of $C_n^{vi} \mapsto F$, this at a cost of $2 \times (n - 1)$ messages, order $O(n)$\textsuperscript{20}.

Local computations by controllers in $\mathcal{C} = \{ C_n \}$ to derive $C_n^i \mapsto F$ will involve tests of the predicate \textit{inactive} (defined in Algorithm 4) over all active conversations in the vector $\langle C_k \rangle$ at $m_{i,j}$ entries in a local $c$–matrix $m$ at each controller $C_n$.

Consider Algorithm 7 below that implements the scheme above.

\textsuperscript{19}No activity in the system, state of being quite will all protocol execution complete.

\textsuperscript{20}$O(n)$ because one controller sends and collates results to declare termination, clearly in the worst case, theoretically if every controller was sending to other we will have $O(n^2)$. 
Algorithm 6 Global termination on controllers \( \{ C_n \mid n \in \mathbb{N} \} \), reported by \( C_0 \) for a given agent \( i \). \( C_0 \) sends query messages and concludes termination by aggregating results including its own.

procedure \textit{globaltermination} (\( i \))

INPUT: -agent identifier \( i \);

OUTPUT: -Boolean \( F = \{0, 1\}; c - matrix m \)

DATA STRUCTURES: \( C = \{ C_n \mid n \in \mathbb{N} \} \)

\begin{align*}
\text{for all } & \ C_n \in C \text{ do} \\
\text{if } & \ C_n = C_0 \text{ then} \\
\text{repeat} \\
( & \ C_i^0 \rightarrow F) \leftarrow \text{localtermination}(m,i) \\
( & \ C_n \rightarrow F) \leftarrow \text{query}(C_n,i) \\
\text{until } & \bigwedge_{n \in \mathbb{N}} C^i_n \rightarrow F \\
\text{else} \\
( & \ C_n \rightarrow F) \leftarrow \text{localtermination}(m,i) \\
\text{end if} \\
\text{end for} \\
\text{return } (\bigwedge_{n \in \mathbb{N}} C^i_n \rightarrow F)
\end{align*}
Algorithm 7 Local termination on controller $C_n$ for agent $i$, handles query $(C_n, i)$ messages from $C_0$, returns $C_n^i \mapsto F$ from this controller

procedure localtermination $(m, i)$

INPUT: -agent identifier $i$; $c$–matrix $m$
OUTPUT: -Boolean $F = \{0, 1\}$

DATA STRUCTURES: local $c$–matrix $m$

repeat
  for all $j$ do
    for all $m_{i,j} \mapsto C_k$ do
      $F \leftarrow \bigwedge_{1 \leq k \leq n} \text{inactive}(m_{i,j} \mapsto C_k)$
    end for
  end for
until $F$

return ($F$)
**Procedure for global termination**  
So given the discussion so far, we can summarise the procedure for global termination. In addition consider the following observations and practical considerations regarding the procedure.

1. Define a *wave* as the basic sequence of sending of *query* messages followed by the reception of associated *reply* messages in line with the discussion in section 2.3, page 350.

2. Observe the symmetric nature of conversations, i.e. for a pair $A_i, A_j \in A$ then $(A_i, A_j) \in A \times A \iff (A_j, A_i) \in A \times A$, so it is sufficient to maintain one entry in the $c$–*matrix* for the pair $(A_i, A_j)$.

3. All agents $A_i \in A$ send partial protocols (*termination paths*) or full protocols as payload for *registration* messages to $C_n \in C$ and *reply* to *query* control message in wave with payload as protocol traces or labels $l \in L$.

4. Designate one controller $C_0 \in C$ to conclude termination using predicate *local-termination* tested on the global $c$–*matrix* $M$ cache. $C_0$ sends *sync* control signals to all controllers $C_n \in C, n \neq 0$ to trigger cache updates. For failover, this role can be transferred to any $C_n$ as all controllers have the same instructions apart from one being identified as $C_0$ for this purpose.

5. Using a global $c$–*matrix* $M$ cache instead of the full use of bidirectional communication to coordinate, reduces control message traffic to other controllers. This can be reduced further if cache updates are made periodic on independent controllers without the need for *sync* signals. Regarding potential failure of the tuple spaces, standard replication and recovery mechanisms for shared memory can be used. for example [182] discusses distributed shared memory issues.

6. We distinguish between two usage scenarios; global termination of an agent $A_i$’s
interactions or quiescence of the system, i.e. considering global termination of all agents \( A_i \in A \).

7. While the procedure is configured to ascertain termination, it can be easily adapted to provide continuous observation of protocol executions and be used as a basis for some crash recovery mechanism for agents.

8. Furthermore as observed in Chapter section 2.1 page 16, the semantics of garbage collection problem are fully contained in the semantics of the termination detection problem, hence we can a derive garbage collection scheme from the termination detection scheme. Therefore we could use this procedure as a basis for marking terminated agents for garbage collection \(^{21}\).

Figure 5.13 summarises the discussion so far.

Note in that figure, that in the block \( S2 \) regarding registration of active conversations, this refers to conversations a particular agent embarks on and hence it is aware of its conversation partners, its role and the protocol it participates in. At the start, if \((A_i, A_j) \in A \times A\) are a pair of agents participating in a protocol \( P \), where \( A = \{ A_n \} \) is the set of all agents, then initiator of the conversation \(^{22}\) can register a conversation with a controller \( C_i \) from the set of controllers \( C = \{ C_n \} \). For this registration, consider a predicate \( \text{register}(i, j, P, C_n) \) that can be implemented to send a control message to some controller \( C_n \in C \). The controller \( C_n \) handles this message by inserting an entry \(^{23}\) into the \( c \) - matrix \( M \) at \((i, j)\).

Furthermore as remarked above (second point), because conversations are symmetric, one entry need be maintained in the \( c \) - matrix \( M \), i.e at \((i, j)\) and not at \((j, j)\) too in \( M \).

\(^{21}\)This maybe an interesting research work to follow work discussed here.

\(^{22}\)Recall that a conversation encapsulates a protocol execution

\(^{23}\)A new conversation as given in Definition 10, a tuple \( \langle C_1, \langle \rangle, P, F \rangle \) with \( F = 0 \), empty sub conversations initially, i.e \( \langle \rangle \)
Also note in Figure 5.13, that in the statement block $S_4$, regarding $sync$ operation, this is discussed above (fourth point). Consider a predicate $sync(C_n)$ over all controllers in $C_n \in C$. The implementation of this involves sending a control message to all controllers by a designated controller $C_0$, querying for the flag $F$ computed by all other controllers $C_n \in C$ for a given agent $A_i$. This is shown in the query predicate in within Algorithm 7 presented in page 101. Similarly see Algorithm 8 in Appendix A in page 267 for the other configurations for distributing the $c$–matrix $M$. 
5.5.1 Evaluation of the distributed termination detection protocol

As discussed in section 2.4, page 34, a set of metrics can be considered regarding evaluation of distributed termination schemes, namely detection latency, message complexity and message-size complexity. Briefly:

1. **Detection latency**: Quantifying the period between when the underlying computation completes and when the termination algorithm actually announces termination.

2. **Message complexity**, also communication complexity, refers to the number of control messages exchanged by the termination detection algorithm in order to detect termination. In general, it is indicated by [153], that this is less significant in a distributed algorithm unless the communication complexity causes sufficient congestion to slow down processing. Clearly also in practice, say in an agent platform, there will be an upper limit on the number of agents a platform can host and scalability issues naturally arise, but theoretically in a broadcast scheme complexity is of the order $O(n)$ as discussed below.

3. **Message-size complexity** refers to the size of the control data as payload on the message by the termination detection algorithm, that is, how big the messages are.

Regarding detection latency, we investigate this extensively in the experimental setup discussed in the next chapters for the prototype implementation.

Regarding message complexity, we do not assume a particular topology for the agents in the multiagent system in that associations between agents are dynamic. One possibility is to assume a clean graph, (see definition 16).
In addition we can discount topologies that require agents to pass on control messages to other agents en route to controller \(^{24}\).

Therefore we choose to use a broadcasting scheme (from controllers to agents), to implement the *waves*. Also in the broadcasting scheme, the total number of control messages will be influenced by the periodicity parameter of the control waves, but the message complexity for the wave is \(O(n)\).

**Definition 15** (Broadcast). *A broadcast operation is initiated by a single node, the source, and the receivers are all other nodes in the system.*

**Remark 1** (Lower bound). *Message complexity of the broadcast is at least \(n - 1\), order \(O(n)\).*

*Proof.* The proof is trivial, every node must receive the message. \(\square\)

**Definition 16** (Clean). *A graph, system or network is clean if nodes do not know the topology of the graph.*

Regarding the *message-size complexity*, *query* messages are light and as remarked above *reply* messages carry as payload\(^{25}\) protocol traces or labels and therefore are equally light. Registration messages are heavier but sent only once for a given conversation, carrying partial protocol (*termination paths*) or full protocol graphs.

---

\(^{24}\)There are notions of malicious agents in multiagent system that can manipulate messages. Consider a scenario of an auction.

\(^{25}\)Serialisation of structures can be used to implement this.
Figure 5.13: Showing the distributed termination detection protocol
5.5.2 Proposed architecture for termination detection

Figure 5.14 illustrates how a termination detection mechanism may fit in with a generic multiagent management architecture, not only to report termination, but also to provide continual observation of interactions and visualisation perhaps by driving a visualiser. Furthermore the mechanism can be used to drive an automatic garbage collection scheme, for example in the mark phase of a mark-and-sweep type garbage collection algorithm [130] that can be used to clear multiagent registries of terminated agents\textsuperscript{26}.

We implemented a prototype for aspect I and II for flat conversations\textsuperscript{27} in order to evaluate the detection delays metric using an experimental setup based on simulated execution of an arbitrary protocol to make the experiment as general as possible and generate large datasets. We propose aspect IV for further work, and III as in the current setup we assume existence of the protocol libraries. Protocol libraries are also discussed in existing literature, though there is no standardised implementation of such libraries. We imagine that the core framework of the proposed set up can be implemented with existing finite state machine libraries e.g. [5] or related languages.

Agent registries and some aspects of visualisation components are implemented on most multiagent platforms and these visualisation components can be easily augmented with protocol visualisation primitives.

Finally, Appendix A, page 268 gives a discussion of the algorithm complexity issues for algorithms for predicates discussed in this chapter and the associated data structures.

\textsuperscript{26}As remarked, the discussion of garbage collection in agents is outside the scope of this research, but maybe an interesting and natural consequent follow on research work.

\textsuperscript{27}Regarding implementation of nested conversations, this will be dependent of the agent platform, for example JADE agent platform provides a construct called a behaviours, a non-deterministically scheduled multi-threaded construct, therefore this can be used.
Figure 5.14: A proposed termination detection architecture for a multiagent system.
5.6 Summary and Contributions

We adopted a computational model where agents are autonomous\textsuperscript{28}, distributed, asynchronous processes that use an agent communication language to communicate and use interaction protocols for coordination and interaction with other agents in conversations to achieve their goals. And, agents form societies called multiagent systems that are modular distributed systems and have decentralized data and control.

We viewed protocols as behaviour specifications that are publicly viewable (whereas the individual agents’ strategies that generate response utterances are private) and assume that protocols they are in the form of finite state machines, edge-labelled directed graphs, and to support homogeneity in a heterogenous multiagent environment, assumed existence of unified protocol framework where there are preserving transformations of other protocol specifications to finite state machines for the purposes of termination detection.

In this context we have:

– i – Presented definitions in relation to protocol graphs leading to the definition of minimal information in the form of shortest unique termination paths that agents can register with an observer of interactions.

– ii – Presented an off-line procedure and concrete algorithms to take as input a given protocol graph to produce a sub-protocol, a set $TP$ of shortest unique termination paths given possibly multiple terminal state to represent this minimal information.

– iii – Presented a termination detection model. In the model we defined the notion of a conversation that encapsulates protocol execution as a basis of interactions.

\textsuperscript{28}With restrictions that agents have incentive to participate or there are enforceable conditions for participation in the society.
from an agent’s perspective.

– iv – We modelled a branching conversation as a diffusing computation tree, and provided a definition of a data structure, a conversation matrix, \( c\text{-matrix} \), a structure that can be used by controllers, entities that oversee conversations.

– v – Given this model and definitions, we presented a procedure for local termination of conversations and presented accompanying algorithms and some complexity analysis.

– vi – Explored possibilities for distribution, and presented a distributed protocol for termination detection over a cluster of controllers, either fully connected or coordinated through shared memory, a tuple space. Furthermore discussed practical considerations.

– vii – Identified the main metrics for evaluation and provided preliminary evaluation of the protocol given these defined metrics for evaluating the termination scheme.

– viii – Explored how the termination detection mechanism may fit in within a larger generic multiagent systems management infrastructure, potentially driving garbage collection of agent registries and interaction visualisation components.

– ix – Offered some perspective on the complexity issues of the algorithms proposed herein

Following the discussion here, in Part III next, Chapter 6 next discusses the prototype implementation, simulation, experimental design and the proposed data analysis for the experimental part of this thesis for the flat conversational model used to evaluate the termination detection mechanism and its configurations in an existing agent middleware implementation.
Then Chapter 7, page 131, presents results for the partial protocol configuration of the mechanism, followed by Chapter 8, page 157 that presents results for the full protocol configuration, followed by Chapter 9, page 175 that offers some perspective and exploration of the comparisons between these two setups.

Finally, Chapter 10, page 187 presents results for the distributed configuration.
PART III
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
CHAPTER 6

Prototype implementation, experimental design and data analysis

6.1 Introduction

We have discussed in the previous chapter, Chapter 5, a termination detection mechanism for making termination of agent interactions explicit in a distributed setting and provided a general framework for implementation and defined three standard metrics for evaluating this mechanism.

This chapter follows this and discusses the prototype implementation, experimental setup, experimental design and data analysis methods to be used in this research.

The chapter provides an overview of a set of experiments to be considered and also discusses how the evaluation of these experiments will be done.

6.2 Overview

Section 6.3 starts by presenting an experimental setup for exploring the termination detection scheme. Here we present a sample protocol for the experiments and discuss the setup for the simulation. A simulation was chosen to make the evaluation as general as possible and generate large datasets in a controlled environment to aid exploratory comparisons between configurations. In addition this approach will provide a standard
experimental environment for evaluating and comparison of future work on further mechanisms for termination detection.

The details of the prototype implementation are given in Section 6.4, where a popular FIPA compliant multiagent framework was chosen. The framework provides agent containers, agent communication language (FIPA-ACL) based messaging, protocol templates, distribution and inter-platform interoperability for agents.

Section 6.5 discusses the experiments to be conducted on the prototype implementation within the experimental setup, detailing various levels of quantitative experiments as briefly introduced in this section.

Section 6.6 presents the data collection and data analysis methods adopted. We opted to use resampling methods, e.g. the bootstrap for analysis of data sets, the rationale as explained in section 6.6 being that these methods do not make underlying distributional assumptions on the datasets, e.g. normality, of the data sets, and also provide robust confidence intervals and offer a mechanism for treating outliers. The main cost however associated with these methods is that they are computationally intensive as they involve resampling a dataset that is treated as population. A separate theoretical overview of these methods is given in Appendix D or in the references provided.

Finally, Section 6.8 then provides a summary to reflect on this chapter.

### 6.3 Experimental setup

Details of the implemented aspects in the prototype are given section 6.4, next. So this section can be read in parallel with section 6.4.

For the experimental setup, consider a simulated scenario where agents execute a finite state machine based protocol as depicted in Figure 6.1 below. For all intents and purposes, this could equally have been any finite state machine representation of any
protocol for any of the scenarios given in section 5.1, where transitions labels are ACL messages that make sense in a given scenario’s protocol. In this example, protocol labels depicts contents of ACL messages.

Figure 6.1: An arbitrary protocol, showing observable states, observables and termination paths

Example 10. In protocol shown in Figure 6.1, observable states are in set \{4, 9, 14, 15\}
Using this protocol graph as input to an implementation of the off-line shortest termination path procedure, \(stp\), (Algorithm 1 sketched in page 80), produces a partial protocol shown in Figure 6.2, a set of termination paths.

**Example 11.** Given the protocol \(P\) in Figure 6.1, then for example, paths \(p_1 = (4, 8, 18)\), \(p_2 = (4, 9, 11, 18)\), \(p_3 = (14, 18)\), \(p_4 = (15, 16, 17, 18)\) are valid termination paths with labels \((b, c)\), \((j, l, d)\), \((g)\), \((a, d, h)\). These are shown in Figure 6.2

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Figure 6.2: Showing unique termination paths for protocol in Figure 6.1}
\end{align*}
\]

We implemented this protocol using JADE’s \(^1\) FSM behaviour template [24] that defines:

\(^1\)An agent framework introduced in page 119.
1. MessageTemplate class which provides MessageTemplate.MatchContent(Label) operation for pattern matching protocol labels, e.g. MessageTemplate
   mt = MessageTemplate.MatchContent(label);

2. registerFirstState(StartState), registerState(State),
   registerTransition(Transition), registerLastState(LastState) operations for the protocol fsm states and transitions. The operations accept
   states and transitions as arguments and model an fsm. The states themselves
   are modelled as JADE behaviours\textsuperscript{2}, i.e. in the case of protocol state, these were
   instances of a one off task implemented as instances of a OneShotBehaviour.

3. States process an incoming messages and match against a defined template, e.g.
   ACLMessage msg = Agent.blockingReceive(mt) and return next trans-
   sition.

We implemented a simulation environment that instantiated agents and generated mes-
   sages, protocol labels, \( l \in \mathcal{L} \) to drive the agents. The simulation environment also
   scheduled and repeated experimental cycles.

Agents register with controllers and register protocol information according to experi-
   ments to be scheduled (see page 120 for various experiments), e.g. full protocol, partial
   protocol.

For data collection purposes, agents collect data on their side about the protocol ex-
   ecution, in particular start and end times, using system calls. These local time mea-
   surements form a basis for the detection delays metric used for the evaluation of the
   termination detection mechanism.

Equally, controllers on the other side, collect data about end times for the protocol ex-
   ecution as determined when inactiveProtocol (Algorithm 5, page 94) predicate evalu-
\textsuperscript{2}Tasks that can be run in parallel, as mentioned in page 274.
ates to true for a given registered protocol or partial protocol.

In the implemented prototype, we consider a flat conversational scenario, given in Example 7, page 85, where conversations do not have descendants, which is more common usage scenario. Hierarchical scenarios using a diffusing computation tree to model conversations and using predicate inactive on the graph representing the diffusing computation tree can be easily implemented by maintaining a graph structure for JADE’s behaviours that gets executed and dequeued on completion and testing for graph emptiness as for completion as discussed in Algorithm 5, page 94.

In the currently implemented setup, the controllers co-register to create a fully connected network. Each controller maintains the data structures to store individual agents registrations and their protocol information. The connections between controllers allow individual controllers to forward agent registrations to other controllers in the cluster for load balancing purposes. The details of the distribution setup are given in chapter 10. Also because of the absence of global clocks in distributed systems, the issue of synchronisation is discussed together with that of network delays that may affect the distribution of detection delays in the distributed setting. The approach adopted for these issues is outlined in Appendix H.

6.4 Prototype implementation

An overview of the JADE agent framework used is given in Appendix B, page 273. Also a high level discussion of the prototype implementation is given in Appendix B, section B.2, page 275. The discussion there describes implemented processes. Figures B.1, B.2, B.3 provide illustration of these various processes executed by agents.

---

3 We propose to evaluate the use of a share memory tuple space alternative of the architecture in future work.

4 JADE provides a construct called a behaviour that can implement these agent processes.
and controllers.

6.5 Scheduled experiments

Overview The evaluation of termination detection schemes for multi-agent systems will be performed at various levels.

Level 1 Here the evaluation is done using two standard approaches, namely;

1. Quantitative; Evaluation of the termination detection scheme through the use of experiments for the defined detection delays metrics given the collected datasets followed by statistical analysis (discussed in section 6.6). The results for the all quantitative experiments are given in chapters 7, 8 and 10.

2. Qualitative; Evaluation of the termination detection through qualitative means, exploring non functional requirements and, issues raised by the use of these mechanisms, for example compromises in the agent autonomy assumptions, effects on interactions if any. The qualitative evaluation is done in section 11.1, page 230

Level 2 At this level the view is that of using the quantitative approach to explore the two configurations or approaches to observing protocol executions for termination detection, namely;

1. The full protocol scheme, where individual agents register with the monitor(s) full protocol specifications of the interaction protocols they are executing. The results for this are given in chapter 8.
2. The *partial protocol scheme* where agents only supply partial information about their protocols, i.e. termination paths, with the monitors. The results of this view are given in chapter 7.

**Level 3** Here experiments can be viewed as coming from the two broad categories according to whether the monitoring is done locally (centralised) or distributed, i.e.

1. *Centralised*, where agents register and are observed by a monitor that resides in the same node as the agents and there is no network traffic for control messages. The results are given in chapters 7 and 8. The centralised experiments were done under a controlled setting on a dedicated host machine to allow exploratory comparison of level 2 experiments above. This exploratory comparison is considered in chapter 9, page 175.

2. *Decentralised* (distributed) where agents can register with remote monitors, and this involves message traffic over network interfaces. The results are given in chapter 10.

**Quantitative experiments** The experiments in this category are aimed at exploring termination detection schemes quantitatively to evaluate the defining metric of detection delays. This is done by collecting *detection delays* data for both to highlight the underlying distribution of the detection delays parameter. The experiments will consider scalability to evaluate performance as the number of agents hosted is varied upwards.

Regarding the experimental setups, consider figures 6.3 and 6.4 below for the centralised and distributed architectures and also consider figures B.1 and B.4 discussed earlier. Agents execute an arbitrary public protocol. The individual agents record termination times $T_a,s$ for the protocol they have registered to the *local* controller for
monitoring and the controller records corresponding $T_{Ci}$s, termination observed locally.

![Local agent platform diagram]

**Figure 6.3**: Architecture for centralised experiments. Showing agents and the controller hosted in the same local agent platform.

**Centralised** In this setup, experiments are run under a controlled environment on a single machine. This to provide a way of making objective comparison mechanism especially for scalability experiments.

Figure 6.3 gives the high level architectural setup for this experiments, showing agents and the controller hosted on the same local agent platform and interacting as detailed in figures B.1 to B.4. Detailed experimental results and analysis are given in chapters 8 and 7, and a comparison and hypothesis tests given in chapter 9.

**Distributed** In this setup experiments are run on hosts in a local area network with controllers forming a cluster on which agents hosted on individual hosts can register.
Figure 6.4 presents a high level architectural setup for this experiments where cluster controllers interact as also detailed in Figure B.3 in Appendix B.

The details of this setup, including possible data collection scenarios and experimental results are presented in chapter 10. Finally, some qualitative evaluation is given in section 11.1, page 230.
6.6 Data collection

Regarding data collection, see figures 6.5 for centralised experiments\(^5\), where individual agents and monitors use a relational database to store details of the protocol execution.

![Diagram of data collection and analysis for scenario 1]

Figure 6.5: Data collection and analysis for scenario 1. Where the notation \(\left\langle N_{i,j}, L_i \right\rangle\) signifies data (detection delays) logged on a particular node by a local controller. Each dataset is analysed separately by the bootstrap and jackknife-after-bootstrap (statistical procedures as described in section 6.7) to yield various results plots and tables shown in the figures that follow.

Also consider the following data collection setup, that describes various collection scenarios for evaluating the distributed setting. Scenario 1 was used also in the setup for the centralised experiments.

\(^5\)And Figure C.3 in appendix C, page 284 for the distributed setting data collection setup.
Data collection setup and scenarios  Consider a set of controllers $\mathcal{C} = \{R_i | i \in \mathbb{N}\}$ making up a cluster. Denote these as remote controllers. Also consider a set $\mathcal{C}_L = \{L_i | L_i \notin \mathcal{C}, i \in \mathbb{N}\}$, controllers not in the cluster. Denote these local controllers.

Consider a set of agents $\mathcal{A} = \{N_i | i \in \mathbb{N}\}$ and consider a set of agents $\mathcal{A}_L \subset \mathcal{A}$ that reside in the same host as some local controller, and consider a set of agents $\mathcal{A}_{L_i} \subset \mathcal{A}_L$ be those agents registered with a local controller $L_i$.

Equally, consider also a set of agents $\mathcal{A}_R \subset \mathcal{A}$ be agents registered with some remote controller, and consider $\mathcal{A}_{R_i} \subset \mathcal{A}_L$ be those agents that reside in the same host as a controller $L_i$ but registered with some controller $R_i \in \mathcal{C}$.

Finally, consider a set of agents $\mathcal{A}_C \subset \mathcal{A}$ that reside in the same host as some remote controller, and consider $\mathcal{A}_{C_i} \subset \mathcal{A}_C$ be agents registered with an $R_i \in \mathcal{C}$.

Consider the illustration\(^6\) of this given below in example 12.

**Example 12.** Consider the setup below:

$\mathcal{C} = \{R_1, R_2, R_3, R_4\}, \mathcal{C}_L = \{L_1, L_2\}$,

$\mathcal{A} = \{N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_{13}\}$

$\mathcal{A}_L = \{N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_8\}$,

$\mathcal{A}_R = \{N_4, N_7, N_8\}, \mathcal{A}_{L_1} = \{N_5, N_6, N_7, N_8\}, \mathcal{A}_{L_2} = \{N_1, N_2, N_3, N_4\}, \text{ and } \mathcal{A}_{R_1} = \{N_7, N_8\}, \mathcal{A}_{R_2} = \{N_4\}$, and

$\mathcal{A}_C = \{N_9, N_{10}, N_{11}, N_{12}, N_{13}\}, \mathcal{A}_{C_1} = \{N_9, N_{10}, N_{11}, N_{12}\}, \mathcal{A}_{C_2} = \{N_{13}\}, \mathcal{A}_{C_3} = \emptyset$, $\mathcal{A}_{C_4} = \emptyset$

With this background, consider the following data collection scenarios;

1. **Scenario 1**: Agents monitored by their local controllers (dataset for $\mathcal{A}_{L_1}$).

---

\(^6\)And an alternative graphical depiction is given in Figure C.1 on page 281.
2. **Scenario 2**: A collective population of all agents monitored on all local controllers (dataset for $\bigcup_{i} A_{Li}$). This is used to give the distribution of detection delays on local controllers.

3. **Scenario 3**: Agents from a specific host registered to be monitored remotely in the cluster $C$ (dataset for $A_{Ri}$). This is used to give the distribution of detection delays for the host’s agents and give a sense of the cluster’s $C$ performance as viewed from this host.

4. **Scenario 4**: A collective population of all remotely monitored agents in the cluster, (dataset for $\bigcup_{i} A_{Ri}$).

5. **Scenario 5**: A breakdown per cluster node of all agents monitored on that specific cluster node (dataset for $A_{C_i}$). This to give a per cluster node centric view of distribution of detection delays, and to a certain extent the load characteristics for that cluster controller $R_i \in C$.

Also regarding the simulation and experimental data collection, consider various scenarios for data collection during experimental cycles.

1. **Individual** detection delays recorded for repeated execution of the protocol over many cycles.

2. For every experimental cycle period, detection delays from the repeated execution of the protocol for that cycle recorded and some statistic calculated, i.e. treat each cycle as an experiment.

3. **Accumulated** detection delays recorded over the entire experiment for the repeated execution of the protocol and a statistic calculated over each period and the process repeated without discarding previous measurements but accumulating, see figure
6.7 Data analysis

Regarding data analysis for quantitative experiments, resampling methods\textsuperscript{7} were used, in particular the bootstrap [83], and the jackknife-after-bootstrap [85]. These methods are particularly relevant due to the non-normality of the detection delays data. These resampling methods were used to determine distributions of location parameters, and determine standard errors and calculate robust confidence intervals for the detection delays for all schemes. Appendix D provides the theoretical details and background for the bootstrap and justification of why these methods work and their suitability.

Briefly, procedures such as the bootstrap and jackknife are covered in discussions in the general subject of robust statistical procedures [207, 119, 217, 216]. Robust statistical procedures refer to statistical procedures which are not overly dependent on critical assumptions regarding an underlying population distribution. [52] observes that robustness is most commonly applied to methods that are employed when the normality assumption underlying an inferential statistical test is violated.

It is pointed out that though when sample sizes are reasonably large certain tests such as the single-sample t-test and the t-test for two independent samples are known to be robust with respect to violation of the normality assumption (i.e., the accuracy of the tabled critical alpha values for the test statistics are not compromised), if the underlying distribution is not normal, the power of such tests may be appreciably reduced [207], p.327.

\textsuperscript{7}Also referred to as computer-intensive methods. These methods are becoming increasingly attractive with improvement in computational resources and availability of their implementations in statistical packages. Compared to Monte Carlo methods resampling methods use the available dataset and treat it as a population from which samples can be taken, whereas by contrast in monte carlo methods samples are drawn from theoretical probability distributions.
Related to this is the fact that, as observed in [219] regarding the power of commonly employed goodness-of-fit tests for normality, unless a sample size is relatively large, goodness-of-fit tests for normality (such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test for a single sample or the chi-square goodness-of-fit test) will generally not result in rejection of the null hypothesis of normality, unless the fit with respect to normality is dramatically violated. Consequently, some researchers conclude that most goodness-of-fit tests are ineffective mechanisms for providing confirmation for the normal distribution assumption that more often than not researchers assume characterizes an underlying population.

It is also argued in [219] that as a result of the failure of goodness-of-fit tests to reject the normal distribution model, procedures based on the assumption of normality all too often are employed with data that are derived from non-normal populations. In instances where the normality assumption is violated [219] the researcher is encouraged to consider employing a robust statistical procedure (such as the bootstrap) to analyze the data. In accordance with this view [217] notes that the bootstrap will often yield a more accurate result for a non-normal population than will analysis of the data with a statistical test which assumes normality.

Another characteristic of data that is often discussed within the framework of robust statistical procedures is the subject of outliers. Research has shown that a single outlier can substantially compromise the power of a parametric statistical test. [219] provides an excellent example of this involving the single-sample t-test. Various sources suggest that when one or more outliers are present in a set of data, a computer-intensive procedure (such as the bootstrap or jackknife) may provide more accurate information regarding the underlying population(s) than a parametric procedure.

In the literature, bootstrap procedures and algorithms are described in the standard reference on the Bootstrap [83], the more practical aspects are discussed in [69] while
the more theoretical discussions can be seen in [204] and [105].

The general procedure for performing the bootstrap is shown in Appendix D, Algorithm 9 in page 288 for example bootstrapping the mean. The algorithm repeats the process of drawing samples with replacement from the data\(^8\) and calculating the required metric and displaying the distribution of the bootstrap replicates\(^9\).

Equally we can use the bootstrap to compute various types of bootstrap confidence intervals, e.g. BCa (Bias corrected) and Bootstrap-t, ABC. A review of bootstrap confidence intervals in also given in Appendix D. In the literature treatment is given in [84, 82] [74, 104, 104].

Statistical software routines exist in statistical packages like R, Matlab, S-Plus and others. Figure 6.5 shows the data analysis phase where data was retrieved by R and Matlab engines for data analysis using resampling methods.

Chapters 7, 8 and 10 present experimental results and detailed analysis using the bootstrap.

Finally as a result of the non normality of detection delay data, nonparametric hypothesis tests were used when seeking to compare the two configurations in level 2 experiments, (full and partial protocol schemes). That is, a non-parametric equivalent of the parametric t-test has been used, namely Kruskal-wallis. The details and results of these test can be seen in chapter 9.

6.8 Summary and contributions

Following the discussion in Chapter 5 on the proposed mechanism for termination detection, this chapter has;

\(^8\)That is treated as a population.

\(^9\)Bootstrap "replicates" is the standard term used
– i – Presented an experimental setup for exploring the termination detection scheme, a setup that can provide a basis for a standard experimental environment for evaluating and comparisons of future work on further mechanisms for termination detection.

– ii – Presented a concrete prototype implementation based on a widely used FIPA compliant multiagent framework.

– iii – Discussed the experiments to be conducted on the prototype implementation within the given experimental setup, detailing various levels of quantitative experiments and metrics to be evaluated.

– iv – Discussed data collection scenarios for the centralised and distributed configurations and proposed data analysis methods to be adopted, detailing the use resampling methods, e.g. the bootstrap for analysis of datasets and for providing robust confidence intervals.

Chapter 7 next presents results for partial protocol experiments, i.e. experiments where agents register minimal information, sub-protocols or shortest termination paths about their protocol execution to controllers.
CHAPTER 7

Partial Protocol Results

The previous chapter, Chapter 6 presented an experimental setup, prototype implementation, experimental design and data analysis following the discussion in Chapter 5 of a termination detection mechanism for agents.

7.1 Introduction

This chapter presents results for the partial protocol experiments as described in section 6.5, page 121. Recall that these were a set of controlled experiments\(^1\) where and increasing number of agents were hosted and monitored on a local controller. Agents register and submit partial information about the public protocol being executed. The chapter provides detailed exploratory data analysis of the datasets and proceeds to performing bootstrap analysis and then derives robust bootstrap confidence intervals for the detection delays metric in this experimental set. The next chapter, chapter 8 provides the corresponding results for the full protocol setup.

A note on data analysis and presentation This chapter first conducts exploratory data analysis, on the dataset. For basic summary statistics of the datasets, tables of the type shown in Table 7.1 are presented to summarise results for all agent experiments. The summary statistics were calculated using DATAPLOT statistical package [90].

\(^1\)Conducted on a dedicated host machine.
Regarding exploratory data analysis, typically the relevant graphs are those shown in a 4-plot e.g. Figure 7.1 used for initially testing whether the four underlying initial assumptions\(^2\) of a typical measurement process hold. The plot consists of:

- A run sequence plot (time series), to give an indication of any significant shift in location or scale of the data over the period of the experiment and identify any outliers.

- The lag plot can be used to check the randomness of the time series data. Random structure of the data indicates that the underlying data is randomly generated by a random process. This is not particularly important for our purposes as we are not evaluating the randomness of the measured detection delays time series. We include this here for completeness of the standard 4-plot.

- Histogram [43] To visualise the distribution of data and explore the symmetry (skewness), spread, center and check for heavy tails and outliers. Symmetrical data with no significant outliers and heavy tails may indicate normality. The histogram can also show the presence of multiple modes in the data. All these can give an idea of an appropriate distributional model if required.

- Normal probability plot [43]. Used to verify any assumptions of normality of the data. The data are plotted against a theoretical normal distribution in such a way that the points should form an approximate straight line. Departures from this straight line indicate departures from normality.

We have performed standard normality tests on the datasets, see Appendix E, page, 308 and Table 7.2, page 143. These tests confirm that the detection delays dataset is non-normal, as could also confirmed by visual inspections of qqplots and histograms.

\(^2\)For example fixed distribution, location, variance etc.
Therefore we have as discussed in chapter 6, decided not to make distributional assumptions about the data and instead use non-parametric and re-sampling methods such as the bootstrap for all statistical analysis in these datasets.

The bootstrap procedure was performed using the statistical package \textit{R} [122, 197] and its libraries \textit{boot} and \textit{bootstrap}.

For the bootstrap results, we present;

1. Figures of the type shown in figures 7.6 displaying distributions of bootstrap replicates of the mean detection delays.

2. Corresponding qqplots for these bootstrap replicates.

3. A summary table for the bootstrap analysis for all experiments with agent numbers varied. The table shows numerical results for parameter and error and bias estimation. It also shows results for the non-parametric bootstrap confidence intervals. Bootstrap confidence intervals were calculated using the \textit{R} package \textit{bootstrap} [40].

\section*{7.2 \textbf{Results: Exploratory Data Analysis}}

As a starting point, Figure 7.1 shows the 4-plot for an experiment where 5 agents were instantiated for this partial protocol scheme where all measurements are in \textit{milliseconds} as obtained from a unix system call. Inspection of the plots can be used to test underlying assumptions about the data. As it is, the figure shows the data to be \textit{non-normal} as highlighted by the skewness in the histogram (c), fat tails and departures from the straight line in the normal probability plot (d). The data are \textit{random} as there is no inherent structure in the lag plot (b). Inspecting the time series run plot (a) The data seems not to have a fixed variation when observed across long periods of time as was
done in the experiments and as plotted here.

(a) Run sequence plot, showing delays in milliseconds (y-axis) and experimental cycle (x-axis)

(b) Lag plot, showing delays (x-axis and y-axis) in milliseconds

(c) Histogram, showing distribution of delays (y-axis) in milliseconds and bins (x-axis)

(d) Normal probability plot, showing delays in milliseconds (y-axis) and quartiles (x-axis)

Figure 7.1: Figures a-d show elements of the 4-plots for the purposes of exploratory data analysis for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where 5 agents were hosted. All measurements are in milliseconds.
The rest of the 4-plots for other experiments with agent numbers varied from 10 to 100 are given in Appendix in figures F.1 and F.2 from page 321. Again the figures there confirm the observations highlighted above.

Furthermore we can consider additional plots for descriptive statistics, such as the boxplot [234] to give the 5-number summaries\(^3\) given in Table 7.1 in a graphical format for visual inspection and also to see outliers, and get a sense of the data dispersion. Boxplots can also be used for comparison between datasets.

We can also present the plot of the cumulative density function that describes the probability density function of random variable \(X\).

\[
x \mapsto F_X(x) = P(X \leq x) = \int_{-\infty}^{x} f(t) \, dt
\]  

(7.1)

As example consider Figure 7.2 showing the box plots and the cdf plots given together with the histogram and series data plots for the agent experiment where 5 agents were hosted. Again, a quick inspection confirms non normality and the presence of outliers.

The rest of the figures for other experiments are given in figures 7.3 to 7.4.

A note about those figures:

1. The parameter for agent numbers was chosen for the experiments to explore scalability as discussed in the experimental design, That is, we wish to explore how detection delays vary with an increase in the number of agents hosted in the agent platform, i.e. to explore whether it is linear, exponential, etc.

2. Regarding the histograms in the figures, the bin size chosen affects the visual appearance of the distribution of the data, therefore visual inspection alone is not sufficient to establish the underlying normality of the data. This can only be

\(^3\)Minimum, Mean, Maximum, Median, Quartiles.
verified by standard normality tests [131, 222, 229]. The results of the normality tests \(^4\) are shown in Table 7.2

![Histogram](image1)

![Plot of Detection Delays over time](image2)

![Cumulative Density Function](image3)

![Box plot showing 5 number summary](image4)

**Figure 7.2:** Showing plots for descriptive statistics and exploratory data analysis for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme for the experiment with 5 agents hosted. For example, the Box plot shows the 5 number summary, e.g. Median of around 2200 ms, and upper and lower quartiles on either side of the Median, and Maximum and Minimum values. Also showing outliers. All measurements are in **milliseconds**.

\(^4\)All quantities for normality test are standard and definitions can be found in the given references together with interpretation of results. Most statistical tools provide implementation.
Figure 7.3: Figures (a)-(d) show plots for descriptive statistics and exploratory data analysis for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 10 through to 25. All measurements are in milliseconds.
Figure 7.4: Figures (a)-(d) show plots for descriptive statistics and exploratory data analysis for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 30 through to 100. All measurements are in milliseconds.
Table 7.1 presents summary statistics for all experiments in this setup. The table presents; *location measures*; to find a central value that describes the data, *dispersion measures*; to capture the spread in the data; *randomness measures*, distributional measures; The third and fourth moments are the skewness and kurtosis of the distribution. The table also complements 4-plot figures above by exploring properties of the detection delays data by presenting some distributional measures. For example, the probability plot correlation coefficient, PPCC [91] can be used to identify the shape parameter for a distributional family that best fits the data [181]. DATAPLOT™ produces PPCC values for the distributions shown under distributional measures in Table 7.1. Again, the distributional measures strongly point to the fact that the detection delays data are not from a normal distribution.

Regarding repeatability of experiments, how many experiments were carried out, detailed analysis of variance and comparisons between experiments, these are all discussed in detail in chapter 9, but briefly, for each experiment, 10 experimental runs with each experimental run spanning an experimental period of about 10 hours partitioned into experimental cycles of about 10 mins.

For completeness, additional standard normality tests were carried out and results are given in Table 7.2. All quantities for normality tests as presented in Table 7.2 are standard and their definitions can be found in [131, 222, 229], together with interpretation of results. All tests show that the data is non-normal.

---

5 To characterise properties of the data, e.g. shape.
6 Most statistical tools implement these tests.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location Measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midrange</td>
<td>0.2615</td>
<td>0.3966</td>
<td>0.5406</td>
<td>0.6264</td>
<td>0.6544</td>
<td>1.170</td>
<td>2.302</td>
<td>2.8856</td>
<td>5.3735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.2347</td>
<td>0.3118</td>
<td>0.4406</td>
<td>0.5419</td>
<td>0.6392</td>
<td>0.7959</td>
<td>2.2309</td>
<td>2.5469</td>
<td>4.7220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midmean</td>
<td>0.2286</td>
<td>0.3162</td>
<td>0.4334</td>
<td>0.5615</td>
<td>0.6486</td>
<td>0.7384</td>
<td>2.2826</td>
<td>2.4961</td>
<td>4.7301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.2257</td>
<td>0.3096</td>
<td>0.4338</td>
<td>0.5313</td>
<td>0.6309</td>
<td>0.7555</td>
<td>2.1874</td>
<td>2.5298</td>
<td>4.5053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dispersion Measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0.2149</td>
<td>0.4246</td>
<td>0.5925</td>
<td>0.6695</td>
<td>0.5271</td>
<td>1.486</td>
<td>3.1345</td>
<td>2.4870</td>
<td>7.2360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand. Dev</td>
<td>0.03363</td>
<td>7.2346</td>
<td>9.4198</td>
<td>0.1155</td>
<td>0.1100</td>
<td>0.2490</td>
<td>0.5009</td>
<td>0.4203</td>
<td>0.88013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av. Ab. Dev</td>
<td>0.2555</td>
<td>0.5850</td>
<td>0.7227</td>
<td>0.09032</td>
<td>0.09057</td>
<td>0.1669</td>
<td>0.3788</td>
<td>0.3389</td>
<td>0.6533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.1541</td>
<td>0.1843</td>
<td>0.2443</td>
<td>0.2917</td>
<td>0.39090</td>
<td>0.4270</td>
<td>0.7329</td>
<td>1.6421</td>
<td>1.7555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Quart</td>
<td>0.2134</td>
<td>0.2543</td>
<td>0.3712</td>
<td>0.4569</td>
<td>0.5581</td>
<td>0.6406</td>
<td>1.9477</td>
<td>2.2201</td>
<td>4.1030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Hinge</td>
<td>0.2134</td>
<td>0.2543</td>
<td>0.3712</td>
<td>0.4571</td>
<td>0.5582</td>
<td>0.6407</td>
<td>1.9482</td>
<td>2.2211</td>
<td>4.1033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Hinge</td>
<td>0.2539</td>
<td>0.3567</td>
<td>0.4942</td>
<td>0.6118</td>
<td>0.7206</td>
<td>0.8659</td>
<td>2.5424</td>
<td>2.8251</td>
<td>5.1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Quart</td>
<td>0.2539</td>
<td>0.3567</td>
<td>0.4944</td>
<td>0.6118</td>
<td>0.7207</td>
<td>0.8663</td>
<td>2.5426</td>
<td>2.8251</td>
<td>5.1084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.3690</td>
<td>0.6089</td>
<td>0.8368</td>
<td>0.9612</td>
<td>0.9180</td>
<td>1.913</td>
<td>3.8674</td>
<td>4.1291</td>
<td>8.9915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDOMNESS MEASURES</td>
<td>Autoco coef</td>
<td>0.4599</td>
<td>0.4923</td>
<td>0.3192</td>
<td>0.2968</td>
<td>0.02397</td>
<td>0.7335</td>
<td>0.7816</td>
<td>0.53977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISTRIBUTIONAL MEASURES</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. 3rd Mom</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
<td>0.4268</td>
<td>0.9279</td>
<td>0.7934</td>
<td>0.1413</td>
<td>1.7548</td>
<td>-0.2721</td>
<td>0.3794</td>
<td>0.1187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Wilk-Sha</td>
<td>63.5385</td>
<td>-23.675</td>
<td>-51.244</td>
<td>-43.0298</td>
<td>-15.749</td>
<td>-178.219</td>
<td>-29.879</td>
<td>-11.825</td>
<td>-88.798</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform ppcc</td>
<td>0.9405</td>
<td>0.9800</td>
<td>0.9434</td>
<td>0.9560</td>
<td>0.9913</td>
<td>0.8692</td>
<td>0.9496</td>
<td>0.9805</td>
<td>0.9239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal ppcc</td>
<td>0.9703</td>
<td>0.9886</td>
<td>0.9759</td>
<td>0.9803</td>
<td>0.9941</td>
<td>0.9194</td>
<td>0.9852</td>
<td>0.9936</td>
<td>0.9558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuk -.5 ppcc</td>
<td>0.7746</td>
<td>0.7450</td>
<td>0.7862</td>
<td>0.7681</td>
<td>0.7275</td>
<td>0.7605</td>
<td>0.7844</td>
<td>0.7583</td>
<td>0.7783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cauchy ppcc</td>
<td>0.3472</td>
<td>0.3182</td>
<td>0.3529</td>
<td>0.3333</td>
<td>0.2905</td>
<td>0.3415</td>
<td>0.3423</td>
<td>0.3259</td>
<td>0.3732</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Summary statistics for all agents experiments in the centralised setup for partial protocol scheme, showing location, dispersion and distributional measures.
## DISTRIBUTIONAL NORMALITY TESTS

### ANDERSON-DARLING

\[ A = -n - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} [2i - 1][\ln(p(i)) + \ln(1 - p(n-i+1))] \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>6.518426</th>
<th>11.87086</th>
<th>11.07163</th>
<th>4.86468</th>
<th>68.7629</th>
<th>11.86567</th>
<th>4.32303</th>
<th>43.77127</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>3.160e-61</td>
<td>5.45e-16</td>
<td>1.80e-28</td>
<td>1.23e-26</td>
<td>4.85e-12</td>
<td>1.68e-132</td>
<td>1.85e-28</td>
<td>1.61e-10</td>
<td>3.00e-93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WILKSON-SHAPIRO

\[ W = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i x(i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})} \right) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>0.94143</th>
<th>0.97707</th>
<th>0.95221</th>
<th>0.96082</th>
<th>0.98741</th>
<th>0.84531</th>
<th>0.97045</th>
<th>0.98637</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### SHAPIRO-FRANCIA

\[ W = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i x(i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})} \right) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>0.941533</th>
<th>0.977359</th>
<th>0.95234</th>
<th>0.96110</th>
<th>0.98803</th>
<th>0.84541</th>
<th>0.97064</th>
<th>0.98726</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>3.34e-23</td>
<td>1.45e-14</td>
<td>3.70e-21</td>
<td>3.17e-19</td>
<td>5.60e-10</td>
<td>2.60e-34</td>
<td>1.03e-16</td>
<td>2.21e-10</td>
<td>2.20e-27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LILLIE(KOLG-SMIR)

\[ D^+ = \max_{i=1,..,n} \frac{i}{n} - p(i), \quad D^- = \max_{i=1,..,n} p(i) - (i - 1)/n \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>0.107311</th>
<th>0.040742</th>
<th>0.04197</th>
<th>0.04118</th>
<th>0.03484</th>
<th>0.14700</th>
<th>0.05665</th>
<th>0.034633</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>2.25e-53</td>
<td>5.61e-07</td>
<td>2.98e-07</td>
<td>3.89e-07</td>
<td>4.96e-05</td>
<td>2.10e-102</td>
<td>5.55e-14</td>
<td>5.61e-05</td>
<td>5.35e-50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### JARQUE-BERA

\[ JB = \frac{n}{6} \left( S^2 + \frac{(K-3)^2}{4} \right) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>JB</th>
<th>0.034633</th>
<th>0.034633</th>
<th>0.034633</th>
<th>0.034633</th>
<th>0.034633</th>
<th>0.034633</th>
<th>0.034633</th>
<th>0.034633</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>REJECT</td>
<td>REJECT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.2: Showing results of a number of normality tests on all datasets for experiments where the agent numbers monitored was varied from 5 to 100. All normality tests reject the hypothesis that the data is normally distributed as evidenced by low p-values, i.e. $p-values \ll 0.05$. All quantities for normality test are standard and definitions can be found in [131, 222, 229].
7.3 Confidence intervals, standard errors and the Bootstrap

Summary statistics as given in Table 7.1, give point estimates of the statistic of interest, e.g. mean of detection delays for a given experiment.

We are not only interested in obtaining a point estimate of a statistic but also the confidence interval for the true value of the parameter and some estimate of the variation in this point estimate. For example, we wish to calculate not only a sample mean, but also the standard error of the mean and a confidence interval for the mean.

Commonly, data analysis has relied on the central limit theorem \[89\] and normal approximations to obtain standard errors and confidence intervals.

But as discussed earlier, the available literature stipulates that these techniques are valid only if the statistic, or some known transformation of it, is asymptotically normally distributed. Hence, if the normality assumption does not hold as we have just seen on the normality tests, then the traditional methods should not be used to obtain confidence intervals.

A major motivation for the traditional reliance on normal-theory methods was been computational tractability. Now, with the high availability of computational resources, there is an alternative to using asymptotic theory to estimate the distribution of a statistic. This alternative is resampling methods \[8\] which can be used to return inferential results for either normal or non-normal distributions.

In this section we would like to determine the confidence intervals and standard errors.

---

\[7\] CLT is a profound result in statistics, simply put, it stipulates that the distribution of the mean tends to be normal, even when the distribution from which the mean is computed is decidedly non-normal. The closer the parent distribution is to a normal distribution, the smaller is the required sample size for this to hold. Larger sample sizes are required from parent distributions with strong skewness and/or strong kurtosis.

\[8\] Estimating the precision of sample statistics (medians, variances, percentiles) by using subsets of available data (jackknife) or drawing randomly with replacement from a set of data points (bootstrapping).
rors of the mean for the delays data without making any assumptions\(^9\) regarding such statistics. Resampling \(^{10}\) methods such as "The Bootstrap" and "The Jackknife" allow this to be done. These methods provide estimates of the bias, standard error, confidence intervals, and distribution for any statistic. A self contained review of bootstrap procedures is given Appendix D.

For the confidence intervals, we have explored the BCa and Bootstrap-t bootstrap confidence intervals [74]. The general procedure for bootstrap confidence intervals is also given in Appendix D in pages 293-293.

### 7.3.1 Bootstrap results

**Replicates distributions**  Figure 7.5 shows the distribution of bootstrap replicates for the mean for an experiment in which the number of agents was set to 5. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 present the plots for the rest of the experiments with agent numbers varied from 10-100.

---

\(^9\)The only assumption here is that the data is representative of the underlying population.

\(^{10}\)Resampling refers to the process of drawing samples from original data.
Figure 7.5: Figures shows bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where 5 agent were hosted (in milliseconds)
Figure 7.6: Figures (a)-(d) show bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 10 through to 25 (in milliseconds)
Figure 7.7: Figures (a)-(d) show bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 25 through to 100.
Figure 7.8: Figures shows QQ plot of the bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where 5 agent were hosted.
Figure 7.9: Figures (a)-(d) show qqplots of bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 5 through to 25.
Figure 7.10: Figures (a)-(d) show qqplots of bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 25 through to 100.
Regarding the above figures, note that the distribution of the replicates is confirmed as from a normal distribution, this it to be expected, i.e. distribution of the *mean* of the samples is normal.

**Confidence Intervals**  Table 7.3 presents example bootstrap confidence intervals for the 5 agent experiment. to determine the 95% confidence limits, we inspect the row entry for $\alpha = 0.975$ and for $\alpha = 0.025$ giving upper and lower limits $[2349.54, 2399.037]$ ms for this detection delays metric in this setup.

Table 7.4 presents calculations for the rest of the experiments, as agent numbers are increased.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>θ̂</th>
<th>bias</th>
<th>se</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2368.7</td>
<td>-0.1252</td>
<td>9.5650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BCa Confidence Intervals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>α</th>
<th>0.025</th>
<th>0.050</th>
<th>0.100</th>
<th>0.160</th>
<th>0.840</th>
<th>0.900</th>
<th>0.950</th>
<th>0.975</th>
<th>z₀</th>
<th>ahat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2349.540</td>
<td>2353.661</td>
<td>2357.764</td>
<td>2361.228</td>
<td>2385.452</td>
<td>2389.277</td>
<td>2394.028</td>
<td>2399.037</td>
<td>0.030084</td>
<td>0.011023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bootstrap-t Confidence Intervals**

|             | 2372.321 | 2378.683 | 2364.194 | 2366.829 | 2389.747 | 2395.564 | 2399.318 | 2406.109 | N/A | N/A |

*Table 7.3: Results of the Bootstrap: showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for the 5 agent partial protocol experiment*
## The Bootstrap

### Agent Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{\theta} )</td>
<td>2368.7</td>
<td>3276.6</td>
<td>4.4387</td>
<td>5494.0</td>
<td>6.6525</td>
<td>8.7102</td>
<td>2323.5</td>
<td>25881</td>
<td>50245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bias</td>
<td>-0.1252</td>
<td>-0.0551</td>
<td>0.0547</td>
<td>-0.1657</td>
<td>14.9021</td>
<td>-0.0910</td>
<td>3.5600</td>
<td>0.8322</td>
<td>-1.3729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se</td>
<td>9.5650</td>
<td>8.0808</td>
<td>7.4720</td>
<td>8.5910</td>
<td>0.0182</td>
<td>29.2004</td>
<td>49.4293</td>
<td>51.9828</td>
<td>164.0740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### α (Bootstrap-Confidence Intervals)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>α</th>
<th>BCa Confidence Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>2351.298 3254.18 4413.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2355.748 3257.527 4416.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2359.919 3260.786 4420.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2363.233 3263.537 4423.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>2387.173 3282.660 4444.921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2390.904 3285.649 4447.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2395.835 3289.220 4452.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>2399.491 3292.459 4455.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z0</td>
<td>-0.008773312 -0.01128007 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahat</td>
<td>0.010340 0.003990 0.002510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### α (Bootstrap-T Confidence Intervals)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>α</th>
<th>Bootstrap-T Confidence Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2355.215 3271.297 4438.064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.4: Bootstrap : showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for agents monitored locally at given nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2362.165</th>
<th>3277.688</th>
<th>4445.646</th>
<th>5493.074</th>
<th>6645.079</th>
<th>8722.06</th>
<th>23239.52</th>
<th>25853.75</th>
<th>50339.33</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2348.396</td>
<td>3265.342</td>
<td>4430.27</td>
<td>5478.616</td>
<td>6619.187</td>
<td>8666.96</td>
<td>23161.44</td>
<td>25773.42</td>
<td>50083.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2351.85</td>
<td>3267.964</td>
<td>4434.654</td>
<td>5483.248</td>
<td>6624.685</td>
<td>8681.778</td>
<td>23177.58</td>
<td>25788.92</td>
<td>50172.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>2373.611</td>
<td>3287.029</td>
<td>4455.322</td>
<td>5505.508</td>
<td>6667.146</td>
<td>8752.567</td>
<td>23296.21</td>
<td>25902.67</td>
<td>50562.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2376.067</td>
<td>3290.984</td>
<td>4458.773</td>
<td>5507.355</td>
<td>6672.376</td>
<td>8761.062</td>
<td>23313.79</td>
<td>25925.31</td>
<td>50608.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2380.804</td>
<td>3294.424</td>
<td>4463.995</td>
<td>5513.72</td>
<td>6678.142</td>
<td>8781.134</td>
<td>23329.67</td>
<td>25960.83</td>
<td>50685.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>2385.228</td>
<td>3296.151</td>
<td>4467.794</td>
<td>5516.016</td>
<td>6685.014</td>
<td>8796.38</td>
<td>23350.32</td>
<td>25988.21</td>
<td>50756.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.4 Summary

This chapter has presented detailed results and exploratory data analysis for the partial protocol experiments discussed in chapter 6.

The analysis verifies that the detection delays data are not normally distributed as was observed from the 4-plot and confirmed by normality test results in Table 7.2. Therefore the non parametric bootstrap method was used for parameter estimation and calculation of confidence intervals. That is, normality is important to us because we wish to derive robust confidence intervals for the detection delays statistic.

The bootstrap BCa confidence intervals in Table 7.4 show that the detection delays (at 95% confidence) range from \([2351.298, 2399.491]\) ms for 5 agent experiments to \([49738.4, 50490.48]\) ms for 100 agent experiments.

Also examining the results in view of scalability there is concern with detection delays for large number of agents, e.g. the 100 agents experiment with delays approaching close to a minute in the worst case. This may suggest an upper limit in the number of agent hosted, for an agent platform like the one used for these experiments. Clearly maybe a concern in applications where there are strict time constraints for resources used by terminated agents to be reclaimed, but less so in those where detection just has to eventually succeed. In distributed systems, a standard approach to improving the scalability is to consider distribution of the service, this is explored in chapter 10 from page 187.

Chapter 8 next however considers the full protocol experiments as introduced in the experimental design. The chapter considers a similar data analysis procedure for the datasets as has been done here and also the discussion is similar to that given here.
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CHAPTER 8

Full Protocol Results

8.1 Introduction

Following on from the previous chapter, this chapter presents briefly the corresponding results for the full protocol experimental setup as described in the experimental design, section 6.5, page 120. Recall that these were a set of controlled experiments where an increasing number of agents were hosted and monitored on a local controller. Agents in this setup register and submit full information about the public protocol they are executing and are then monitored.

The next chapter, Chapter 9 provides an exploratory comparative analysis of the datasets of this setup and the partial protocol discussed in the previous chapter.
8.2 Results: Exploratory Data Analysis

**SUMMARY STATISTICS**

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 5317

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIDRANGE</td>
<td>0.3564000E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEAN</td>
<td>0.2921928E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDMEAN</td>
<td>0.2882001E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>0.2795000E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANGE</td>
<td>0.2470000E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAND. DEV.</td>
<td>0.4257777E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG. AB. DEV.</td>
<td>0.3228591E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINIMUM</td>
<td>0.2329000E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOWER QUART.</td>
<td>0.2597000E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOWER HINGE</td>
<td>0.2597000E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPPER HINGE</td>
<td>0.3158000E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPPER QUART.</td>
<td>0.3158000E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXIMUM</td>
<td>0.4799000E+04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTOCO COEF</td>
<td>0.4246227E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. 3RD MOM.</td>
<td>0.1471157E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. 4TH MOM.</td>
<td>0.5648685E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. WILK-SHA</td>
<td>-0.3380893E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIFORM PPCC</td>
<td>0.9070824E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORMAL PPCC</td>
<td>0.9325916E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUK -.5 PPCC</td>
<td>0.6920604E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUCHY PPCC</td>
<td>0.2227653E+00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.1: Showing detection delays summary statistics for the 5 agent experiment calculated using DATAPLOT

The analysis and data presentation is the same as the previous chapter where:

- Figure 8.1 shows summary statistics of the detection delay metric for an example experiment where 5 agents were hosted.
- Figures 8.2 to 8.4 show the 4-plots for all agent experiments for exploratory data analysis purposes.
- Table 8.1 shows the rest of the summary statistics for all experiments with agent numbers varied.
- Table E.1 in Appendix E, page 316 shows results of normality tests for these dataset. Inspection of the table shows that the data fail normality tests.
• Regarding the bootstrap, figures 8.5 to 8.7 show bootstrap replicates for the mean of detection delays.

• Figures 8.8 to 8.10 show the corresponding qqplots for the bootstrap replicates.

• Tables 8.2 presents results for bootstrap parameter estimates and detailed BCa and Bootstrap-t confidence intervals.

Figure 8.2: Figures a-d show elements of the 4-plots for the purposes of exploratory data analysis for centralised experiments using the full partial protocol scheme where 5 agent were hosted. All measurements are in milliseconds.
Again, as in the previous chapter, Table 8.1 presents summary statistics for all experiments in this setup. The table presents location measures to find a central value that describes the data, dispersion measures to capture the spread in the data, randomness measures and distributional measures. The third and fourth moments are the skewness and kurtosis of the distribution.

The table also complements 4-plot figures, i.e. figures 8.2 to 8.4 by exploring properties of the detection delays data by presenting some distributional measures. Again, the distributional measures strongly indicate that the detection delay data for the full protocol experiments are also not from a normal distribution.
Figure 8.3: Figures (a)-(d) show 4-plots for the purposes of exploratory data analysis for centralised experiments using the full protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 10 through to 25. All measurements are in milliseconds.
Figure 8.4: Figures (a)-(d) show 4-plots for the purposes of exploratory data analysis for centralised experiments using the full protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 50 through to 100. All measurements are in milliseconds.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location Measures</th>
<th>Midrange</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Midmean</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3564</td>
<td>0.2921</td>
<td>0.2882</td>
<td>0.2795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.7022</td>
<td>0.5628</td>
<td>0.5644</td>
<td>0.5395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.1336</td>
<td>0.1237</td>
<td>0.1238</td>
<td>0.1214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.1715</td>
<td>0.1760</td>
<td>0.1762</td>
<td>0.1712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.2415</td>
<td>0.2338</td>
<td>0.2341</td>
<td>0.2287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.3152</td>
<td>0.2918</td>
<td>0.2919</td>
<td>0.2954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.3425</td>
<td>0.3462</td>
<td>0.3464</td>
<td>0.3497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.4061</td>
<td>0.4032</td>
<td>0.4054</td>
<td>0.4019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.4940</td>
<td>0.5080</td>
<td>0.5052</td>
<td>0.5079</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dispersion Measures</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Stand. Dev</th>
<th>Av. Ab. Dev</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Lower Quart</th>
<th>Lower Hinge</th>
<th>Upper Hinge</th>
<th>Upper Quart</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2470</td>
<td>0.4257</td>
<td>0.3228</td>
<td>0.2329</td>
<td>0.2597</td>
<td>0.2597</td>
<td>0.3158</td>
<td>0.3158</td>
<td>0.4799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.6155</td>
<td>0.9632</td>
<td>0.6999</td>
<td>0.3945</td>
<td>0.4950</td>
<td>0.4950</td>
<td>0.6074</td>
<td>0.6074</td>
<td>0.1010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.7295</td>
<td>0.9852</td>
<td>0.8050</td>
<td>0.9717</td>
<td>0.1161</td>
<td>0.1161</td>
<td>0.1321</td>
<td>0.1321</td>
<td>0.1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.1207</td>
<td>0.1411</td>
<td>0.1167</td>
<td>0.1111</td>
<td>0.1651</td>
<td>0.1651</td>
<td>0.1904</td>
<td>0.1904</td>
<td>0.2319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.2167</td>
<td>0.2435</td>
<td>0.2120</td>
<td>0.1331</td>
<td>0.2128</td>
<td>0.2128</td>
<td>0.2571</td>
<td>0.2571</td>
<td>0.3498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2075</td>
<td>0.2817</td>
<td>0.2275</td>
<td>0.2114</td>
<td>0.2748</td>
<td>0.2748</td>
<td>0.3137</td>
<td>0.3137</td>
<td>0.4190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.2189</td>
<td>0.3305</td>
<td>0.2619</td>
<td>0.2330</td>
<td>0.3284</td>
<td>0.3284</td>
<td>0.3705</td>
<td>0.3705</td>
<td>0.4520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.3793</td>
<td>0.4198</td>
<td>0.3201</td>
<td>0.2164</td>
<td>0.3798</td>
<td>0.3798</td>
<td>0.4299</td>
<td>0.4299</td>
<td>0.5958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.6254</td>
<td>0.7051</td>
<td>0.5334</td>
<td>0.1813</td>
<td>0.4730</td>
<td>0.4730</td>
<td>0.5537</td>
<td>0.5537</td>
<td>0.8067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDOMNESS MEASURES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoco coef</td>
<td>0.4246</td>
<td>0.7945</td>
<td>-0.3532</td>
<td>-0.2015</td>
<td>-0.1445</td>
<td>0.1621</td>
<td>0.2307</td>
<td>0.2472</td>
<td>0.3237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISTRIBUTIONAL MEASURES</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. 3rd Mom</td>
<td>0.1471</td>
<td>0.14051</td>
<td>0.6062</td>
<td>0.4725</td>
<td>0.3875</td>
<td>-0.4408</td>
<td>-0.5565</td>
<td>0.2060</td>
<td>-0.5456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. 4th Mom</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>0.5350</td>
<td>0.3205</td>
<td>0.2211</td>
<td>0.2782</td>
<td>0.2420</td>
<td>0.2742</td>
<td>0.4255</td>
<td>0.3907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Wilk-Sha</td>
<td>-0.3380</td>
<td>-0.5873</td>
<td>-0.3354</td>
<td>-0.4984</td>
<td>-0.4959</td>
<td>-0.3858</td>
<td>-0.3651</td>
<td>-0.1803</td>
<td>-0.2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform ppcc</td>
<td>0.9071</td>
<td>0.9122</td>
<td>0.9707</td>
<td>0.9714</td>
<td>0.9786</td>
<td>0.9809</td>
<td>0.9734</td>
<td>0.9556</td>
<td>0.9512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal ppcc</td>
<td>0.9326</td>
<td>0.9451</td>
<td>0.9767</td>
<td>0.9635</td>
<td>0.9678</td>
<td>0.9799</td>
<td>0.9817</td>
<td>0.9869</td>
<td>0.9875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuk -.5 ppcc</td>
<td>0.6921</td>
<td>0.6660</td>
<td>0.6588</td>
<td>0.6231</td>
<td>0.6320</td>
<td>0.6121</td>
<td>0.6199</td>
<td>0.7210</td>
<td>0.7004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cauchy ppcc</td>
<td>0.2227</td>
<td>0.1550</td>
<td>0.1502</td>
<td>0.1427</td>
<td>0.1418</td>
<td>0.1181</td>
<td>0.1137</td>
<td>0.1933</td>
<td>0.1686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Summary statistics for all agents experiments in the centralised setup for full protocol scheme, showing location, dispersion and distributional measures
8.2.1 Bootstrap results

Replicates distributions  The bootstrap was also carried out on the full protocol experiments datasets. Figure 8.5 shows the distribution of bootstrap replicates for the mean for an experiment in which the number of agents was set to 5. Figures 8.6 and 8.7 present the plots for the rest of the experiments with agent numbers varied from 10-100.

Figure 8.5: Figures shows bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments for the full protocol setup where 5 agent were hosted
Figure 8.6: Figures (a)-(d) show bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments using the full protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 10 through to 40
Figure 8.7: Figures (a)-(d) show bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments using the full protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 50 through to 100.
Figure 8.8: Figures shows QQ plot of the bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments using the full protocol scheme where 5 agent were hosted.
Figure 8.9: Figures (a)-(d) show qplots of bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 5 through to 25.
Figure 8.10: Figures (a)-(d) show qqplots of bootstrap replicates of the mean for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 25 through to 100
### The Bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>( \hat{\theta} )</th>
<th>bias</th>
<th>( s\hat{e} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2921.9</td>
<td>-0.1355</td>
<td>5.7427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BCA Confidence Intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>0.025</th>
<th>0.050</th>
<th>0.100</th>
<th>0.160</th>
<th>0.840</th>
<th>0.900</th>
<th>0.950</th>
<th>0.975</th>
<th>zo</th>
<th>ahat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2911.449</td>
<td>2913.017</td>
<td>2915.459</td>
<td>2917.579</td>
<td>2932.65</td>
<td>2934.920</td>
<td>2937.318</td>
<td>2939.172</td>
<td>0.005013</td>
<td>0.004118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bootstrap-t Confidence Intervals

|          | 2910.406 | 2915.466 | 2906.191 | 2907.716 | 2922.859 | 2924.821 | 2926.756 | 2928.058 | N/A | N/A |

*Table 8.2: Results of the Bootstrap: showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for the 5 agent partial protocol experiment*
### The Bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{\theta}$</td>
<td>2921.9</td>
<td>5628.1</td>
<td>12378</td>
<td>17604</td>
<td>23389</td>
<td>29182</td>
<td>34620</td>
<td>40328</td>
<td>50802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bias</td>
<td>-0.1355</td>
<td>0.0675</td>
<td>-0.0539</td>
<td>-0.1703</td>
<td>0.2829</td>
<td>0.2786</td>
<td>-0.0249</td>
<td>0.2946</td>
<td>1.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{s_\theta}$</td>
<td>5.7427</td>
<td>7.1345</td>
<td>6.7262</td>
<td>9.3927</td>
<td>15.1439</td>
<td>15.1500</td>
<td>18.8177</td>
<td>33.8798</td>
<td>49.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### BCA confidence intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>0.025</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.16</th>
<th>0.84</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.95</th>
<th>0.975</th>
<th>0.25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$z_0$</td>
<td>0.01880082</td>
<td>-0.01629380</td>
<td>0.007519956</td>
<td>0.03008408</td>
<td>-0.015040</td>
<td>0.010026</td>
<td>-0.017547</td>
<td>-0.021307</td>
<td>0.002506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahat</td>
<td>0.004241</td>
<td>0.002223</td>
<td>0.0008736</td>
<td>0.000656</td>
<td>0.000483</td>
<td>-0.000515</td>
<td>-0.000646</td>
<td>0.000314</td>
<td>-0.000776</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Bootstrap-t confidence intervals

<p>| 0.25 | 2911.418 | 5620.909 | 12374.19 | 17594.53 | 23393.67 | 29162.04 | 34618.29 | 40305.35 | 50828.32 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.16</th>
<th>0.84</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.95</th>
<th>0.975</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2916.186</td>
<td>5626.214</td>
<td>12379.72</td>
<td>17600.44</td>
<td>23404.59</td>
<td>29176.78</td>
<td>34634.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2907.302</td>
<td>5615.322</td>
<td>12368.59</td>
<td>17587.30</td>
<td>23379.13</td>
<td>29153.53</td>
<td>34606.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2909.011</td>
<td>5617.324</td>
<td>12371.72</td>
<td>17590.51</td>
<td>23389.45</td>
<td>29156.82</td>
<td>34611.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2923.899</td>
<td>5635.363</td>
<td>12389.17</td>
<td>17613.29</td>
<td>23424.81</td>
<td>29193.99</td>
<td>34658.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2926.192</td>
<td>5637.218</td>
<td>12392.49</td>
<td>17616.56</td>
<td>23427.65</td>
<td>29199.36</td>
<td>34661.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2928.504</td>
<td>5641.817</td>
<td>12395.95</td>
<td>17619.62</td>
<td>23434.68</td>
<td>29205.86</td>
<td>34670.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2931.67</td>
<td>5644.654</td>
<td>12396.84</td>
<td>17622.21</td>
<td>23444.42</td>
<td>29214.42</td>
<td>34682.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.3: Bootstrap results: showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for centralised experiments in the full protocol scheme agents numbers ranging from 5 to 100.
8.3 Summary and observations

This chapter has presented detailed results and exploratory data analysis for the full protocol scheme. As in the previous chapter, detection delays data are not normally distributed as shown by all tests and exploratory data analysis diagrams. Therefore as in the previous chapter, the non parametric bootstrap method was used for parameter estimation and calculation of confidence intervals.

The bootstrap BCa confidence intervals in Table 8.3 in page 173 shows that the detection delays (at 95% confidence) range from $[2911.449, 2939.172]$ ms for 5 agent experiments to $[50731.81, 50975.58]$ ms for 100 agent experiments.

Regarding scalability, there are similar concerns as those expressed in the previous chapter 7, page 156, i.e. for large agent numbers, the delays as delays approach a minute.

Following on from this discussion, the next chapter, Chapter 9 provides a detailed exploratory comparative analysis of the datasets of this setup, the full protocol and the partial protocol discussed in the previous chapter.
CHAPTER 9

Comparisons

9.1 Introduction

The previous two chapters, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 presented and analysed datasets for the partial and full protocol schemes. This chapter aims to provide a exploratory comparative analysis of those two datasets. The chapter also provides results of the nonparametric hypothesis tests on the location parameter of the two datasets, e.g. mean detection delays. Non-parametric tests were chosen again because the normality and homogeneity of variances assumptions do not hold and cannot be justified fully for these datasets.

This chapter also presents results of the scalability experiments, showing how both the partial and full protocol schemes scale with increasing number of agents monitored.

In addition, regarding repeatability of experiments, results of the non parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple comparison tests of experimental runs for a given experiment are presented in Appendix E, page 318.

A note on datasets and data analysis and figures  The datasets analysed here are those considers in chapter 7 and chapter 8 and in addition, for comparisons we will consider datasets for data collection criteria 2 and 3 below. Recall the data collection criteria introduced in chapter 6, page 175 for experimental cycles data collection, i.e.
1. *Individual* detection delays recorded for repeated execution of the protocol over many cycles.

2. For every experimental cycle period, detection delays from the repeated execution of the protocol for that cycle recorded and some statistic calculated, i.e. treat each cycle as an experiment.

3. *Accumulated* detection delays recorded over the entire experiment for the repeated execution of the protocol and a statistic calculated over each period and the process repeated without discarding previous measurements but accumulating.

And recall that an illustration for these scenarios was given in Appendix C, figures C.2 (a) to (c) respectively in page 283.

We can use these to evaluate differences across experimental cycles and runs and investigate variations and repeatability of these experiments.
Regarding the presentation, figures and tables, consider

1. Figures showing time series plots for the above datasets for selected experiments e.g. Figure 9.1 shows plots for the 100 agent experiment with the error bars derived from the above confidence intervals for the 100 agent experiment. Note that in Figure 9.1, the scale is $10^4$ milliseconds therefore the values are consistent with the confidence intervals calculated in the previous chapters for partial protocol and full protocol schemes.

2. Corresponding tables e.g. Table 9.1 presenting 95% non parametric confidence intervals for the cyclic and accumulated datasets. Inspecting these tables indicates little differences in the cyclic datasets and the cumulative datasets in the confidence intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOOTSTRAP CONFIDENCE INTERVALS</th>
<th>AGENT EXPERIMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULL PROTOCOL CONFIDENCE INTERVALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3179.829</td>
<td>5449.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARTIAL PROTOCOL CONFIDENCE INTERVALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3185.246</td>
<td>5406.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3372.211</td>
<td>5635.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3365.526</td>
<td>5583.806</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.1: BCa Confidence intervals for the cyclic datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOOTSTRAP CONFIDENCE INTERVALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.2 Hypothesis testing

Though the work here was exploratory, we can compare, test hypothesis and make statements about the partial and full protocol data sets. In particular statements about the location parameters e.g. means or the medians of detection delays in the data sets.

Recall that for doing comparisons and hypothesis testing\(^1\) on independent samples for example, testing if the samples represent underlying populations with different mean values (but assuming equal variances and normal distribution), a standard approach is to use the t-test \(^2\).

But given the discussion earlier in chapters 7 and chapter 8 about the distribution of

---

\(^1\)Hypothesis testing is a mechanism for determining if an assertion about a characteristic of a population is reasonable.

\(^2\)The most common is the two sample t-test that tests whether or not two independent populations have different mean values on some prescribed measure. The t-test uses a t-test statistic to determine a p-value that indicates how likely we could have gotten these results by chance. By convention, if there is a less than 5% chance (for 95% confidence) of getting the observed differences by chance, we reject the null hypothesis and say we found a statistically significant difference between the two groups.
Detection delays not being normally (gaussian) distributed, and failed test for equality of variances, in order to do hypothesis tests regarding the partial and full protocol schemes, we explored the use of non-parametric tests which do not make distributional assumptions.

Non-parametric statistical methods and non-parametric statistical inference are discussed in [110, 95] and [207]. For example the Kruskal-Wallis test originally discussed in [138] is a non-parametric test for equality of the location parameter (e.g. median) among datasets or groups (i.e. $N \geq 2$), I used this test for example in analysing re-

Figure 9.1: Showing superimposed time series plots to compare partial protocol and full protocol schemes for experiments with agent numbers set to 100. Showing error bars with width computed from non-parametric confidence intervals. NB, on the y-axis, the scale is $10^4$ milliseconds so the values are consistent with the bootstrap confidence intervals calculated in previous chapters for partial protocol and full protocol schemes respectively.
peated experimental runs and to make comparisons across the runs to test repeatability.

If only two datasets are considered and we are interested in whether the two samples come from the same distribution then the Mann-Whitney U-test [155] is the non-parametric alternative to the two-sample t-test.

Regarding implementation of these tests, the R Statistical environment [225] provides implementation of the Kruskal-Wallis test procedure and Mann-Whitney test.

We can do hypothesis testing on the partial and full protocol datasets on the differences of the location parameters, e.g. mean, median of detection delays, see Table E.2 in Appendix E, page 317. Alternatively we can visually inspect the box plots as they also give a nonparametric mechanism for comparing populations. These are shown in Figure 9.2.
Figure 9.2: Figure shows box plots for partial and full protocol experiments for various agents experiments. This accompanies the non parametric hypothesis tests about the location parameter.
9.3 Scalability Results

To explore how both setups scaled, consider Figure 9.3 showing the boxplot generated by the kruskal-wallis test\(^3\) on datasets for all agent experiments with numbers varied from 10 through to a 100. Also consider Figure 9.4 showing an equivalent line plot of the mean detection delays for each experiment against agent numbers, i.e. showing how detection delays vary with the number of agents monitored in both the partial and full protocol schemes. This figure also shows error bars around values as an indicator of error margins derived from confidence intervals.

\(^3\)Implemented by *multiple compare* in Matlab.
Figure 9.3: Box plots for full protocol and partial protocol schemes for all agent experiments. Figure generated as part of the non parametric analysis of variance Kruskal-Wallis procedure.
Figure 9.4: Plots for full protocol and partial protocol schemes for all agent experiments.
Figure 9.5: Showing box plots for 9 experimental run for the 10 and 70 agent full protocol experiment
9.4 Summary

This chapter has presented some exploratory comparative exploration of the partial and full protocol datasets. The data in both setups in non normal and variances are not homogeneous. The non parametric one sided two sample Wilcoxon (Mann-Whitney) tests, Table ( E.2 page 318 in Appendix E) for all experiments provide strong evidence against (as given by extremely low p-values) the hypothesis that the location parameters are equal and therefore very likelihood that the location parameter for the partial protocol dataset is lower than that of the full protocol datasets. Inspecting other figures, e.g. side by side Boxplots also provide supporting visual evidence that even for a small sized protocols as one used in the simulation, using the partial protocol scheme should yield better results.

On repeatability of experiments, it is worth reporting that the analysis of variance tests do show some notable variation between experimental runs. The scalability experiments also demonstrate that across all experiments where agent numbers were varied from low to high, the partial protocol scheme records low values of detection delays. This results are fairly significant given that the depth and size of the protocol used in this experiments was small. Analytically, the differences will be even more pronounced for the large protocol graphs, the variance maybe explained by the underlying agent middleware and scheduling of agents behaviours in a framework.
CHAPTER 10

Distribution

10.1 Introduction

This chapter presents experimental results for the distributed setting as described in section 6.5, page 122. The chapter starts by providing an overview of the architecture and the experimental setup as discussed there.

Experiments in the setup necessarily have to consider network delays, to get a distribution profile of these delays as they have a bearing on detection delays distributions. Regarding the well known problem of the absence of global clocks in distributed systems, the approach we followed was to choose a practical synchronisation mechanism and synchronise hosts using network time protocol, NTP, a distributed time protocol available as a network service on an operating system.

Therefore in Appendix H we present an experiment for determining distribution of network delays and in this chapter summarise the results for this additional experiment.

Experimental Architecture The architecture for distribution was discussed in the experimental design, section 6.5, page 123 and shown in Figure 6.4 there, where at the core are a number of peer to peer interconnected nodes that act as redundant controllers
For practical considerations, each controller executes a simple load balancer\(^2\). Each node maintains a profile structure which provides an up-to-date data on number of locally registered. At the outer second tier of that figure are client nodes\(^3\).

**Dynamics**  On *initialisation*, the controllers in the cluster execute a simple controller cluster registration protocol to register with each other, in the process making available their profile information. At *runtime*, controllers routinely update their remotely cached profiles if local conditions change, consider for example, when local load exceeds the declared threshold (e.g. if the limit of registered agents is reached) or if a controller becomes unavailable. Note that to scale, the cluster is easily extendable to include the second tier client nodes by allowing them to execute the controller cluster registration protocol.

Agents in the network participate in a agent registration protocol shown in Figure 10.1. Agents always attempt first to register with the immediate local controller \(^4\) if one exist. A local controller may forward registration details of newly registering agents to suitable controller(s) in the cluster after consulting updated cached profiles of peer controllers.

**Data and Data collection**  Each local controller monitors locally registered agents and records detection delays for these agents. Remotely registered agents are monitored by cluster nodes and the detection delays are recorded by these cluster nodes for each agent registered with them.

\(^1\)Controller is a role assigned to an agent providing the protocol monitoring service in the cluster, we can use monitor and controller interchangeably.

\(^2\)load here refers to the number of agents monitored, the threshold can be set or determined dynamically.

\(^3\)Agents being monitored.

\(^4\)Controller executing in the same machine.
Figure 10.1: Registration protocol executed by client agents to register with monitoring controllers

**Data collection setup and scenarios** For the data collection setup and scenarios, recall and consider the discussion in the experimental design, section 6.6, pages 125 to 126.

Regarding the hardware configuration for these distributed setup experiments, consider Table C.1 in appendix C.3, page 286.

The scheduled experiment was for the following configuration. 6 host machines in a local area network, each hosting one local controller, \( L_i \in C_L \) and 20 agents (\( |A_{L_i}| = 20 \)), with 15 locally registered, (therefore \( |A_{R_i}| = 5 \)) and a cluster \( C \) of 3 remote controllers, (\( |C| = 3 \)). Each cluster controller hosted 20 agents, \( |A_{C_i}| = 20 \), therefore giving a total number of agents, \( |A| = 180 \). This is summarised in Table 10.1 below.

| \( C_L \) | \( A_{L_i} \) | \( A_{R_i} \) | \( |C| \) | \( A_{C_i} \) | \( |A| = \bigcup A_{L_i} + \bigcup A_{R_i} + \bigcup A_{C_i} \) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 6 | 15 | 5 | 3 | 20 | 180 |

\[ 6 \times 15 = 90 \]
\[ 6 \times 5 = 30 \]

Table 10.1: Showing experimental setup
section 10.2 next presents experimental results and plots for the network latency data and section 10.3 presents experimental results and plots for detection delays data.

### 10.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

This section presents experimental results for the distributed setting and results for experiments exploring the all issues discussed in this chapter, namely network delays

#### 10.2.1 A note on the presentation of results

When presenting results in this section, for each experiments, all or some of the following will be shown:

1. A histogram to show the *density distribution* of the data to highlight the general shape and any show any outliers.

2. In the case of network delays experiment, a *time series* and various a *probability density function fits* and a table showing corresponding *parameter* and *Maximum likelihood estimation, MLE* are presented.

3. For the *bootstrap* estimation of a statistic, the density distribution of the replicates is shown in a figure followed by the corresponding *QQ plot* of the replicates against *normal quartiles*.

4. A table presenting numerical results for the bootstrap. The table shows:
   - The bootstrap estimate of a statistic, e.g. mean and the related bias and standard error.

---

5MLE is a statistical method used to determine a mathematical model to fit some data.
• Results of the nonparametric bootstrap confidence interval estimates as discussed in section 7.3. The Bootstrap-t and the more accurate BCa type confidence intervals are presented.

5. Regarding the jackknife-after-bootstrap we have observed (as it has also been documented elsewhere [83] pp 279-280, [107, 237] that the jackknife-after-bootstrap technique grossly over-estimates this error, but that the accuracy increases (and the estimate converges) with the increase in \( B \), i.e. the jackknife-after-bootstrap method is only reliable for large values of \( B \) [83] p. 280. Improvements on this in the form of the Weighted jackknife-after-bootstrap [237], have to my knowledge not been implemented in statistical software packages in use today. Therefore we do not use the procedure, the bootstrap estimates are sufficient for our purposes. In Appendix D, page 303 however, we experimented with the experimental implementations of the procedure available and present Figure D.1 page 307 showing results of an experiment to investigate the effect of increasing the number of bootstrap replicates, \( B \), on the accuracy of the error estimates. Therefore we do not use this procedure.

10.2.2 Results for network latency

The time series and the distribution of the network latency quantity \( \Delta t \), as determined by experiment is shown in Figure 10.2 (a). Figure 10.2 (b) shows various probability distribution fits on the data. Observation of these figures and the table suggest that the lognormal, log logistic or poisson probability distributions possibly provide the best fits for the distribution of network delays in these experiments. This comparable with other results done elsewhere in [123].

Furthermore, Table H.1 in Appendix H, page 345 shows parameter estimates for various hypothesised distributions and the maximum likelihood estimators to accompany
these distribution fits.

The next set of plots in Figure 10.3 are for the bootstrap analysis of the network delays data. Figure a) shows the distribution of bootstrapped means for network delays and b) shows the corresponding QQ plot.

Table 10.2 gives numerical results for the bootstrap, showing for example confidence intervals of (2.746, 2.958) at 95% confidence for the BCa and (2.845, 2.956) at 95% for the Bootstrap-t type confidence intervals.
(a) time series and histogram

(b) probability density estimation fits

Figure 10.2: Network delays profile during experiments
(a) Density of bootstrapped Means of the network delays

(b) QQ plot

Figure 10.3: Bootstrap mean plots
### The Bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>$\hat{\theta}$</th>
<th>$\hat{bias}$</th>
<th>$\hat{se}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1660.953</td>
<td>0.1510</td>
<td>8.5083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCa Confidence Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bootstrap-t Confidence Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 10.2: Results of the Bootstrap showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for the network delays experiments*
10.3 Results for detection delays in the distributed setting

This section presents a summary of the main results for the detection delays experiments in the distributed setting (recall the distribution architecture in Figure 6.4, page 123) and the data collection setup and scenarios discussed in the experimental design, section 6.6 in page 125.

The scheduled experiments used the experimental setup as summarised in Table 10.1, page 189.

10.3.1 Results for scenario 1

The next set of figures and tables present results for scenario 1 (recall that this is where all detection delays are recorded by each local controller as discussed in experimental design, section 6.6 page 125.

Figure 10.4 shows distributions of detection delays for a selection of instances of this scenario, i.e. six controllers.

For each dataset, (i.e. data for every client node) a nonparametric bootstrap\(^6\) of the mean of the detection delays was performed, and Figure 10.5 shows the distributions of the resulting bootstrap replicates for the mean of detection delays for each of the nodes. The numerical bootstrap estimates of the mean and its related bias and standard statistics are presented at the top of Table 10.3, where also results of the other five nodes can be seen.

Figure 10.6 then presents the corresponding QQ plots, showing bootstrap replicates against normal quartiles. These figures demonstrate that apart from deviations at the tails the replicates of the mean are normally distributed.

\(^6\)No assumption is made of the underlying probability distribution.
In addition, the *bootstrap confidence intervals*, (both the *BCa* and the *Bootstrap-t*) were also computed. The numerical results are shown in the middle part of Table 10.3, where the second column shows the $\alpha$ value for the confidence limits. For example, to determine the 95% confidence limits, we inspect the row entry for $\alpha = 0.975$ and for $\alpha = 0.025$ giving upper and lower limits [1677.886, 1646.089] ms for the client node *nsqa0412a01*\(^7\) in this experiment.

\(^7\)Hostnames used as identifiers of machines running agent containers instead of generic labels like *L*\(_1\) discussed in the data collection setup.
Figure 10.4: Detection delays, (in ms) for locally monitored agents at each node. Each node has a unique identifier.
Figure 10.5: Bootstrap Replicates Density Estimation: Detection delays for locally monitored agents
Figure 10.6: Showing the bootstrap replicates’ qqplots. The figure shows that apart from some deviations at the tails, the replicates are normally distributed.
**The Bootstrap**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>nsqa0412a01</th>
<th>nsqa0413b01</th>
<th>nsqa0413g01</th>
<th>nsqa0413g03</th>
<th>nsqa0413j02</th>
<th>nsqa0413l01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{\theta}$</td>
<td>1660.953</td>
<td>1685.893</td>
<td>1659.375</td>
<td>1854.178</td>
<td>1851.977</td>
<td>1847.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{\text{bias}}$</td>
<td>-0.0755</td>
<td>-0.0551</td>
<td>0.11069</td>
<td>-0.6033</td>
<td>-0.102</td>
<td>0.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{s}_e$</td>
<td>8.484</td>
<td>13.158</td>
<td>7.472</td>
<td>33.325</td>
<td>21.35</td>
<td>49.569</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Confidence Intervals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$BC_{a\text{points}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1646.089 1663.014 1644.897 1798.309 1812.624 1772.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>1648.32 1666.385 1647.012 1806.002 1818.275 1782.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>1650.648 1670.137 1649.868 1816.397 1825.107 1796.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1653.206 1673.422 1651.928 1825.247 1831.454 1806.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1669.553 1698.932 1666.977 1893.080 1872.956 1907.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1672.190 1703.182 1669.099 1904.864 1879.848 1927.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1675.384 1708.713 1672.056 1920.293 1888.257 1956.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>1677.886 1713.793 1675.284 1934.157 1894.522 1985.674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z0</td>
<td>0.003759951 0.002506631 -0.003759951 0.05893987 -0.02506891 0.05893987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahat</td>
<td>0.01254519 0.0251825 0.01165997 0.03240697 0.01921675 0.06216931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1655.620 1679.916 1654.137 1828.536 1838.525 1825.699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bootstrap - t</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1650.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1653.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1670.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1672.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1676.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>1679.208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.3: Bootstrap: showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for agents monitored locally at given nodes.
**Summary**  Recall that these were *not* controlled experiments, i.e., local conditions (e.g. load profile) could potentially vary significantly as nodes were machines randomly chosen in the network. Inspecting Table 10.3 we can observe across the given nodes comparable detection delays in the approximate range \([1600, 1900] ms\), a range also suggested by results of the *Bootstrap-t* and *BCa* confidence intervals.

Experiments on errors associated with the bootstrap show that error estimates converge and also bias estimates converge.
10.3.2 Results for scenario 2

The next set of figures and tables present results for this scenario (Recall that this is where all detection delays recorded by local controllers are collated into a single dataset to give a combined density distribution for all locally monitored agents as discussed in experimental design, section 6.6 page 125.

Figure 10.7 shows the distribution of detection delays and the distribution of bootstrap replicates for the mean for this dataset.
Figure 10.7: (a) This figure shows the distribution of the detection delays. As it is outliers were not filtered out hence the skewed distribution. (b) Showing the distribution of bootstrap replicates for the mean for scenario 1 (all data for locally monitored agents), showing a peak at ≈ 1750ms for this dataset.
### The Bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>$\hat{\theta}$</th>
<th>$\hat{\text{bias}}$</th>
<th>$\hat{s}_e$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1746.241</td>
<td>-0.759</td>
<td>12.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BCa Confidence Intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>0.025</th>
<th>0.050</th>
<th>0.100</th>
<th>0.160</th>
<th>0.840</th>
<th>0.900</th>
<th>0.950</th>
<th>0.975</th>
<th>$z_0$</th>
<th>$\hat{a}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1725.492</td>
<td>1728.414</td>
<td>1731.976</td>
<td>1734.778</td>
<td>1760.379</td>
<td>1764.624</td>
<td>1770.299</td>
<td>1775.161</td>
<td>0.06270678</td>
<td>0.04326342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bootstrap-t Confidence Intervals

|          | 1738.187 | 1744.887 | 1731.876 | 1734.896 | 1761.116 | 1766.963 | 1772.215 | 1777.454 | n/a | n/a |

Table 10.4: Bootstrap showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for the experiments in the distributed setting for all locally monitored agents.
**Summary**  For the combined datasets for all locally monitored agents the mean detection delay is $\approx 1750\, ms$ and the 95% BCa confidence intervals are $[1725.49, 1775.16] ms$ and the Bootstrap-t intervals are $[1738.18, 1766.96] ms$.
10.3.3 Scenario 3

The next set of figures and tables present results for scenario three (where detection delays were recorded by all remote controllers on the cluster for each given client node). The data collection and analysis for this scenario is again as discussed in experimental design, section 6.6 page 125.

Figure 10.8 then shows the distribution of detection delays for each client node and the corresponding distributions of bootstrap replicates are shown in Figure 10.9. Table 10.5 presents the numerical results for the data analysis, showing bootstrapping results for the mean of detection delays and confidence intervals estimates.
Figure 10.8: The figure shows distributions of detection delays for remotely monitored agents for each client node. Again, outliers were not filtered off.
Figure 10.9: Corresponding bootstrap replicates distribution and density estimation for detection delays for remotely monitored agents
### The Bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>nsqa0412a01</th>
<th>nsqa0413b01</th>
<th>nsqa0413g01</th>
<th>nsqa0413g03</th>
<th>nsqa0413j02</th>
<th>nsqa0413l01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{\theta}$</td>
<td>21014.247</td>
<td>42842.209</td>
<td>47695.460</td>
<td>3635.972</td>
<td>4223.727</td>
<td>30961.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{\text{bias}}$</td>
<td>51.965</td>
<td>47.55</td>
<td>10.090</td>
<td>0.98048</td>
<td>-0.1222</td>
<td>-167.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{\text{se}}$</td>
<td>1349.443</td>
<td>2119.74</td>
<td>2310.266</td>
<td>88.6217</td>
<td>77.441</td>
<td>2046.201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confidence Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ahat}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bootstrap – t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.5: Bootstrap: showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for the experiments in the distributed setting for remotely monitored agents
Summary  For the datasets in this scenario, mean detection delays as shown in Table 10.5 were computed to range from $\approx 21014 ms$ and 95% BCa confidence intervals $[18654, 23972] ms$ and Bootstrap-t intervals $[21042, 23826] ms$ at the lower end (for node nsqa0412a01), and at the extreme end (for node nsqa0413g01) mean detection delays was at $\approx 47695 ms$ with the corresponding 95% BCa confidence intervals computed as $[43016, 52472] ms$ and Bootstrap-t intervals of $[46664, 52145] ms$.

As these were not controlled experiments, the differences could be attributed to differences in load profiles at the local nodes or cluster nodes. This assumption can be easily checked by inspecting recorded resource utilisation measures during the periods of the experiments.
10.3.4 Scenario 4

The next set of figures and tables present results for this scenario, where detection delays were recorded by all remote controllers on the cluster and the data pooled, i.e. a collective population of all remotely monitored agents in the cluster as discussed in experimental design, section 6.6 page 125.

Figure 10.10: Profile of detection delays in the cluster. Showing Detection delays from all controllers in the cluster. The various peaks observed represents possibly various cluster’s node mean delays
Figure 10.11: Bootstrap distribution of the mean
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>$\hat{\theta}$</th>
<th>$\hat{bias}$</th>
<th>$\hat{se}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22179.746</td>
<td>43.307</td>
<td>560.3515</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BCa Confidence Intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>0.025</th>
<th>0.050</th>
<th>0.100</th>
<th>0.160</th>
<th>0.840</th>
<th>0.900</th>
<th>0.950</th>
<th>0.975</th>
<th>$z_0$</th>
<th>$ahat$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21138.68</td>
<td>21294.12</td>
<td>21455.25</td>
<td>21627.1</td>
<td>22808.43</td>
<td>22989.61</td>
<td>23190.45</td>
<td>23345.21</td>
<td>0.03760829</td>
<td>0.004951631</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bootstrap-t Confidence Intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>21825.62</th>
<th>22214.53</th>
<th>21502.96</th>
<th>21682.53</th>
<th>22740.81</th>
<th>22894.61</th>
<th>23189.48</th>
<th>23450.35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 10.6: Bootstrap: showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for the experiments in the distributed setting for all cluster remotely monitored agents.
Summary  For the combined datasets of all cluster (remotely) monitored agents, the mean detection delay was of the order $22100ms$ as shown by the peak in Figure 10.11 and computed in Table 10.6 to be $\approx 22179ms$. The 95% BCa confidence intervals were computed to be $[21138, 123345]ms$ and the Bootstrap-t intervals to be $[21825, 23450]ms$ The results show that apart from the odd case as observed in the results in the last scenario due to local conditions, on average most remotely monitored agents experience similar detection delays when monitored by the cluster.
10.3.5 Scenario 5

**Figures** 10.12 and 10.14 below present a view of the results for scenario five, i.e. detection delays as logged by each cluster node. The data collection and analysis for this scenario is discussed in experimental design, section 6.6 page 125.

In these figures, the distributions of detection details for each client node on a given cluster node, e.g. cluster node (cruncher and comas) is shown.

Figures 10.13 and 10.15 shows the corresponding bootstrap replicates for the mean for each client node agent of each cluster controller node.

One way to interpret the figures is to say they reflect some quality of service profile for a given client node. In ideal cases that should be comparable across clients, but in reality it is affected by local load at the clients for example. Recall that these are not controlled experiments. Additionally results are affected to some extent by non-uniform network delays.

Tables 10.7 and 10.8 presents results for the computations of bootstrap mean and bootstrap confidence and associated error for each client node per cluster controller node.

---

*Cluster nodes identified by hostname in the network instead of using generic labels like $C_\infty$.  
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Figure 10.12: Detection delays for remotely monitored agents on cluster controller cruncher
Figure 10.13: Bootstrap replicates for the mean of detection delays for remotely monitored on cluster controller cruncher
Figure 10.14: Detection delays for remotely monitored agents on cluster controller.
Figure 10.15: Bootstrap replicates for the mean of detection delays for remotely monitored on cluster controller comas
The Bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>nsqa0412a01</th>
<th>nsqa0413b01</th>
<th>nsqa0413g01</th>
<th>nsqa0413g03</th>
<th>nsqa0413j02</th>
<th>nsqa0413l01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{\theta}$</td>
<td>28691.497</td>
<td>41052.367</td>
<td>46305.60</td>
<td>6674</td>
<td>14667.08</td>
<td>32767.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$bias$</td>
<td>-76.598</td>
<td>-56.78</td>
<td>-2.046</td>
<td>-5.897</td>
<td>-65.039</td>
<td>110.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$se$</td>
<td>2135.18</td>
<td>2772.45</td>
<td>3075.30</td>
<td>388.47</td>
<td>1584.28</td>
<td>2702.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Confidence Intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$BC_{apoints}$</th>
<th>0.025</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.16</th>
<th>0.84</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.95</th>
<th>0.975</th>
<th>z0</th>
<th>ahat</th>
<th>0.25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24533.41</td>
<td>25156.18</td>
<td>25899.59</td>
<td>26484.49</td>
<td>30854.5</td>
<td>31393.01</td>
<td>32268.92</td>
<td>33043.07</td>
<td>-0.01378689</td>
<td>0.01364055</td>
<td>27047.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35571.46</td>
<td>36479.31</td>
<td>37506.07</td>
<td>38307.57</td>
<td>43815.97</td>
<td>44680.02</td>
<td>45868.88</td>
<td>46595.32</td>
<td>0.008773312</td>
<td>0.008926957</td>
<td>39258.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40389.22</td>
<td>41269.12</td>
<td>42477.02</td>
<td>43397.29</td>
<td>49517.75</td>
<td>50375.42</td>
<td>51661.99</td>
<td>52609.35</td>
<td>0.01880082</td>
<td>0.007788226</td>
<td>44379.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5987.66</td>
<td>6087.349</td>
<td>6216.473</td>
<td>6313.37</td>
<td>7076.519</td>
<td>7235.276</td>
<td>7422.498</td>
<td>7610.075</td>
<td>0.01629380</td>
<td>0.007888226</td>
<td>6497.768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11935.89</td>
<td>12388.15</td>
<td>12768.95</td>
<td>13202.36</td>
<td>16428.66</td>
<td>16996.99</td>
<td>17684.99</td>
<td>18248.88</td>
<td>0.03491712</td>
<td>0.02480227</td>
<td>13749.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27284.54</td>
<td>28154.51</td>
<td>29086.30</td>
<td>29819.09</td>
<td>35523.70</td>
<td>36359.89</td>
<td>37396.93</td>
<td>38291.39</td>
<td>-0.02256157</td>
<td>0.01418406</td>
<td>31284.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Confidence Intervals
Table 10.7: Bootstrap results: showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for the experiments in the distributed setting for remotely monitored agents on cluster controller cruncher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bootstrap − t</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.16</th>
<th>0.84</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.95</th>
<th>0.975</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28634.5</td>
<td>25651.54</td>
<td>26266.64</td>
<td>31202.68</td>
<td>31854.44</td>
<td>32554.42</td>
<td>33731.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41393.6</td>
<td>37614.12</td>
<td>38238.8</td>
<td>44375.83</td>
<td>45139.06</td>
<td>46078.71</td>
<td>47341.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46489.78</td>
<td>42229.45</td>
<td>42986.22</td>
<td>49889.02</td>
<td>50623.25</td>
<td>51737.33</td>
<td>52921.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6742.566</td>
<td>6264.196</td>
<td>6343.522</td>
<td>7177.005</td>
<td>7347.719</td>
<td>7456.396</td>
<td>7547.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14706.24</td>
<td>13128.66</td>
<td>13434.85</td>
<td>16537.25</td>
<td>17166.49</td>
<td>17953.28</td>
<td>18432.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32744.7</td>
<td>29707.79</td>
<td>30363.3</td>
<td>35604.18</td>
<td>36437.92</td>
<td>38372.22</td>
<td>38777.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table above demonstrates the bootstrap results for parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for distributed experiments involving remotely monitored agents on a cluster controller cruncher.
### The Bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>nsqa0412a01</th>
<th>nsqa0413b01</th>
<th>nsqa0413g01</th>
<th>nsqa0413g03</th>
<th>nsqa0413j02</th>
<th>nsqa0413l01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{\theta} )</td>
<td>10664.53</td>
<td>44895.797</td>
<td>49257.51</td>
<td>8446.14</td>
<td>11592.38</td>
<td>28631.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bias</td>
<td>-6.490</td>
<td>251.62</td>
<td>181.93</td>
<td>-19.98</td>
<td>-32.661</td>
<td>68.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{se} )</td>
<td>1252.97</td>
<td>3078.94</td>
<td>3562.800</td>
<td>965.33</td>
<td>1339.85</td>
<td>2974.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Confidence Intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>0.025</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.16</th>
<th>0.84</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.95</th>
<th>0.975</th>
<th>z0</th>
<th>ahat</th>
<th>0.25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( BC_{a-points} )</td>
<td>8596.055</td>
<td>8906.755</td>
<td>9268.717</td>
<td>9575.844</td>
<td>12024.71</td>
<td>12447.32</td>
<td>12996.56</td>
<td>13601.4</td>
<td>0.02256157</td>
<td>0.03669208</td>
<td>10071.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38955.98</td>
<td>40078.96</td>
<td>41158.53</td>
<td>41920.83</td>
<td>48078.25</td>
<td>48883.65</td>
<td>50044.43</td>
<td>51129.11</td>
<td>0.01880082</td>
<td>0.008033102</td>
<td>42890.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42644.98</td>
<td>43709.33</td>
<td>44833.58</td>
<td>45771.72</td>
<td>52870.39</td>
<td>54008.45</td>
<td>55421.23</td>
<td>56962.32</td>
<td>0.03384594</td>
<td>0.01061637</td>
<td>46983.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6753.435</td>
<td>7000.375</td>
<td>7302.225</td>
<td>7580.372</td>
<td>9478.053</td>
<td>9843.472</td>
<td>10187.13</td>
<td>10540.89</td>
<td>0.01128007</td>
<td>0.04691313</td>
<td>7777.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9248.765</td>
<td>9631.675</td>
<td>10048.24</td>
<td>10331.89</td>
<td>12904.63</td>
<td>13361.22</td>
<td>13898.74</td>
<td>14461.99</td>
<td>0.01504034</td>
<td>0.02750070</td>
<td>10952.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23231.22</td>
<td>24003.64</td>
<td>24978.87</td>
<td>25833.67</td>
<td>31767.01</td>
<td>32634.6</td>
<td>33933.07</td>
<td>34929.55</td>
<td>0.02381522</td>
<td>0.01825531</td>
<td>26909.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 10.8: Bootstrap results: showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for the experiments in the distributed setting for remotely monitored agents cluster controller comas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bootstrap – t</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>10836.68</th>
<th>44675.04</th>
<th>49064.95</th>
<th>8449.172</th>
<th>11789.81</th>
<th>28878.78</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>9475.183</td>
<td>40920.41</td>
<td>44845.75</td>
<td>7278.35</td>
<td>10146.07</td>
<td>24212.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>9715.518</td>
<td>41946.14</td>
<td>45846.17</td>
<td>7547.332</td>
<td>10652.36</td>
<td>25493.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>11974.66</td>
<td>47508.51</td>
<td>53041.9</td>
<td>9474.949</td>
<td>13000.57</td>
<td>31892.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>12353.53</td>
<td>48431.78</td>
<td>54796.74</td>
<td>9792.755</td>
<td>13378.07</td>
<td>32740.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>13398.39</td>
<td>49250.12</td>
<td>56553.38</td>
<td>10105.18</td>
<td>13882.79</td>
<td>33930.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>13941.58</td>
<td>50851.99</td>
<td>56771.18</td>
<td>10467.46</td>
<td>14534.01</td>
<td>34732.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally Figure 10.16 shows the detection delays distributions and corresponding distributions for bootstrap replicates of the mean for all detection delays recorded on a given cluster node. Table 10.16 then gives the corresponding numerical results for the computations of the bootstrap mean and bootstrap confidence intervals and associated estimates of errors.

**Discussion**    Again Recall that these were *not* controlled experiments, i.e., local conditions (e.g. load profile) on each cluster controller node could potentially vary significantly as cluster nodes were server machines in the network. Nevertheless inspecting tables we can observe across the given nodes the computed mean detection delays and corresponding BCa and Bootstrap-t confidence intervals per cluster node. Also note that in the computation in these table raw data was used, i.e. outliers were not removed.
Figure 10.16: Figure (a-c) show the distribution of detection delays for remotely monitored agents on each cluster controller and figures (d-f) show the corresponding distributions for bootstrap replicates of the mean.
The purpose of the chapter was to investigate the benefits of distribution of the management and monitoring scheme. The immediate benefits that were expected were those to be accrued from the notion of *distributed control*, for example in a distributed setting there is no one central point of control and a decentralised management scheme is in place and each node is independent. The particular advantages that I emphasise in this scheme are increased scalability (in that more agents can be monitored by the cluster) and redundancy of the setup, (in that a cluster node failure is not catastrophic).
CHAPTER 11

Conclusion

11.1 Discussion of other issues

Regarding the termination detection mechanism proposed, we considered the quantitative aspects in preceding chapters. We can also consider some further issue. For these, consider the following issues;

–i– In an approach where agents are given a detection protocol, and can compose their behavior with the detection protocol, it can be observed that if the detection protocol assumes correct participation by agents, a unilateral (or even strategic) deviation from the detection protocol by any agent may jeopardize the detection process. Our approach considers interactions at a protocol level, with the monitor having some awareness of the agreed protocol specification, say through a protocol library $\mathcal{P}$. One of the ways agents can put at risk the detection process is by communicating false information about protocols, or by opting not to communicate this information. One way is to enforce some norms in the society, e.g. a marketplace/auction house can stipulate and enforce rules of participation to nullify agents’ incentives to deviate.

–ii– Regarding termination, other issues that need considering include detection delays, the maximum time that can elapse between termination and its detection. This has been evaluated in Chapters 7, 8, 10 for the various setups. Considera-
tions have to be made on how this delay can be minimized for any specific detection mechanism adopted. In our framework the parameters for control waves can be adjusted for example. Other issues arise if agents execute multiple protocols. This has been considered in the conversation model given in Chapter 5. The setup will also need to consider the fact that agents may be executing different stages of the protocol, so that generalised society wide control waves may not useful in minimising detection delays. In future work we can consider modifying the framework to allow a given monitor to maintain agent groups and associations depending on protocols used, stages in the protocol and conversation partners for example.

Another issue relates to structuring the detection mechanisms such that there is no adverse effect on the execution of underlying protocols and that no unnecessary bottlenecks are introduced in the infrastructure of the society. The framework we describe does not require that we modify the protocols, e.g. augment or embed in the protocol some control messages. The main possible bottleneck would be the use of a single entity, the monitor, in detecting termination. We have proposed possible distribution possibilities in Chapter 5 and evaluation of various scenarios in Chapter 10 for the distributed configuration. Indeed distribution is a general problem for most services in distributed systems, services such as directory, naming services and is also well studied in distributed systems. There, there exists a number of approaches and solutions to address this concern, for example distribution, hierarchical setups e.g. as used in the Domain Name Service, DNS, group communications etc. Finally, we argue that in addition to detecting termination, with relatively simple extensions, our mechanism can also be used to provide some level visibility of the process of agent interactions which may be of value in high level management of agent societies.
Research in multiagent systems is diverse and varied, encompassing and drawing from many fields of research. There has been some progress made in the theoretical foundations of agents and multiagent system, agent communication languages, interaction protocols, social semantics, methodologies, multiagent frameworks and others. However while progress has been made, challenges exists all round, especially in the practical aspects of development and deployment of agents and the support frameworks of management and control of agent societies say compared to work done in grid computing.

Experiments and experiences with an attempt to deploy agents for services on a global network called AgentCities [66] are recounted in [242] and [67] lists concrete challenges for this service environment, quote;

–i– Automation, i.e. management of autonomy: Understanding how to effectively automate systems in an open environment, how to control and manage deployed automated systems. This must draw on work from mathematical control theory to distributed systems and agent technology.

–ii– Interoperability, i.e. communication:- How to enable on-line software systems to interact with one another in increasingly flexible ways: configurable interaction sequences, communication about arbitrary domains.

–iii– Coordination:- Putting in place frameworks that enable automatic creation, maintenance, execution and monitoring of contracts and agreements between automated systems to fulfil their business objectives.
–iv– Knowledge acquisition (interfaces between worlds): Putting in place frameworks that enable automatic creation, maintenance, execution and monitoring of contracts and agreements between automated systems to fulfil their business objectives.

We positioned our research to make a contribution to the first point above, observing that multiagent systems are inherently distributed and are implemented on distributed systems infrastructures, and noting (as has been elsewhere [247]) that research efforts in agents infrastructure support should necessarily draw upon experiences and coordinate with distributed systems research.

11.3 Contributions

We claim to have made a number of contributions as discussed in chapter 1, page 9.

On a theoretical level, we have considered the distributed termination detection problem and research from distributed systems and considered it in the agent model and used this a basis for developing a class of agent control mechanisms.

1. To this end, in Chapter 5, section 5.6 page 110 we listed contributions towards a termination detection model for agents, where we presented definitions related to protocols and defined minimal information agents can register with interaction observers.

2. We presented an agent conversation model, defined some predicates and presented algorithms for their implementation.

3. combining all these we presented distributed a distributed protocol for termination detection and considered distribution possibilities.
On a practical level, we have offered a structured and systematic, methodical experimental, data collection and analysis framework, i.e.

1. In Chapter 6 we have offered a prototype implementation and used it not only to evaluate the proposed mechanism and two configurations but to explore the use of an implementation in agent middleware.

2. In Chapter 6 we defined an extensive experimental and data analysis framework that uses robust resampling methods for quantitatively evaluating a prototype in this research that can also be used evaluating future contributions.

3. The experimental work here can also set a benchmark for future work.

Aspects of these contributions have been previously published in [174] and documented [171] and is subject of papers in progress [173, 172] resulting from research discussed in this thesis.

11.4 Critical Review

The ideal definition of an agent is that of an entity that is autonomous. And, an ideal multiagent system is one with no global control. It is worth noting that the work discussed in this thesis treads on these aspects to a certain degree. We have put forward a proposal for a mechanism that contribute towards management of agents by requiring as part of society rules for participation, for agents to register partial behaviour specifications. This is not so much a problem as in multiagent agent systems, protocols are deemed public and individual agent strategies are necessarily private.

Regarding scalability, as the numbers of hosted agents increase, there are a number of issues:
–i– The size of the \( c \)-matrix data structure and cost of searching it will necessarily increase. But as discussed the best solution will be in distribution and possibly exploring more efficient procedure for organising searching matrix type structures.

–ii– Regarding the control waves (page 106), there maybe concerns regarding message complexity depending on the scale required and on the frequency of the generated waves.

–iii– Regarding graph algorithms for protocol graphs there will be issues with large protocol graphs as discussed in section A.4, as there is only so much graph algorithms can be improved as for graph traversal either breadth-first or depth-first search are used as a basis.

Regarding the quantitative experiments, the results and the analysis are as quoted in Part III, Chapters 7 to 10. In the experimental observations, there were instances of high variability and outliers in recorded data presumably due possibly to the underlying agent framework middleware and network delays, and these were considered by scheduling a number of experimental runs, using robust resampling methods (see chapter 6, page 114) that incorporates outliers and in the distributed setting, conducting experiments to estimate distributions of network delays (see chapter 10, page 191 and Appendix H, page 342) to factor into the experimental results. With the quantitative experiments we have explored and have a sense of how the mechanisms perform in an existing agent middleware, results that can also interest researchers of these agent frameworks.
11.5 Directions for future work

In addition to addressing issues raised above in the qualitative evaluation and the critical review, as discussed before, results from the area of termination detection may be used in the related area of garbage collection. We propose future work to consider a follow up and consider how to derive timely garbage collection schemes for multiagent interactions.

And evidently lurking behind is the issue how much degree of autonomy do agents really have in real applications and how much of this autonomy need be constrained when dealing with issues surrounding infrastructure support for agents, assuming that the notion of autonomy can be captured in some way. There are research efforts in the area of agents autonomy [180] and some attempts at capturing autonomy [240] that may give some directions for future work in this direction.

11.6 Related Work

The work on this thesis was inspired by a short paper [241] that discussed distributed quiescence detection in a multiagent negotiation and posited a solution there based on the Dijkstra and Scholten’s algorithm (example of a tracing algorithm, see section 2). The work was specific to multiagent negotiation, and the algorithm there is used a basis of a quiescence detection protocol, a protocol that operates as a layer on top of an underlying mediated negotiation protocol.

The first contribution of that work was a formulation of the distributed quiescence detection problem in multiagent, multi-issue negotiation. The negotiation considered there is mediated, i.e. the negotiation model comprises of agents and mediators. Mediators facilitate the negotiation by managing information flow and enforcing negotiation rules [241].
The negotiation protocol comprises two general type of messages, namely OFFER (sent by agents to mediators) and NOTIFY (sent by mediators to agents). The form and content of these messages varies according to domain specific rules enforced by mediators and negotiation policies of the agents [241].

Applying the Dijkstra and Scholten’s algorithm to the negotiation model involves requiring that agents augment their behaviors by passing and tracking ACK messages according to the detection protocol, i.e. their overall behavior is then a composition of their basic negotiation behavior with the transition diagram representing the algorithm [241].

As a second contribution, the work identifies and discusses circumstances under which agents may have incentives to deviate from the basic protocol and discusses a modification to the negotiation framework that is argued to present limited incentive for agents to deviate [241], this is because they compose their behavior with the detection protocol and hence unilateral deviation from the detection protocol by any agent may jeopardize the detection process.

The wider area of monitoring through overheard assuming petri-nets is discussed in [103, 101], where the work focuses on and explores the use of colored petri-nets to represent legal joint conversation states and messages and considers the general overheard approach and provides a formalisation and the building blocks for the overhearing.

We have focused our work on termination detection and provided a runtime mechanism for making this explicit. We considered a distributed systems centric view to design a class of controllers and an architecture for termination detection and provided an extensive experimental framework to provide benchmarks for this and future work. We viewed protocols as finite state machine graphs. Finite state machine formalism is

---

1Orignally discussed by [183] within BDI frameworks and by [38].
by far the most widely used with interaction protocols, and exploring and working with graphs brings the benefits of results and techniques from algorithmic graph theory. Termination detection is semantically related to problems like garbage collection and so we can position our future work to venture into that area further enhancing research effort in multiagent infrastructures.
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PART IV
APPENDICIES
Termination Detection for protocols

A.1 Illustration for the diffusing conversations algorithm

Consider Figure A.1 showing the execution trace of Algorithm 4 discussed in section 5.4 in page 93. This trace illustrates that the algorithm traverses the tree in breadth-first and at each node evaluating whether there are any descendants conversation nodes i.e. evaluating if \( R_{\text{transitive}} = \emptyset \), testing for if the protocol is active using \( \text{activeProtocol} \) predicate and removing that node with a procedure \( \text{remove} \) if the above is true. When \( G \) eventually becomes empty, the associated flag \( F \) (defined in Definition 10 in page 84) of a conversation can be set.
Figure A.1: Showing example trace of executing Algorithm 4 of a diffusing computation tree for a conversation $G = (V, E)$ rooted at $C_0$. 
A.2 Other possible implementations of a global c-matrix

There are various other possibilities for logically implementing the a global c-matrix $M$, namely;

1. Consider a set of controllers coordinating via a tuple space. The tuple space functioning as a shared memory for global c-matrix structure allowing overlap over controllers, i.e. allowing $\bigcap_{n \in N} C_n (M_{i,j}) \neq \emptyset$, and providing an update protocol for the tuple space by controllers, e.g. Figure A.2.

2. Consider a combination of 2 and 3, i.e. divide $M$ logically by allowing each controller to manage a separate copy of a c-matrix and allow overlaps, and consider controllers coordinating via a tuple space that functions as a shared cache for the global c-matrix structure, e.g. Figure A.3.

Figures A.2 and A.3 next illustrate configurations one and two respectively as discussed above.
Figure A.2: Showing example global matrix allocated across controllers allowing overlaps, i.e. $\bigcap_{n \in \mathbb{N}} C_n (M_{i,j}) \neq \emptyset$ using a tuple space
Figure A.3: Showing example global matrix allocated across controllers allowing overlaps, i.e. \( \bigcap_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \mathcal{C}_n (M_{i,j}) \neq \emptyset \), using local \( c - matrix \) structures and tuple as cache.
A.3 Algorithms

Considering setup 3, $\mathbf{M}$ in the tuple space is treated as a local matrix by controllers in $\{C_n \mid n \in \mathbb{N}\}$ with the update protocol providing a concurrent write mechanism to the structure. In this setup then, the procedure for global termination involves a test of the local termination predicate on $\mathbf{M}$ in the tuple space.

In setup 4, the update protocol can be extended to provide a mechanism to replicate entries of local $c$—matrix structures held by controllers on $\mathbf{M}$ in the tuple space in a cache update\(^1\). Therefore in this setup the procedure for global termination involves a cache update and a test of the local termination on the cache. Consider Algorithm 8 that implements this scheme.

\(^1\)Though concurrency control is not strictly necessary if we introduce a constraint that even though $\bigcap_{n \in \mathbb{N}} C_n (\mathbf{M}_{i,j}) \neq \emptyset$ may hold, controllers $C_2$ and $C_2$ say, will work with different conversations in the vector $\langle C_k \rangle$.

\(^2\)The update can be periodic or triggered by a designated controller $C_0$ with a sync signal say.
Algorithm 8 Algorithm for synchronisation of cache updates across controllers in 
\( \{C_n \mid n \in \mathbb{N} \} \), with global termination reported by controller \( C_0 \) for agent \( i \)

procedure \textit{globaltermination} ()

INPUT:
- \( M \) in the tuple space;

DATA STRUCTURES:
local \( c - matrix \) \( m \); \( C = \{C_n \mid n \in \mathbb{N} \} \)

for all \( C_n \in C \) do
  if \( C_n \neq C_0 \) then
    \textit{sync}(\( C_n \))
  else
    \textit{cacheupdate}(\( M, m \))
    \( F \leftarrow \textit{localtermination}(M, i) \)
  end if
end for

procedure \textit{cacheupdate} ()

INPUT:
- \( M \) \( c - matrix \) in the tuple space; \( m \) local \( c - matrix \)

for all \( m_{i,j} \) do
  \((M_{i,j} \mapsto F) \leftarrow \bigwedge_{1 \leq k \leq n} \text{inactive}(m_{i,j} \mapsto C_k)\)
  append\((m_{i,j} \mapsto \langle C_k \rangle, M_{i,j} \mapsto \langle C_k \rangle)\)
end for

return \( (F) \)
A.4 Discussion and complexity analysis

Algorithms discussed in Chapter 5 primarily worked on graphs and used set operations extensively. For graphs, complexity in primarily influenced by the number of nodes and branching factor.

Consider the graph traversal algorithm that performs a reachability analysis (Algorithm 2 in page 81) invoked by Algorithm 1, stp, page 80 which computes shortest unique termination paths on a given protocol graph.

The update procedure, Algorithm 3 in page 82 is of order $O(n \times K \times m)$, where $n$ is the number of elements of $TP$, $K$ is the number of elements of $A$ and $m$ is the number of elements of $Ak$.

But as remarked, the procedure for computing shortest unique termination paths stp can be performed off-line, and is only performed once given a protocol and can be performed only once on a set of protocols, $P$, a protocol library if one exists. Furthermore, the interaction protocol graphs for agents are invariably not very large, e.g. the contract-net protocol given as an example in section 5.3, page 70 or consider the FIPA agent interaction protocol suite. For large protocol graphs, there exist a lot of work in the area of parallel graph algorithms [13, 194, 94] or [7] that can be explored in future work.

Regarding set operations used in these algorithms, much will depend on their implementation and data structures used. [55] explains that a binary search tree of height $h$ can implement any of the basic dynamic set operations \(^3\) in $O(h)$ time. This is clearly reasonable for small graphs (small $h$), and performance maybe no better than with a linked list[55] if height $h$ is large.

Again most of the protocol graphs are small. For large graphs, Red-Black trees [100]

\(^3\)SEARCH, INSERT, DELETE, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM, SUCCESSOR, PREDECESSOR.
that guarantee that basic dynamic-set operations take $O(\log n)$ in the worst case [55] can be used. Regarding implementation, there are programming languages libraries that implement container data structures and efficient operations on them.

In section 5.4, page 85, we modelled conversations as diffusing computation trees, however, we can add another conversation scenario to the scenarios in section 5.4.1 page 83 and extend the conversation model to model some dependencies between conversations involving a particular agent $i$ and different agents $j$ and $k$. For example, see Figure A.4 where completion of $C_{0,1}$ depends on $C_{1,1,1}$, and in that case the diffusing computation for the conversation is no longer a tree but a general graph.

![Figure A.4](image)

*Figure A.4: Showing an extended model for conversations, with dependencies between computation trees*

Computational complexities of procedures on graph structures are well known and briefly discussed next and summarised in Table A.1 below.

In general, a common way of representing graphs as data structures is to consider an adjacency matrix [47], and its representational data structures. An analysis of the complexity issues in algorithmic graph theory is given in [96] and summarised in Appendix J, page 372 and we cite the analysis there.
i.e. Let $G = (V, E)$ be a graph whose vertices have been (arbitrarily) ordered $v_1, v_2, \ldots v_n$. The adjacency matrix $(M) = (m_{i,j})$ of $G$ is an $n \times n$ matrix with entries

$$m_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } v_i v_j \notin E \\ 1 & \text{if } v_i v_j \in E \end{cases}$$

for example consider Figure A.5, then the adjacency matrix $M$ is given by

$$m_{i,j} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix}$$

![Graph G and Adjacency Lists](image)

**Figure A.5: G**

and can be represented as an adjacency list\(^4\) of $G$ given in Figure J.1 (b).

\(^4\)Regarding adjacency lists, for each vertex $v_i$ of $G$ an adjacency list $adj (v_i)$ can be created, containing those vertices adjacent to $v_j$. 
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Table A.1: Some typical graph operations and their complexity with respect to three data structures. If the adjacency sets are sorted then the starred entries can be reduced to $\mathcal{O}(\log d_i)$ using a binary search, but the double starred entry will increase to $\mathcal{O}(d_i)$ [97]

[96] reasons that, by definition, the main diagonal of $M$ is all zeros, and $M$ is symmetric about the main diagonal if and only if $G$ is an undirected graph and if $M$ is stored as a 2-dimensional array, then only one step (more precisely $\mathcal{O}(1)$ time) is required for the statements "is $v_i v_j \in E$? or "erase the edge $v_i v_j$. An instruction such as "mark each vertex which is adjacent to $v_j$" requires scanning the entire column $j$ and hence takes $n$ steps. Similarly, "mark each edge" takes $n^2$ steps. The space requirement for the array representation is $\mathcal{O}(n^2)$.

Table A.1 above discussed in [97] and in Appendix J in page 372 show some typical graph operations and their complexity with respect to three data structures, where $n$ is the number of vertices, $e$ is the number of edges, $d_i$ is the degree of vertex $v_i$.

Regarding the $c$–matrix data structure we introduced in section 5.4, page 84 if say for a particular applications the data structure has some properties, perhaps by the nature of the interactions type and agents relationships if any, e.g. if the matrix is sparse say, there is even more possibilities for efficient algorithms for searching it. These search

---

5But in our discussion of the diffusing computation though we extended $E$ with some closure, e.g. reflexive so the graph is acyclic.
algorithms can useful if say the *quiescence* is required (i.e. if the objective is to check if all agents or a group of agents have terminated conversations).

Regarding the logical global $c - matrix \ M$ introduced in Definition 14 in page, 96, as an implementation point for the shared memory based alternative of the distributed termination detection protocol, the global $c - matrix \ M$ can be mapped directly to existing agent registries. This will optimise procedures such as garbage collection that may follow the termination detection procedure to avoid duplicating agent registration on registries and controllers.
APPENDIX B

Prototype Implementation

B.1 Java Agent Development Framework

The prototype and experiments were developed within the JADE agent platform [23]. In principle the ideas discussed in this research could be prototyped in other tools and platforms which supports and provide mechanisms for engineering agent interaction protocols. JADE has emerged as a popular choice and is in wide spread use in the research community as an implementation framework for java based agents and has success in large testbed project like Agentcities [66].

The details of the JADE platform and its design philosophy are discussed in detail in [24] and I summarise them here.

JADE [23], is a software framework fully implemented in Java language. Its goal is to simplify the development of multi-agent systems while ensuring standard compliance through a comprehensive set of system services and agents in compliance with the FIPA\(^1\) specifications: i.e. naming service and yellow-page service, message transport and parsing service, and a library of FIPA interaction protocols ready to be used.

In complying to FIPA specifications, JADE includes all those mandatory components that manage the platform, i.e. the ACC, the AMS, and the DF. All agent commu-\(^1\)

---

\(^1\)The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) was formed in 1996 to produce software standards for heterogeneous and interacting agents and agent-based systems.
nication is performed through message passing, where FIPA ACL is the language to represent messages.

The agent platform can be distributed on several hosts. Only one Java application, and therefore only one Java Virtual Machine (JVM), is executed on each host. Each JVM is basically a container of agents that provides a complete run-time environment for agent execution and allows several agents to concurrently execute on the same host.

The communication architecture offers flexible and efficient messaging, where JADE creates and manages a queue of incoming ACL messages, private to each agent; agents can access their queue via a combination of several modes: blocking, polling, time-out and pattern matching based. The full FIPA communication model has been implemented and its components have been fully integrated: interaction protocols, envelope, ACL, content languages, encoding schemes, ontologies and finally, transport protocols.

The transport mechanism can be adapted to each situation, by transparently choosing the best available protocol. Java RMI, event-notification, HTTP, and IIOP are currently used, but more protocols can be added. Most of the interaction protocols defined by FIPA are already available and can be instantiated after defining the application-dependent behaviour of each state of the protocol.

In the jade execution model agents are implemented as one thread per agent, but agents often need to execute parallel tasks. In addition to the multi-thread solution, offered directly by the JAVA language, JADE also supports scheduling of cooperative behaviours. The run-time includes also some ready to use behaviours for the most common tasks in agent development.

\[^2\text{The computational model of an agent is multitask, where tasks (or behaviours) are executed concurrently.}\]
**B.2 Implementation**

The finite state machine based interaction protocols were implemented using JADE’s FSM behaviour template. In the experimental setup, a number of agents executing a protocol are instantiated. Figures B.1, B.2, B.3 B.3 show various processes executed by agents and controllers. JADE provides a construct called a *behaviour* that can implement these agent processes.

![Diagram](image)

*Figure B.1: Showing processes executed by agents and the controllers for registration, derivation of termination paths and collection of protocol execution traces*

Figure B.1, shows;

I – A process for executing protocols given protocol specifications.

II – A process for registration. Depending on the experiment to be run, agents can register their full protocol specifications to the controller, or the sub-protocol
comprising of terminations paths\textsuperscript{3}.

III – A process for deriving termination paths given protocol specifications. This can be done off line from protocol specification from the protocol library or done on agent initialisation.

IV – A process for maintaining protocol execution snapshots. This handles queries from the controllers on protocol execution.

V – A process to handle protocols or sub-protocol registration. The process maintains data structures. The tuple notation $\langle \text{AID}_i, \langle A_i, \langle P_j \rangle \rangle \rangle$ for shows that an agent has an identifier, $\text{AID}_i$. An agent has an agent proxy $A_i$ that encapsulates protocol specifications $\langle P_j \rangle$ for that agent. Similarly if only sub-protocols or termination paths were registered, $\langle \text{AID}_i, \langle A_i, \langle TP_j \rangle \rangle \rangle$, represents the tuple where $\langle TP_j \rangle$ represents the specifications of the sub-protocols or termination paths.

Figure B.2 completes Figure B.1 by showing;

VI – A process for collecting protocol execution snapshots. The process buffers protocol execution traces, and maintains data structures for organising and maintaining protocol execution snapshots for agents monitored.

VII – A process for monitoring protocols and making termination explicit given protocol or sub-protocol or termination paths specifications and protocol execution snapshots.

\textsuperscript{3}For experimental setup purposes it does not really matter how the protocol or sub-protocols are obtained, in reality there will be a protocol library that the controllers can access as proposed in Chapter 5, page 109 in Figure 5.14.
Figure B.2: Showing processes executed by agents and the controllers for monitoring protocol execution and termination detection.

Figure B.3 on the other hand shows processes involved in controller-to-controller interactions in the decentralised setup. Controllers maintain profiles and can register with each other and use a load balancing mechanism. The figure explicitly shows for each controller;

VIII – A process for registering with remote controllers. Each controller maintains a data structure to represent its profile $P_f$, shown as a tuple $\langle CID_i, \langle Ld, Cp, \langle AID_i \rangle \rangle \rangle$ where $CID_i$ is the controller identifier, $Ld$ is metric representing local load, $Cp$ represents capacity, i.e. threshold load and $\langle AID_i \rangle$ a sequence of agent identifiers for registered agents registered with this controller.

IX – A process for handling registration requests by remote controllers. This hosts remote controllers’ profile representations against controller identifiers as shown in the diagram as the tuple $\langle CID_{id}, P_f \rangle$
Figure B.3: Showing processes for controller-controller interaction in the distributed setup. Processes are for registration, load balancing

X – A load balancing process. This for forwarding agent registrations to available remote controllers in the cluster. This is triggered if local load exceeds a defined threshold. The process also refreshes the local controller’s profile stored remotely and updates agent registration data structures on receiving forwarded agents registration requests.

For experimental data Figure B.4 introduces a data collection process for agents and controllers. There are entries for agents and the protocol(s) being executed, this represented as a tuple \(<AID_i, PID_i>\). For each protocol execution a tuple \(<PID_j, T_a_j, T_c_j, \Delta T, R, Ec>\) is given, representing a protocol identifier \(PID_j\). Each agent marks and records the start and end of protocol execution, \(T_a_j\). The controller records \(T_c_j\) the termination time of the monitored protocol on the controller’s side. \(\Delta T\) then is the detection delay.
, \( R \) is a computational resource utilisation metric\textsuperscript{4}. The experimental cycle is recorded as \( Ec \).

---

\textsuperscript{4}derived from the operating system function calls to give cpu and memory utilisation, e.g. through Linux function call \textit{top}
APPENDIX C

Experimental design and data analysis

C.1 Data collection setup

Figure C.1 gives an illustration of the data collection scenarios discussed in Example 12 in page 125, where we considered a set of agents $A_C \subset A$ that reside in the same host as some remote controller, and consider $A_{C_i} \subset A_C$ be agents registered with an $R_i \in C$. 
Figure C.1: Data collection setup, showing local and remote controllers in a distributed setting
C.2 Data collection during experimental cycles

An illustration figure for experimental data collection. This illustrates various ways data collected during experimental cycles as discussed in page 175.
Figure C.2: Figures a-c show various data collection scenarios for time series data over experimental cycles.
Figure C.3: Data collection and analysis for the distributed setting
C.3 Hardware used in experiments

Regarding the hardware configuration in the distributed setup experiments, consider Figure C.1 below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Cluster Nodes</th>
<th>Os</th>
<th>Arch &amp; Kernel</th>
<th>Cpu(s)(Ghz)</th>
<th>Cache (KB)</th>
<th>Ram (GB)</th>
<th>Swap (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controller, $R_i$</td>
<td>GNU/Linux</td>
<td>32 bit i686, 2.4.20-8 SMP</td>
<td>4 × 2.4 Intel Xeon</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller, $R_i$</td>
<td>GNU/Linux</td>
<td>32 bit i686, 2.4.22 SMP</td>
<td>2 × 0.866 Pentium III (Coppermine)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Coppermine)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller, $R_i$</td>
<td>SunOS 5.9</td>
<td>64 bit 4-way Superscalar SPARC V9</td>
<td>4 × 1.6 SUNW UltraSPARCIIIi</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client Nodes</th>
<th>Os</th>
<th>Arch &amp; Kernel</th>
<th>Cpu(s)(Ghz)</th>
<th>Cache (KB)</th>
<th>Ram (GB)</th>
<th>Swap (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clients, $L_i$</td>
<td>GNU/Linux</td>
<td>32 bit i686, 2.4.20-8 SMP</td>
<td>1 × 3.20 Pentium IV</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>8.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.1: The hardware specifications for machines used in the experiments for the distributed setting. The first four machines are controllers in the cluster as described in the experimental architecture.
APPENDIX D

Tutorial on resampling statistical methods

D.1 The Bootstrap

The Bootstrap (see [81] [69, 211, 204] for details) refers to the process of repeatedly drawing samples, with replacement, from data collected. Instead of trusting theory to describe the sampling distribution of an estimator (e.g. mean), we estimate that distribution empirically. Drawing \( k \) bootstrap samples of size \( n \) (from an original sample of also size \( n \)) yield \( k \) new estimates. The distribution of these bootstrap estimates provides an empirical basis for estimating standard errors or confidence intervals. The bootstrap essentially "simulates" repeating the experiment however many times as required.

Detailed bootstrap procedures and algorithms are described in the standard reference on the Bootstrap [83]. The general procedure for performing the bootstrap can be written as follows;

More formally [83] pp. 44,

- Consider a random sample \( x = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_n) \) from an unknown probability distribution \( F \). We wish to estimate a parameter of interest \( \theta = t(F) \) on the basis of \( x \).

  Typically for this purpose we calculate the estimate \( \hat{\theta} = s(x) \).

---

1 Brad Efron wrote the key paper rediscovering the bootstrap and his famous 1979 paper in the Annals of Statistics.
2 Unlike monte carlo simulations which fabricate their data, bootstrapping works with real data.
Algorithm 9 The Bootstrap algorithm

Set $B > 1000$

repeat
  • Draw a resample with replacement from the data.
  • Calculate the resample mean.
  • Save the resample mean into a variable.
until $B$ TIMES
  • Make a histogram and normal quartile plot of the $B$ means.
  • Calculate the standard deviation of the $B$ means.

- Bootstrap methods depend on the bootstrap sample. Define $\hat{F}$ to be the empirical distribution, putting the probability $1/n$ on each of the observed $x_i$, $i = 1, 2, ..., n$. A bootstrap sample is then defined to be a random sample of size $n$ drawn from $\hat{F}$, say $x^* = x_1^*, x_2^*, ..., x_n^*$, written \(^3\)

\[
\hat{F} \rightarrow (x_1^*, x_2^*, ..., x_n^*) \tag{D.1}
\]

D.1 can also be understood to mean that the bootstrap data points $x_1^*, x_2^*, ..., x_n^*$ are a random sample of size $n$ drawn with replacement from the population of $n$ objects $(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)$.

- Corresponding to a bootstrap dataset $x^*$ is a bootstrap replication of $\hat{\theta}$

\[
\hat{\theta}^* = s(x^*) \tag{D.2}
\]

The quantity $s(x^*)$ is the result of applying the same function $s(\cdot)$ to $x^*$ as was applied to $x$, e.g. if $s(x)$ is the sample mean $\bar{x}$ then $s(x^*)$ is the mean of the bootstrap dataset, $\bar{x} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i^* / n)$

\(^3\)The star notation indicates that $x^*$ is not the actual data set $x$ but rather the randomized, or resampled version of $x$. 
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• The bootstrap estimate of $se_F(\hat{\theta})$, the standard error of a statistic $\hat{\theta}$, is a plu—in
estimate that uses the empirical distribution function $\hat{F}$ in place of the unknown
distribution F. Specifically the bootstrap estimate of $se_F(\hat{\theta})$ is defined by

$$se_{\hat{F}}(\hat{\theta}^*)$$

(D.3)
i.e. the bootstrap estimate of $se_F(\hat{\theta})$ is the standard error of $\hat{\theta}$ for data set of size
n randomly sampled from $\hat{F}$.

• Recalling that the standard error of the mean $\bar{x}$, written $se_F(\bar{x})$ is the square root
of the variance of $x$

$$se_F(\bar{x}) = [\text{var}_F(\bar{x})]^{1/2} = \frac{\sigma_F}{\sqrt{n}}$$

(D.4)
and that apart from the mean, there exist no formulae to compute numerical
values of the ideal estimates exactly. The bootstrap algorithm below is a computa-
tional way of obtaining a numerical value of $se_{\hat{F}}(\hat{\theta}^*)$

PROCEDURE - BASIC BOOTSTRAP

1. Given a random sample, $x = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)$, calculate $\hat{\theta}$.

2. Sample with replacement from the original sample to get $x^* = x^*_1, x^*_2, ..., x^*_n$

3. Calculate the same statistic using the bootstrap sample in step 2 to get, $\hat{\theta}^*$.

4. Repeat steps 2 through 3, B times.

5. Use this estimate of the distribution of $\hat{\theta}$ (i.e., the bootstrap replicates) to obtain
the desired characteristic (e.g., standard error, bias or confidence interval).
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B is generally a large number, typically $\geq 1000$\(^4\)

**Bootstrap Estimate of Standard Error**  When our goal is to estimate the standard error of using the bootstrap method, we proceed as outlined in the previous procedure. Once we have the estimated distribution for $\hat{\theta}$, we use it to estimate the standard error for $\hat{\theta}$. This estimate is given by

$$SE_B(\hat{\theta}) = \left\{ \frac{1}{B-1} \sum_{b=1}^{B} (\theta^{*b} - \bar{\theta}^*)^2 \right\}^{\frac{1}{2}} \quad (D.5)$$

where

$$\bar{\theta} = \frac{1}{B} \sum_{b=1}^{B} \theta^{*b} \quad (D.6)$$

It is worth observing that Equation D.5 is just the sample standard deviation of the bootstrap replicates, and Equation D.6 is the sample mean of the bootstrap replicates. [83] show that the number of bootstrap replicates $B$ should be between 50 and 200 when estimating the standard error of a statistic. Often the choice of $B$ is dictated by the computational complexity of $\hat{\theta}$, the sample size $n$, and the computer resources that are available.

**PROCEDURE - BOOTSTRAP ESTIMATE OF THE STANDARD ERROR**

1. Given a random sample $x = x_1, \ldots, x_n$ calculate the statistic $\hat{\theta}$.

2. Sample with replacement from the original sample to get $x^{*b} = x_1^{*b}, \ldots, x_n^{*b}$.

\(^4\)Even larger value if for example more accurate estimates are required, e.g. if narrower bands of confidence intervals are desirable.
3. Calculate the same statistic using the sample in step 2 to get the bootstrap replicates, $\hat{\theta}^{*b}$.

4. Repeat steps 2 through 3, $B$ times.


**Estimates of bias**  The standard error of an estimate discussed above is one measure of its performance. Bias is another quantity that measures the statistical accuracy of an estimate. The bias in an estimator gives a measure of how much error we have, on average, in our estimate when we use $T$ to estimate our parameter $\theta$.

Bias is defined as the difference between the expected value of the statistic and the parameter,

$$ Bias(T) = \mathbb{E}[T] - \theta. \quad (D.7) $$

Clearly if the estimator is *unbiased*, then the expected value of our estimator equals the true parameter value, so $\mathbb{E} = \theta$. Normally in order to determine the expected value in Equation D.7, the distribution of the statistic $T$ must be known, i.e. the expectation in Equation D.7 is taken with respect to the true distribution $F$. In these situations, the bias can be determined analytically [156]. When the distribution of the statistic is not known, then we can use methods such as the jackknife and the bootstrap discussed in this section to estimate the bias of $T$. To get the bootstrap estimate of bias, we use the empirical distribution as before. We resample from the empirical distribution and calculate the statistic using each bootstrap resample, yielding the bootstrap replicates $\hat{\theta}^{*b}$. We use these to estimate the bias from the following:

$$ \hat{\text{bias}}_B = \bar{\hat{\theta}^*} - \hat{\theta} \quad (D.8) $$
where $\tilde{\theta}^*$ is given by the mean of the bootstrap replicates (Equation D.6). We are interested in the bias in order to correct for it. The bias-corrected estimator is given by

$$\hat{\theta} = \tilde{\theta} - \text{bias}_{B}$$  \hspace{1cm} (D.9)

and using Equations D.8 D.9 we have

$$\hat{\theta} = 2\tilde{\theta} - \tilde{\theta}^*$$  \hspace{1cm} (D.10)

More bootstrap samples are needed to estimate the bias, than are required to estimate the standard error. [83] recommend that $B \geq 400$.

The procedure for estimating the bias is given below.

**PROCEDURE - BOOTSTRAP ESTIMATE OF THE BIAS**

1. Given a random sample, $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_n)$, calculate the statistic $\hat{\theta}$.

2. Sample with replacement from the original sample to get $x^{*b} = x_1^{*b}, \ldots, x_n^{*b}$.

3. Calculate the same statistic using the sample in step 2 to get the bootstrap replicates, $\hat{\theta}^{*b}$.

4. Repeat steps 2 through 3, $B$ times.

5. Using the bootstrap replicates, calculate $\tilde{\theta}^*$.

D.2 Bootstrap confidence intervals

Bootstrap allows calculation of confidence intervals in a number of ways, namely the standard interval, the bootstrap-t interval and the percentile method.

**Bootstrap Standard Confidence Interval** This is based on the parametric of the confidence interval. It can be shown that the \((1 - \alpha) \cdot 100\%\) confidence interval for the mean can be found using

\[
P \left( \bar{X} - z \left(1 - \frac{\alpha}{2}\right) \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{n}} < \mu < \bar{X} - z \left(\frac{\alpha}{2}\right) \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{n}} \right) = 1 - \alpha \quad (D.11)
\]

Similarly, the bootstrap standard confidence interval is given by

\[
\left( \hat{\theta} - z \left(1 - \frac{\alpha}{2}\right) SE_{\hat{\theta}}, \hat{\theta} - z \left(\frac{\alpha}{2}\right) SE_{\hat{\theta}} \right) \quad (D.12)
\]

where \(SE_{\hat{\theta}}\) is the standard error for the statistic \(\hat{\theta}\) obtained using the bootstrap [170]. The confidence interval in Equation D.12 can be used when the distribution for \(\hat{\theta}\) is normally distributed or the normality assumption is plausible.

**Bootstrap-t Confidence Interval** for this type of intervals, first generate \(B\) bootstrap samples, and for each bootstrap sample the following quantity is computed:

\[
z^{*b} = \frac{\hat{\theta}^{*b} - \hat{\theta}}{SE^{*B}} \quad (D.13)
\]

As before, \(\hat{\theta}^{*b}\) is the bootstrap replicate of \(\hat{\theta}\), but \(SE^{*B}\) is the estimated standard error of for that bootstrap.

Once we have the \(B\) bootstrapped values from Equation D.13, the next step is to es-
timate the quantizes needed for the endpoints of the interval. The $\alpha / 2$–th quartile, denoted by $t^{\hat{\alpha} / 2}$ of the $z^{*b}$, is estimated by

$$\frac{\alpha / 2}{B} = \frac{\# \left( z^{*b} \leq t^{\hat{\alpha} / 2} \right)}{B} \quad \text{(D.14)}$$

This is then used to calculate the bootstrap–$t$ confidence interval, which as a result is given by

$$\left( \hat{\theta} - t^{(1 - \alpha / 2)} \cdot \hat{SE} \hat{\theta}, \hat{\theta} - t^{(\alpha / 2)} \cdot \hat{SE} \hat{\theta} \right) \quad \text{(D.15)}$$

where $\hat{SE}$ is an estimate of the standard error of $\hat{\theta}$. The bootstrap–$t$ interval is reported to be suitable for location statistics such as the mean or quantiles. However, its accuracy for more general situations is questionable [83]. The procedure for determining the bootstrap-$t$ intervals is outlined below:

**PROCEDURE - BOOTSTRAP-T CONFIDENCE INTERVAL**

1. Given a random sample, $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_n)$, calculate $\hat{\theta}$.

2. Sample with replacement from the original sample to get $x^{*b} = x_1^{*b}, \ldots, x_n^{*b}$.

3. Calculate the same statistic using the sample in step 2 to get $\hat{\theta}^{*b}$.

4. Use the bootstrap sample $x^{*b}$ to get the standard error of $\hat{\theta}^{*b}$. This can be calculated using a formula or estimated by the bootstrap.

5. Calculate $z^{*b}$ using the information found in steps 3 and 4.

6. Repeat steps 2 through 5, $B$ times, where $B \geq 1000$.

7. Order the $z^{*b}$'s from smallest to largest. Find the quantiles $t^{(1 - \hat{\alpha} / 2)}$ and $t^{(\hat{\alpha} / 2)}$. 
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8. Estimate the standard error $\hat{SE}\theta$ of $\hat{\theta}$ using the $B$ bootstrap replicates of $\hat{\theta}^*$ (from step 3).

9. Use Equation D.15 to get the confidence interval.

[156] observes that the number of bootstrap replicates that are needed is quite large for confidence intervals. It is recommended that $B \geq 1000$. If no formula exists for calculating the standard error of $\hat{\theta}^*$, then the bootstrap method can be used. This means that there are two levels of bootstrapping: one for finding the $S\hat{E}^*$ and one for finding the $z^*$, which can greatly increase the computational burden. For example, say that $B = 1000$ and we use 50 bootstrap replicates to find $S\hat{E}^*$, then this results in a total of 50,000 resamples.

**Bootstrap Percentile Interval** This is an improved bootstrap confidence interval based on the quantiles of the distribution of the bootstrap replicates. This technique has the benefit of being more stable than the bootstrap−$t$, and it also enjoys better theoretical coverage properties [83].

The bootstrap percentile confidence interval is given by:

$$
\left( \theta_B^{*(\alpha/2)}, \theta_B^{*(1-\alpha/2)} \right)
$$

where $\theta_B^{*(\alpha/2)}$ is the $\alpha/2$ quartile in the bootstrap distribution of $\theta^*$. For example, if $\alpha/2 = 0.025$ and $B = 1000$, then $\theta_B^{*(0.025)}$ is the $\hat{\theta}^*$ in the 25th position of the ordered bootstrap replicates. Similarly, $\theta_B^{*(0.975)}$ is the replicate in position 975. The procedure is the same as the general bootstrap method, and is outlined in the steps below.

**PROCEDURE - BOOTSTRAP PERCENTILE INTERVAL**
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1. Given a random sample, \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \), calculate \( \hat{\theta} \).

2. Sample with replacement from the original sample to get \( x^{*b} = x_1^{*b}, \ldots, x_n^{*b} \).

3. Calculate the same statistic using the sample in step 2 to get the bootstrap replicates, \( \hat{\theta}^{*b} \).

4. Repeat steps 2 through 3, \( B \) times, where \( B \geq 1000 \).

5. Order the \( \hat{\theta}^{*b} \) from smallest to largest.

6. Calculate and \( B \cdot (\alpha/2) \) and \( B \cdot (1 - \alpha/2) \).

**BCa Intervals** The \( BC_a \) (bias-corrected and accelerated) bootstrap confidence interval is an improvement on the bootstrap percentile interval and is superior to all the other intervals discussed here. As discussed above, the upper and lower endpoints of the bootstrap percentile confidence interval are given by:

\[
PercentileInterval : (\hat{\theta}_{Lo}, \hat{\theta}_{Hi}) = \left( \hat{\theta}_B^{*(\alpha/2)}, \hat{\theta}_B^{*(1-\alpha/2)} \right)
\]  
(D.17)

where (if for example we are considering 90% intervals), \( \hat{\theta}_{Lo} \) is the bootstrap replicate in the 5th position and of the ordered list of replicates. Similarly in this example, \( \hat{\theta}_{Hi} \) is the bootstrap replicate in the 95th position.

The \( BC_a \) interval adjusts the endpoints of the interval based on two parameters, \( a \) and \( z_o \). The \((1 - \alpha) \cdot 100\%\) confidence interval using the method is

\[
PercentileInterval : (\hat{\theta}_{Lo}, \hat{\theta}_{Hi}) = \left( \hat{\theta}_B^{*(\alpha_1)}, \hat{\theta}_B^{*(\alpha_2)} \right)
\]  
(D.18)

where
\[ \alpha_1 = \Phi \left( \hat{z}_0 + \frac{z^{(\alpha/2)}}{1 - \hat{a} \left( \hat{z}_0 + z^{(\alpha/2)} \right)} \right) \]  \\
\[ \alpha_2 = \Phi \left( \hat{z}_0 + \frac{z^{(1-\alpha/2)}}{1 - \hat{a} \left( \hat{z}_0 + z^{(1-\alpha/2)} \right)} \right) \]  

(D.19)

In Equation D.20 \( \Phi \) denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution function, therefore \( 0 \leq \alpha_1 \leq 1 \) and \( 0 \leq \alpha_2 \leq 1 \). Therefore the end points of the interval in Equation D.18 are adjusted using the information from the distribution of the bootstrap replicates (instead of basing the endpoints on the confidence level \( 1 - \alpha \)).

Note from Equation D.20 that if both \( \hat{a} \) and \( \hat{z}_0 \) the BC \( \alpha \) is the same as the bootstrap percentile interval.

\[ \alpha_1 = \Phi \left\{ 0 + \frac{0 + z^{(\alpha/2)}}{1 - 0 \left( 0 + z^{(\alpha/2)} \right)} \right\} = \Phi \left( z^{(\alpha/2)} \right) = \alpha/2 \]

The factors \( \hat{z}_0 \) and \( \hat{a} \) are bias correction and acceleration respectively [156] The bias-correction is based on the proportion of bootstrap \( \hat{\theta}^b \) replicates that are less than the statistic \( \hat{\theta} \) calculated from the original sample. It is given by

\[ \hat{z}_0 = \Phi^{-1} \left( \frac{\# \left( \hat{\theta}^b < \hat{\theta} \right)}{B} \right) \]  

(D.20)

where \( \Phi^{-1} \) denotes the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution function. The acceleration parameter \( \hat{a} \) is obtained using the jackknife procedure as follows,
where $\hat{\theta}^{-i}$ is the value of the statistic using the sample with the $i$–th data point removed (the $i$–th jackknife sample) and

$$
\bar{\hat{\theta}}^{(j)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \hat{\theta}^{-i}
$$

(D.22)

More theoretical details can be seen in see Efron and Tibshirani [1993] and Efron [1987].

**D.3 The Jackknife**

Jackknife (also referred to as Quenouille–Tukey Jackknife) is another resampling technique, developed before the Efron’s bootstrap\(^5\). Like the bootstrap, it also aims at providing a computational procedure to estimate and compensate for bias and to derive robust estimates of standard errors and confidence intervals. Jackknife though is a less general technique than the bootstrap, and it explores the sample variation in a different way from the bootstrap. Jackknifed statistics are developed by systematically dropping out subsets of data one at a time and assessing the resulting variation in the studied parameter [170]. We discuss it here because in practise jackknife is typically used in conjunction with the bootstrap in a technique termed *Jackknife-After-Bootstrap*, which we have used in our analysis.

Regarding jackknife, suppose we wish to estimate the bias and the standard error of

\(^5\)First introduced by Quenouille in 1949 and later developed by John W. Tukey in 1958.
\( \hat{\theta} \). \( \hat{\theta} \) might be the mean, the variance, the correlation coefficient or some other statistic of interest, then consider the following definition:

**Definition 17. Jackknife**

*Suppose we have a sample \( x = x_1, \ldots, x_n \) and an estimator \( \hat{\theta} = s(x) \). The jackknife focuses on the samples that leave out one observation at a time:*

\[
x(i) = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{i-1}, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_n)
\]

*for \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \) called jackknife samples. The \( i \)th jackknife sample consists of the data set with the \( i \)th observation removed. Let*

\[
\hat{\theta}_{(i)} = s(x(i))
\]

*be the \( i \)th jackknife replication of \( \hat{\theta} \).*

The jackknife estimate of bias is defined by

\[
\text{bias}_{\text{jack}} = (n - 1) \left( \hat{\theta}_{(\cdot)} - \hat{\theta} \right)
\]

*where*

\[
\hat{\theta}_{(\cdot)} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \hat{\theta}_{(i)}
\]

*the jackknife estimate of standard error defined by*

\[
\text{se}_{\text{jack}} = \left\{ \frac{n - 1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \hat{\theta}_{(i)} - \hat{\theta}_{(\cdot)} \right)^2 \right\}^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]

Theoretical details of the jackknife especially justification of the factor \( \frac{n - 1}{n} \) in Equation D.27 can be seen in [83].
The procedure for the jackknife is summarised below.

**PROCEDURE - JACKKNIFE**

1. Leave out an observation.

2. Calculate the value of the statistic using the remaining sample points to obtain \( \hat{\theta}_{(i)} \).

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2, leaving out one point at a time, until all \( \hat{\theta}_{(i)} \) are recorded.

4. Calculate the jackknife estimate of the bias of \( \hat{\theta} \) using Equation D.25.

5. Calculate the jackknife estimate of the standard error of \( T \) using Equation D.27.

Comparisons between the bootstrap and jackknife are also discussed in [83] pp. 145, to advise how to choose between the two methods. What is worth noting is that the jackknife can be viewed as a simple approximation of the bootstrap for the estimation of standard errors and bias. It is also worth noting that the jackknife can fail badly if the statistic \( \hat{\theta} \) is not "smooth"\(^6\), such as is the case with the median (median is not a differentiable, or smooth function of \( x \)).

As stated before it is common practice to use the jackknife in conjunction with the bootstrap in a technique termed *Jackknife-After-Bootstrap* which we discuss next.

**D.3.1 Jackknife-After-Bootstrap**

When using the bootstrap to get estimates of standard error and bias, the values obtained are also estimates, therefore they also have error associated with them. This error arises from two sources, one of which is the usual sampling variability because

\(^6\)Intuitively the idea of smoothness is that small changes in the data set cause only small changes in the statistic.
we are working with the sample instead of the population. The other variability comes from the fact that we are working with a finite number B of bootstrap samples.

The so called jackknife-after-bootstrap technique can be used to estimate this variability. The technique allows us to obtain estimates of variation in functionals\textsuperscript{7} of a bootstrap distribution without performing a second level bootstrap. The characteristic of the problem and the procedure is similar to that of the bootstrap, the main difference being that the resampling is done without replacement [156].

For example, suppose a bootstrap estimate of some statistic (e.g. estimate of standard error) has been obtained. Denote this estimate as $\hat{\gamma}_B$.

To obtain the jackknife-after-bootstrap estimate of the variability of $\hat{\gamma}_B$, one data point at a time is left out and using the bootstrap method calculate $\gamma_B^{(-i)}$ on the remaining data points. We continue in this way until we have the $n$ values of $\gamma_B^{(-i)}$. An estimate of the variance of $\hat{\gamma}_B$ using the $\gamma_B^{(-i)}$ values, is as follows

$$\text{var}_{\text{jack}}(\hat{\gamma}_B) = \frac{n-1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\gamma_B^{(-i)} - \bar{\gamma}_B)^2$$ (D.28)

where $\bar{\gamma}_B = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \gamma_B^{(-i)}$

[156] and [83] give details and discuss an efficient way of performing the jackknife-after-bootstrap summarised in the procedure below.

**PROCEDURE - JACKKNIFE-AFTER-BOOTSTRAP**

1. Given a random sample $x = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)$, calculate a statistic of interest $\hat{\theta}$.

2. Sample with replacement from the original sample to get a bootstrap sample $x^b = x^*_1, x^*_2, ..., x^*_n$.

\textsuperscript{7}Such as bias and standard error of a statistic.
3. Using the sample obtained in step 2, calculate the same statistic that was determined in step one and denote by $\hat{\theta}^b$.

4. Repeat steps 2 through 3, B times to estimate the distribution of $\hat{\theta}$.

5. Estimate the desired feature of the distribution of (e.g., standard error, bias, etc.) by calculating the corresponding feature of the distribution of $\hat{\theta}^b$. Denote this bootstrap estimated feature as $\hat{\gamma}_B$.

6. Now get the error in $\hat{\gamma}_B$. For $i = 1, ..., n$, find all samples $x^{sb} = x^*_1, x^*_2, ..., x^*_n$ that do not contain the point $x_i$. These are the bootstrap samples that can be used to calculate $\hat{\gamma}_{B}^{(-i)}$.

7. Calculate the estimate of the variance of using Equation D.28.

The procedure can also provide information on the influence of each observation on the functionals [83]. Regarding the JAB, it is also worth mentioning one caveat; simulation studies have shown that, in general, jackknife after bootstrap standard error estimates tend to be too large. This especially true for where bootstrap samples was not large. The JAB estimates were inflated and performed poorly A technique called weighted jackknife after bootstrap [237] have been proposed resolve some of these difficulties. For our purpose we use large bootstrap samples $\geq 1000$, to mitigate these effects.

### D.4 Computational statistical tools support for resampling techniques

DATAPLOT, R, SPLUS$^\text{TM}$ and MATLAB$^\text{TM}$ and other modern tools provide computational in-built statistical functions or contributed scripts for performing the bootstrap and jackknife-after-bootstrap capabilities which collectively can be used to perform the bootstrap and the jackknife-after-bootstrap as described in the above discussion.
We have used these tools to perform analysis. Table 1-5 present a summary of the results of the analysis for various experiments.

The bootstrap plot that results from plotting the bootstrap replicates

Below we present results obtained using these tools. Appendix A presents scripts written for these purposes.

The detailed procedure and algorithms for the bootstrap is outlined in Efron and Tibshirani. For determining estimates for the standard errors, the procedure is as follows:

- What does the sampling distribution for the statistic look like?
- What is a 95 percent confidence interval for the statistic?
- Which statistic has a sampling distribution with the smallest variance? That is, which statistic generates the narrowest confidence interval?

D.5 Experiences with jackknife-after-bootstrap

Recall that as the bootstrap estimates have an associated uncertainty as they are estimates. The jackknife-after-bootstrap method provides a mechanism for giving a measure of this uncertainty, in particular the uncertainty in their standard errors.

In addition, it is worth noting though (as also discussed earlier), the jackknife-after-bootstrap procedure tends to over-estimate these errors, especially for small values of \( B \) (the number of bootstrap replicates chosen).

Figure D.1 below shows results of the jackknife-after-bootstrap experiment in which the number of bootstrap samples was varied in order to observe the effect it had on the estimate of the error. The dataset used for this example is just one of six datasets in

\(^8\)Are by definition themselves estimates.
Table 10.3 (table has 6 columns, one for each node), page 202. Therefore this experiment can be easily repeated for the other datasets. As can be observed from the figure, the estimate of the Standard error converges and becomes more accurate with an increase in bootstrap samples. Therefore the values quoted in the jackknife-after-bootstrap section of Table D.1 are taken from the last experiment with the largest value of $B$.

The jackknife-after-bootstrap procedure is described in the appendix, where for every selected

1. $\hat{Bias}_B = \hat{\theta}^b - \hat{\theta}$, the bootstrap estimate of bias of the mean.

2. $\hat{\gamma}_B = Var(\theta)$ is the bootstrap estimate of the variance of the mean.

3. $SE(\hat{\gamma}_B)$ is the bootstrap estimate of the standard error in the estimate of $\hat{\gamma}_B$. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>nsqa0412a01</th>
<th>nsqa0413b01</th>
<th>nsqa0413g01</th>
<th>nsqa0413g03</th>
<th>nsqa0413j02</th>
<th>nsqa0413j01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{\theta}$</td>
<td>1660.953</td>
<td>1685.893</td>
<td>1659.375</td>
<td>1854.178</td>
<td>1851.977</td>
<td>1847.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bias</td>
<td>-0.0755</td>
<td>-0.0551</td>
<td>0.11069</td>
<td>-0.6033</td>
<td>-0.102</td>
<td>0.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{se}$</td>
<td>8.484</td>
<td>13.158</td>
<td>7.472</td>
<td>33.325</td>
<td>21.35</td>
<td>49.569</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Confidence Intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$BC_{a \text{points}}$</th>
<th>0.025</th>
<th>0.050</th>
<th>0.100</th>
<th>0.16</th>
<th>0.84</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.95</th>
<th>0.975</th>
<th>z0</th>
<th>ahat</th>
<th>0.25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>1646.089</td>
<td>1663.014</td>
<td>1644.897</td>
<td>1798.309</td>
<td>1812.624</td>
<td>1772.723</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1648.32</td>
<td>1666.385</td>
<td>1647.012</td>
<td>1806.002</td>
<td>1818.275</td>
<td>1782.276</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>1650.648</td>
<td>1670.137</td>
<td>1649.868</td>
<td>1816.397</td>
<td>1825.107</td>
<td>1796.012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>1653.206</td>
<td>1673.422</td>
<td>1651.928</td>
<td>1825.247</td>
<td>1831.454</td>
<td>1806.606</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1669.553</td>
<td>1698.932</td>
<td>1666.977</td>
<td>1893.080</td>
<td>1872.956</td>
<td>1907.023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1672.190</td>
<td>1703.182</td>
<td>1669.099</td>
<td>1904.864</td>
<td>1879.848</td>
<td>1927.294</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1675.384</td>
<td>1708.713</td>
<td>1672.056</td>
<td>1920.293</td>
<td>1888.257</td>
<td>1956.207</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1677.886</td>
<td>1713.793</td>
<td>1675.284</td>
<td>1934.157</td>
<td>1894.522</td>
<td>1985.674</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.003759951</td>
<td>0.002506631</td>
<td>-0.003759951</td>
<td>0.05893987</td>
<td>-0.02506891</td>
<td>0.05893987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z0</td>
<td>0.01254519</td>
<td>0.0251825</td>
<td>0.01165997</td>
<td>0.03240697</td>
<td>0.01921675</td>
<td>0.06216931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahat</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1655.620</td>
<td>1679.916</td>
<td>1654.137</td>
<td>1828.536</td>
<td>1838.525</td>
<td>1825.699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table D.1: Bootstrap: showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for agents monitored locally at given nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bootstrap</th>
<th>Value 0.5</th>
<th>Value 0.1</th>
<th>Value 0.16</th>
<th>Value 0.84</th>
<th>Value 0.9</th>
<th>Value 0.95</th>
<th>Value 0.975</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1660.612</td>
<td>1687.441</td>
<td>1659.257</td>
<td>1857.283</td>
<td>1851.336</td>
<td>1857.199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1650.106</td>
<td>1671.303</td>
<td>1650.396</td>
<td>1807.367</td>
<td>1825.623</td>
<td>1803.543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1653.558</td>
<td>1675.754</td>
<td>1652.46</td>
<td>1818.486</td>
<td>1831.434</td>
<td>1811.687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1670.000</td>
<td>1700.852</td>
<td>1666.666</td>
<td>1894.468</td>
<td>1873.574</td>
<td>1916.205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1672.985</td>
<td>1704.029</td>
<td>1669.423</td>
<td>1905.653</td>
<td>1877.411</td>
<td>1955.739</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1676.172</td>
<td>1708.785</td>
<td>1672.324</td>
<td>1921.87</td>
<td>1884.27</td>
<td>1996.275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>1679.208</td>
<td>1718.862</td>
<td>1674.188</td>
<td>1932.500</td>
<td>1891.330</td>
<td>2035.485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure D.1: (a) Showing how the estimate of the **standard error** in the bootstrap estimate of the variance of the mean, $SE(\hat{\gamma}_B)$, vary with an increase in number of bootstrap replicates, B. (b) The bootstrap estimate of the **variance** of the mean, $(\hat{\gamma}_B = Var(\hat{\theta}))$ and (d) the bootstrap estimate of the bias, $(\hat{Bias}_B = \hat{\theta}^{\ast b} - \hat{\theta})$ in the same experiment.
E.1 Goodness of fit tests

A note on distributional measures and goodness of fit test  Parametric statistics simplifies description of data, but recall that they require the assumption of normality of the data being investigated to hold. If it can be established that the data follows a normal distribution, then we can safely assume that a particular set of measurements (e.g. moments, variations) can be properly described by its mean and standard deviation for example, otherwise any conclusions drawn may be meaningless. So the first task was to ascertain this assumption of normality for the detection delays datasets.

Often transformation of the original data can be used to allow the use of parametric statistics, i.e. under a mathematical transformation (e.g. logarithm), the resulting data may be normally distributed \(^1\). These transformations can be viewed as entirely legitimate as they only change the scale on which the analysis is being done. And inverse transform can then be used to get to the original scales.

If normality test fails, for example in skewed or peaked distributions, other theoretical parametric models can be fitted for example, log-normal, gamma, logistic etc. To assess how well a particular model fits, firstly, a visual inspection of the frequency histogram with an overlaid plot of the desired distribution can be made, and secondly

\(^1\)This data is then said to be lognormal
a goodness-of-fit test can be conducted to test the hypothesis that the data comes from a given distribution. In essence, the normality test is a special case of goodness-of-fit test.

A detailed discussion of goodness-of-fit and normality can be seen in [131] [65] and [181].

For testing the normality of the detection delays data sets I used the tests below\(^2\). Each test defines a statistic and calculates a p-value. While one test would suffice, I considered all these test for completeness and comparative purposes. [229] discusses and compares the power of some of these standard normality tests procedures.

The lower half of table presents the results.

1. Anderson-Darling test [9], Statistic, \(A\), is calculated as

\[
A = -n - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} [2i - 1] [\ln(p_{(i)}) + \ln(1 - p_{(n-i+1)})]
\]  

(E.1)

where \(p_{(i)} = \Phi([x_{(i)} - \bar{x}] / s)\). Here, \(\Phi\) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution and \(\bar{x}\) and \(s\) are mean and standard deviation of the data values. The p-value is computed from

\[
Z = A(1.0 + 0.75/n + 2.25/n^2)
\]  

(E.2)

2. Shapiro-Wilks [205]. The statistic, \(W\), is calculated as

\[
W = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i x(i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})} \right)
\]  

(E.3)

Where \(x_i\) are ordered sample values.

\(^2\)As implemented in the R\textsuperscript{TM}, Matlab\textsuperscript{TM} and DATAPLOT\textsuperscript{TM} software packages.
3. Lillie test [149]. The statistic, $D$ is calculated as $D = \max D^+, D^-$

$$D^+ = \max_{i=1,\ldots,n} i/n - p(i) \quad D^- = \max_{i=1,\ldots,n} p(i) - (i - 1)/n \quad (E.4)$$

where again $p(i) = \Phi([x(i) - \bar{x}]/s)$. Here, $\Phi$ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. The p-value is computed from the distribution of the modified statistic $Z = D(\sqrt{n} - 0.01 + 0.85/\sqrt{n})$ as described in [221]

4. Jarque-Bera [125]. The statistic, $JB$, is calculated as

$$JB = \frac{n}{6} \left( S^2 + \frac{(K - 3)^2}{4} \right) \quad (E.5)$$

Where $S$ is the sample skewness, $K$ sample kurtosis both defined as usual in terms of third and forth central moments $\mu_3, \mu_4$ i.e. as $S = \mu_3/\sigma^3$ and $K = \mu_4/\sigma^4$

5. Pearson test [49, 192]. The statistic, $P$, is calculated as

$$P = \sum (C_i - E_i)^2/E_i \quad (E.6)$$

Where $C_i$ is the number of counted and $E_i$ is the number of expected observations (under the hypothesis) in class $i$.

6. Cramer-von Mises test [8]. The test statistic, $W$, is calculated as

$$W = \frac{1}{12n} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} (p(i) - \frac{2i - 1}{2n}) \quad (E.7)$$

where $p(i) = \Phi([x(i) - \bar{x}]/s)$, and $\Phi$ is the cumulative distribution function of
the standard normal distribution.

I have also performed some data transformations and conducted normality tests on the resulting data, see appendix. All test confirm that the normality assumption cannot really be made for the detection delays data.

For exploratory purposes, I have also fitted some theoretic parametric distributions to the data. The results are shown in appendices.

**A note on distributional measures and goodness of fit test**  Parametric statistics simplifies description of data, but recall that they require the assumption of normality of the data being investigated to hold. If it can be established that the data follows a normal distribution, then we can safely assume that a particular set of measurements (e.g. moments, variations) can be properly described by its mean and standard deviation for example, otherwise any conclusions drawn may be meaningless. So the first task was to ascertain this assumption of normality for the detection delays datasets.

Often transformation of the original data can be used to allow the use of parametric statistics, i.e. under a mathematical transformation (e.g. logarithm), the resulting data may be normally distributed\(^3\). These transformations can be viewed as entirely legitimate as they only change the scale on which the analysis is being done. And inverse transform can then be used to get to the original scales.

If normality test fails, for example in skewed or peaked distributions, other theoretical parametric models can be fitted for example, log-normal, gamma, logistic etc. To assess how well a particular model fits, firstly, a visual inspection of the frequency histogram with an overlaid plot of the desired distribution can be made, and secondly a goodness-of-fit test can be conducted to test the hypothesis that the data comes from

\(^3\)This data is then said to be lognormal.
a given distribution. In essence, the normality test is a special case of goodness-of-fit test.

A detailed discussion of goodness-of-fit and normality can be seen in [131] [65] and [181].

For testing the normality of the detection delays data sets I used the tests below. Each test defines a statistic and calculates a p-value. While one test would suffice, I considered all these tests for completeness and comparative purposes. [229] discusses and compares the power of some of these standard normality tests procedures.

The lower half of table presents the results.

1. Anderson-Darling test [9]. Statistic, $A$, is calculated as

$$A = -n - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} [2i - 1][\ln(p_i) + \ln(1 - p_{n-i+1})]$$

(E.8)

where $p_i = \Phi([x(i) - \bar{x}] / s)$. Here, $\Phi$ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution and $\bar{x}$ and $s$ are mean and standard deviation of the data values. The p-value is computed from

$$Z = A(1.0 + 0.75/n + 2.25/n^2)$$

(E.9)

2. Shapiro-Wilks [205]. The statistic, $W$, is calculated as

$$W = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i x(i) \right) / \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x}) \right)$$

(E.10)

Where $x_i$ are ordered sample values.

---

4As implemented in the R™, Matlab™ and DATAPLOT™ software packages.
3. Lillie test [149]. The statistic, $D$ is calculated as $D = \max D^+, D^-$

$$D^+ = \max_{i=1,\ldots,n} i/n - p(i) \quad D^- = \max_{i=1,\ldots,n} p(i) - (i-1)/n \quad (E.11)$$

where again $p(i) = \Phi((x(i) - \bar{x})/s)$. Here, $\Phi$ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. The p-value is computed from the distribution of the modified statistic $Z = D(\sqrt{n} - 0.01 + 0.85/\sqrt{n})$ as described in [221].

4. Jarque-Bera [125]. The statistic, $JB$, is calculated as

$$JB = \frac{n}{6} \left(S^2 + \frac{(K-3)^2}{4}\right) \quad (E.12)$$

Where $S$ is the sample skewness, $K$ sample kurtosis both defined as usual in terms of third and forth central moments $\mu_3, \mu_4$ i.e. as $S = \mu_3/\sigma^3$ and $K = \mu_4/\sigma^4$

5. Pearson test [49, 192]. The statistic, $P$, is calculated as

$$P = \sum (C_i - E_i)^2 / E_i \quad (E.13)$$

Where $C_i$ is the number of counted and $E_i$ is the number of expected observations (under the hypothesis) in class $i$.

6. Cramer-von Mises test [8]. The test statistic, $W$, is calculated as

$$W = \frac{1}{12n} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} (p(i) - \frac{2i-1}{2n}) \quad (E.14)$$

where $p(i) = \Phi((x(i) - \bar{x})/s)$, and $\Phi$ is the cumulative distribution function of
the standard normal distribution.

I have also performed some data transformations and conducted normality tests on the resulting data, see appendix. All tests confirm that the normality assumption cannot really be made for the detection delays data.

For exploratory purposes, I have also fitted some theoretical parametric distributions to the data. The results are shown in appendices.
### DISTRIBUTIONAL NORMALITY TESTS

#### ANDERSON-DARLING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>26.99178</td>
<td>3.160e-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>6.518426</td>
<td>5.45e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>11.87086</td>
<td>1.80e-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>11.07163</td>
<td>1.23e-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>4.86468</td>
<td>4.85e-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>68.7629</td>
<td>1.68e-132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>11.85657</td>
<td>1.85e-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>4.23203</td>
<td>1.61e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>43.77127</td>
<td>3.00e-93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

REJECT

#### WILKSON-SHAPIRO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.94143</td>
<td>1.71e-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.97707</td>
<td>6.40e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.95221</td>
<td>3.27e-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.96082</td>
<td>4.30e-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.98741</td>
<td>4.58e-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.84531</td>
<td>5.90e-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.97045</td>
<td>2.85e-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.98697</td>
<td>2.57e-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.91408</td>
<td>4.23e-30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

REJECT

#### SHAPIRO-FRANCIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.941533</td>
<td>3.34e-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.977359</td>
<td>1.45e-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.95234</td>
<td>3.70e-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.96110</td>
<td>3.17e-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.98803</td>
<td>5.60e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.84541</td>
<td>2.60e-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.97064</td>
<td>1.03e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.98726</td>
<td>2.21e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.91364</td>
<td>2.20e-27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

REJECT

#### LILLIE(KOLG-SMIR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.107311</td>
<td>2.25e-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.040742</td>
<td>5.61e-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.041497</td>
<td>2.98e-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.04118</td>
<td>3.89e-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.034848</td>
<td>4.96e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.014700</td>
<td>2.10e-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.05665</td>
<td>5.55e-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.034663</td>
<td>5.61e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>0.10399</td>
<td>5.35e-50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

REJECT

#### JARQUE-BERA

\[ JB = \frac{n}{6} \left( S^2 + \frac{(K-3)^2}{4} \right) \]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>$X^2$</th>
<th>391.5488</th>
<th>53.03562</th>
<th>453.9846</th>
<th>237.4310</th>
<th>40.43232</th>
<th>1920.713</th>
<th>72.68503</th>
<th>42.78078</th>
<th>589.0186</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.04e-12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.66e-09</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.11e-16</td>
<td>5.13e-10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**: REJECT

**PEARSON**

$P = \sum (C_i - E_i)^2 / E_i$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>520.8587</th>
<th>231.6351</th>
<th>142.4349</th>
<th>166.3462</th>
<th>98.1617</th>
<th>625.0502</th>
<th>205.6223</th>
<th>108.9965</th>
<th>465.7974</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>1.06e-86</td>
<td>5.15e-30</td>
<td>2.72e-14</td>
<td>2.53e-18</td>
<td>1.92e-07</td>
<td>6.05e-108</td>
<td>2.91e-25</td>
<td>5.07e-09</td>
<td>1.37e-75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**: REJECT

**CRAMER-VON MISES**

$W = \frac{1}{12n} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( p(i) - \frac{2i-1}{2n} \right)$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>4.648875</th>
<th>0.655082</th>
<th>1.28574</th>
<th>1.29745</th>
<th>0.73091</th>
<th>10.99672</th>
<th>1.54436</th>
<th>0.58801</th>
<th>7.43111</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>6.91e+51</td>
<td>1.35e-07</td>
<td>3.75e-10</td>
<td>3.70e-10</td>
<td>3.87e-08</td>
<td>Inf</td>
<td>6.43e-10</td>
<td>4.60e-07</td>
<td>7.29e+197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**: REJECT

Table E.1: Showing results of a number of normality tests on all datasets for experiments where the agent numbers monitored was varied from 5 to 100. All normality tests reject the hypothesis that the data is normally distributed as evidenced by low p-values, i.e. $p-values \ll 0.05$
E.2 Hypothesis Tests

Regarding the hypothesis to be tested, we can consider a two sided test with the null hypothesis being that the location parameters for the partial and full protocol datasets are equal, and with the alternative hypothesis just being that there is a difference between the location parameters i.e.

\[ H_0 : \mu_1 = \mu_2, \quad H_1 : \mu_1 \neq \mu_2 \quad (E.15) \]

But a more relevant test is the one sided hypothesis test given that we suspect the partial protocol datasets to have lower location parameter than the full protocol datasets.

\[ H_0 : \mu_1 = \mu_2, \quad H_1 : \mu_1 \leq \mu_2 \quad (E.16) \]

i.e. the null hypothesis can be stated as: "There is no difference in the location parameter for the partial protocol and full protocol datasets. The corresponding alternative hypothesis can be stated as: "The location parameter for the partial protocol dataset is less than that of the full protocol dataset.

I ran the `wilcox.test` procedure with the data vectors from the two data sets and for each of the experiments when the agent numbers were varied from 10 through to a 100. Results are shown in Table E.2. The results show that the is a strong evidence across all experiments against the null hypothesis, as shown by the very low p-values, and by extension a strong evidence toward alternative hypothesis.
Wilcoxon rank sum test
Data: Pproto.data and Fproto.data

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>alternative hypothesis: true location shift is less than 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 agents experiments</td>
<td>93638</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 agents experiments</td>
<td>26503.5</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 agents experiments</td>
<td>693222.5</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 agents experiments</td>
<td>1008896</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table E.2: Showing results of the non parametric Wilcoxon hypothesis test for the partial and full protocol datasets for experiments with agent numbers varied from 10 to 100. The very low p-value are a strong evidence against accepting the null hypothesis and strong evidence for considering the alternative

E.3 Repeatability of experiments

A note on repeatability of experiments and analysis of variance To check whether experiments were repeatable, for every experiment, a number of runs were scheduled. For example Figure E.1 shows the box plots of the data for experimental runs for the 10 and 70 agents experiments. The corresponding, Table E.3 shows results of the Kruskal-Wallis test (a non parametric equivalent of the ANOVA test) for these experimental runs. The related results for the multiple comparison procedure are shown in Figure E.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KRUSKAL-WALLIS ANOVA TABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOURCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 AGENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table E.3: Results for the non-parametric anova using Kruskal-Wallis test

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>1.1760e+09</td>
<td>3424</td>
<td>3.4347e+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.3510e+09</td>
<td>3425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

70 AGENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Columns</th>
<th>2.4878e+08</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2.4878e+08</th>
<th>254.2751</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>3.1023e+09</td>
<td>3424</td>
<td>9.0604e+05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.3510e+09</td>
<td>3425</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sensitive multiple comparisons test results as shown in Figure E.1 and the kruskal-wallis tests results in Table E.3 do show differences in the location parameter across the experimental runs, but the boxplots indicate that the differences are reasonable.
Figure E.1: Showing plot for the multiple comparison tests for 9 experimental runs for the 10 and 70 agent full protocol experiment
APPENDIX F

All summary statistics

F.1 Partial Protocol data sets
Figure F.1: Figures (a)-(d) show 4-plots for the purposes of exploratory data analysis for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 10 through to 25
Figure F.2: Figures (a)-(d) show 4-plots for the purposes of exploratory data analysis for centralised experiments using the partial protocol scheme where agent numbers were varied from 30 through to 100.
F.2 Full Protocol datasets
SUMMARY STATISTICS
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 5317

* LOCATION MEASURES  * DISPERSION MEASURES *

* MIDRANGE = 0.3564000E+04 * RANGE = 0.2470000E+04 *
* MEAN = 0.2921928E+04 * STAND. DEV. = 0.4257777E+03 *
* MIDMEAN = 0.2882001E+04 * AV. AB. DEV. = 0.3228591E+03 *
* MEDIAN = 0.2795000E+04 * MINIMUM = 0.2329000E+04 *
* = * LOWER QUART. = 0.2597000E+04 *
  = * LOWER HINGE = 0.2597000E+04 *
  = * UPPER HINGE = 0.3158000E+04 *
  = * UPPER QUART. = 0.3158000E+04 *
  = * MAXIMUM = 0.4799000E+04 *

* RANDOMNESS MEASURES  * DISTRIBUTIONAL MEASURES *

* AUTOCO COEF = 0.4246227E+00 * ST. 3RD MOM. = 0.1471157E+01 *
* = 0.0000000E+00 * ST. 4TH MOM. = 0.5648685E+01 *
* = 0.0000000E+00 * ST. WILK-SHA = 0.3380893E+03 *
* = UNIFORM PPCC = 0.9070824E+00 *
* = NORMAL PPCC = 0.9325916E+00 *
* = TUK -.5 PPCC = 0.6920604E+00 *
* = CAUCHY PPCC = 0.2227653E+00 *

(a) 5 Agent Experiment

SUMMARY STATISTICS
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 16910

* LOCATION MEASURES  * DISPERSION MEASURES *

* MIDRANGE = 0.7022500E+04 * RANGE = 0.6155000E+04 *
* MEAN = 0.5628141E+04 * STAND. DEV. = 0.9632474E+03 *
* MIDMEAN = 0.5644754E+04 * AV. AB. DEV. = 0.6999647E+03 *
* MEDIAN = 0.5395000E+04 * MINIMUM = 0.3945000E+04 *
* = * LOWER QUART. = 0.4950000E+04 *
  = * LOWER HINGE = 0.4950000E+04 *
  = * UPPER HINGE = 0.6074000E+04 *
  = * UPPER QUART. = 0.6074000E+04 *
  = * MAXIMUM = 0.1010000E+05 *

* RANDOMNESS MEASURES  * DISTRIBUTIONAL MEASURES *

* AUTOCO COEF = 0.7945901E+00 * ST. 3RD MOM. = 0.1405107E+01 *
* = 0.0000000E+00 * ST. 4TH MOM. = 0.5350581E+01 *
* = 0.0000000E+00 * ST. WILK-SHA = 0.5873189E+03 *
* = UNIFORM PPCC = 0.9122940E+00 *
* = NORMAL PPCC = 0.9451001E+00 *
* = TUK -.5 PPCC = 0.6660264E+00 *
* = CAUCHY PPCC = 0.1557799E+00 *

(b) 10 Agent Experiment

Figure F.3: Showing summary statistics for 5, 10 agent experiments

325
**SUMMARY STATISTICS**

**NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 21424**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION MEASURES</th>
<th>DISPERSION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIDRANGE</td>
<td>0.1336450E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEAN</td>
<td>0.1237764E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDMEAN</td>
<td>0.1238323E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>0.1214500E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOWER QUART.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOWER HINGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UPPER HINGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UPPER QUART.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAXIMUM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RANDOMNESS MEASURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISTRIBUTIONAL MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTOCO COEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. 3RD MOM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. 4TH MOM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. WILK-SHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIFORM PPCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORMAL PPCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUK -.5 PPCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUCHY PPCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) 20 Agent Experiment

**SUMMARY STATISTICS**

**NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 23314**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION MEASURES</th>
<th>DISPERSION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIDRANGE</td>
<td>0.1715650E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEAN</td>
<td>0.1760411E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDMEAN</td>
<td>0.1762307E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>0.1712900E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOWER QUART.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOWER HINGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UPPER HINGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UPPER QUART.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAXIMUM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISTRIBUTIONAL MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTOCO COEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. 3RD MOM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. 4TH MOM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. WILK-SHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIFORM PPCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORMAL PPCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUK -.5 PPCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUCHY PPCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) 30 Agent Experiment

*Figure F.4: Showing summary statistics for 20, 30 agent experiments*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location Measures</th>
<th>Dispersion Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Midrange</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard Dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midmean</td>
<td>Av. Ab. Dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>Lower Quart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>Lower Hinge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>Upper Hinge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>Upper Quart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomness Measures</td>
<td>Distributional Measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorrelation Coef</td>
<td>St. 3rd mom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. 4th mom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Wilk-Sha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform PPCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal PPCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tuk -.5 PPCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cauchy PPCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) 40 Agent Experiment

(b) 50 Agent Experiment

Figure F.5: Showing summary statistics for 40, 50 agent experiments
### Summary Statistics

**Number of Observations:** 31897

**Location Measures**

- **Midrange:** 0.3425250E+05
- **Mean:** 0.3462034E+05
- **Median:** 0.3497700E+05
- **Midmean:** 0.3464385E+05
- **Median Absolute Deviation:** 0.2619900E+04
- **Minimum:** 0.2330400E+05
- **Lower Quartile:** 0.3284000E+05
- **Lower Hinge:** 0.3284000E+05
- **Upper Hinge:** 0.3705400E+05
- **Upper Quartile:** 0.3705400E+05
- **Maximum:** 0.4520100E+05

**Dispersion Measures**

- **Range:** 0.2189700E+05
- **Standard Deviation:** 0.3305890E+04
- **Av. Ab. Dev.:** 0.3305890E+04
- **Minimum:** 0.2330400E+05
- **Lower Quartile:** 0.3284000E+05
- **Lower Hinge:** 0.3284000E+05
- **Upper Hinge:** 0.3705400E+05
- **Upper Quartile:** 0.3705400E+05
- **Maximum:** 0.4520100E+05

**Randomness Measures**

- **Autocorrelation:** 0.2307196E+00
- **Standard 3rd Moment:** -0.5565903E+00
- **Standard 4th Moment:** 0.2742768E+01
- **Standard Wilk-Shah:** -0.3651406E+03
- **Uniform PPCC:** 0.9734833E+00
- **Normal PPCC:** 0.9817482E+00
- **Tuk -0.5 PPCC:** 0.6199930E+00
- **Cauchy PPCC:** 0.1137837E+00

---

### 40 Agent Experiment

**Number of Observations:** 16477

**Location Measures**

- **Midrange:** 0.4061300E+05
- **Mean:** 0.4032761E+05
- **Median:** 0.4019000E+05
- **Lower Quartile:** 0.3798700E+05
- **Lower Hinge:** 0.3798700E+05
- **Upper Hinge:** 0.4299400E+05
- **Upper Quartile:** 0.4299500E+05
- **Maximum:** 0.5958000E+05

**Dispersion Measures**

- **Range:** 0.3793400E+05
- **Standard Deviation:** 0.4198260E+04
- **Av. Ab. Dev.:** 0.3201970E+04
- **Minimum:** 0.2164600E+05
- **Lower Quartile:** 0.3798700E+05
- **Lower Hinge:** 0.3798700E+05
- **Upper Hinge:** 0.4299400E+05
- **Upper Quartile:** 0.4299500E+05
- **Maximum:** 0.5958000E+05

**Randomness Measures**

- **Autocorrelation:** 0.2472570E+00
- **Standard 3rd Moment:** 0.2060684E+00
- **Standard 4th Moment:** 0.4255906E+01
- **Standard Wilk-Shah:** -0.1803309E+03
- **Uniform PPCC:** 0.9556414E+00
- **Normal PPCC:** 0.9869096E+00
- **Tuk -0.5 PPCC:** 0.7210979E+00
- **Cauchy PPCC:** 0.1933749E+00

---

### 50 Agent Experiment

**Number of Observations:** 16477

**Location Measures**

- **Midrange:** 0.4061300E+05
- **Mean:** 0.4032761E+05
- **Median:** 0.4019000E+05
- **Lower Quartile:** 0.3798700E+05
- **Lower Hinge:** 0.3798700E+05
- **Upper Hinge:** 0.4299400E+05
- **Upper Quartile:** 0.4299500E+05
- **Maximum:** 0.5958000E+05

**Dispersion Measures**

- **Range:** 0.3793400E+05
- **Standard Deviation:** 0.4198260E+04
- **Av. Ab. Dev.:** 0.3201970E+04
- **Minimum:** 0.2164600E+05
- **Lower Quartile:** 0.3798700E+05
- **Lower Hinge:** 0.3798700E+05
- **Upper Hinge:** 0.4299400E+05
- **Upper Quartile:** 0.4299500E+05
- **Maximum:** 0.5958000E+05

**Randomness Measures**

- **Autocorrelation:** 0.2472570E+00
- **Standard 3rd Moment:** 0.2060684E+00
- **Standard 4th Moment:** 0.4255906E+01
- **Standard Wilk-Shah:** -0.1803309E+03
- **Uniform PPCC:** 0.9556414E+00
- **Normal PPCC:** 0.9869096E+00
- **Tuk -0.5 PPCC:** 0.7210979E+00
- **Cauchy PPCC:** 0.1933749E+00

---

*Figure F.6: Showing summary statistics for 40, 50 agent experiments*
SUMMARY STATISTICS
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 20522

**********************************************************************
* LOCATION MEASURES  * DISPERSION MEASURES  *
**********************************************************************
* MIDRANGE           = 0.4940700E+05  * RANGE              = 0.6254400E+05 *
* MEAN               = 0.5080186E+05  * STAND. DEV.        = 0.7051735E+04 *
* MIDMEAN            = 0.5052490E+05  * AV. AB. DEV.       = 0.5334674E+04 *
* MEDIAN             = 0.5079550E+05  * MINIMUM            = 0.1813500E+05 *
  =  * LOWER QUART.   = 0.4730225E+05 *
  =  * LOWER HINGE    = 0.4730300E+05 *
  =  * UPPER HINGE    = 0.5537600E+05 *
  =  * UPPER QUART.   = 0.5537675E+05 *
  =  * MAXIMUM         = 0.8067900E+05 *
**********************************************************************
* RANDOMNESS MEASURES  * DISTRIBUTIONAL MEASURES  *
**********************************************************************
* AUTOCO COEF        = 0.3237467E+00  * ST. 3RD MOM.       = -0.5456704E+00 *
  =  * ST. 4TH MOM.   = 0.3907562E+01 *
  =  * ST. WILK-SHA   = -0.2048621E+03 *
  =  * UNIFORM PPCC   = 0.9512460E+00 *
  =  * NORMAL PPCC    = 0.9875441E+00 *
  =  * TUK -.5 PPCC   = 0.7004446E+00 *
  =  * CAUCHY PPCC    = 0.1686039E+00 *
**********************************************************************

Figure F.7: Showing detection delays summary statistics for the 5 agent experiment
APPENDIX G

Partial Protocol experimental runs results

To check repeatability, for each number of agents several experimental runs were made. Tables below presents results for example for the 70 agents experiments.
Table G.1: Bootstrap: showing parameter, confidence interval estimates, errors for 70 agent experimental runs, where $\theta$ is the sample mean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>40434.99</td>
<td>40436.47</td>
<td>45425.46</td>
<td>42701.33</td>
<td>52765.26</td>
<td>52295.44</td>
<td>52322.59</td>
<td>40503.44</td>
<td>40186.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC$a$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blo</td>
<td>40385.82</td>
<td>40391.19</td>
<td>45338.68</td>
<td>42613.78</td>
<td>52667.94</td>
<td>52210.67</td>
<td>52234.37</td>
<td>40446.68</td>
<td>40135.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhi</td>
<td>40482.52</td>
<td>40480.54</td>
<td>45517.59</td>
<td>42778.27</td>
<td>52876.83</td>
<td>52388.56</td>
<td>52410.85</td>
<td>40559.74</td>
<td>40237.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zo</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahat</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phi</td>
<td>40365.76</td>
<td>40387.85</td>
<td>45316.20</td>
<td>42643.30</td>
<td>52668.22</td>
<td>52218.43</td>
<td>52228.84</td>
<td>40457.01</td>
<td>40127.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plo</td>
<td>40501.04</td>
<td>40486.53</td>
<td>45551.85</td>
<td>42757.99</td>
<td>52855.40</td>
<td>52373.52</td>
<td>52410.31</td>
<td>40552.70</td>
<td>40240.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile-t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-lo</td>
<td>40384.81</td>
<td>40389.05</td>
<td>45333.98</td>
<td>42622.16</td>
<td>52665.52</td>
<td>52206.22</td>
<td>52237.56</td>
<td>40448.84</td>
<td>40136.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pthi</td>
<td>40482.82</td>
<td>40482.14</td>
<td>45516.86</td>
<td>42780.11</td>
<td>52862.93</td>
<td>52382.95</td>
<td>52402.87</td>
<td>40565.09</td>
<td>40237.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hblo</td>
<td>40390.66</td>
<td>40393.33</td>
<td>45335.93</td>
<td>42620.95</td>
<td>52668.58</td>
<td>52207.82</td>
<td>52238.48</td>
<td>40442.07</td>
<td>40133.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhbi</td>
<td>40481.26</td>
<td>40482.77</td>
<td>45521.42</td>
<td>42771.81</td>
<td>52867.27</td>
<td>52380.03</td>
<td>52404.50</td>
<td>40557.23</td>
<td>40236.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table G.2: Bootstrap : showing parameter and confidence interval estimates and errors for 50 agent experimental runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Experimental Runs</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td></td>
<td>29200.66</td>
<td>29201.13</td>
<td>29629.02</td>
<td>29121.28</td>
<td>29008.43</td>
<td>29342.12</td>
<td>37147.58</td>
<td>37146.98</td>
<td>36085.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BC_a$</td>
<td>blo</td>
<td>29163.56</td>
<td>29163.67</td>
<td>29580.78</td>
<td>29078.53</td>
<td>28970.18</td>
<td>29298.02</td>
<td>37094.76</td>
<td>37095.10</td>
<td>36016.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bhi</td>
<td>29242.54</td>
<td>29242.42</td>
<td>29680.17</td>
<td>29157.78</td>
<td>29047.69</td>
<td>29384.65</td>
<td>37196.58</td>
<td>37196.17</td>
<td>36162.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zo</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ahat</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile</td>
<td>phi</td>
<td>29156.38</td>
<td>29162.64</td>
<td>29588.56</td>
<td>29092.97</td>
<td>28969.07</td>
<td>29299.46</td>
<td>37079.24</td>
<td>37083.89</td>
<td>36004.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>plo</td>
<td>29249.72</td>
<td>29241.01</td>
<td>29673.55</td>
<td>29149.41</td>
<td>29046.98</td>
<td>29388.92</td>
<td>37214.09</td>
<td>37212.18</td>
<td>36162.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile-t</td>
<td>p-lo</td>
<td>29163.44</td>
<td>29160.02</td>
<td>29578.14</td>
<td>29080.10</td>
<td>28968.12</td>
<td>29295.25</td>
<td>37094.16</td>
<td>37094.55</td>
<td>36017.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pthi</td>
<td>29239.90</td>
<td>29239.09</td>
<td>29676.95</td>
<td>29160.74</td>
<td>29047.30</td>
<td>29385.12</td>
<td>37197.35</td>
<td>37197.19</td>
<td>36149.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>hblo</td>
<td>29163.65</td>
<td>29161.73</td>
<td>29577.71</td>
<td>29080.22</td>
<td>28964.72</td>
<td>29298.59</td>
<td>37095.36</td>
<td>37094.35</td>
<td>36012.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hbhi</td>
<td>29242.35</td>
<td>29242.69</td>
<td>29679.13</td>
<td>29161.21</td>
<td>29044.75</td>
<td>29383.65</td>
<td>37199.09</td>
<td>37196.30</td>
<td>36150.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure G.3 below show density distributions of the bootstrap replicate of the men for the 9 experiments for the 70 agent centralised experiments. QQ plots of the replicates are also presented.

Figure G.2 shows QQ plot of the replicate for the 9 experiments for the 70 agent centralised experiments. These plots suggest that the replicates are normally distributed.\footnote{This is not surprising given the central limit theorem.}
Figure G.1: Bootstrap replicates for each of the 9 70 agents experiments: Showing distribution of the mean
Figure G.2: Bootstrap replicates for each of the 970 agents experiments: Showing qqplots
G.1 Resampling, Bootstrap confidence intervals
Figure G.3: Bootstrap replicates for each of the 9 70 agents experiments: Showing distribution of the mean
Figure G.4: Bootstrap replicates for each of the 970 agents experiments: Showing q-qplots of the mean
APPENDIX H

Network latency and Synchronisation

The notion of time in distributed systems and the resulting inherent limitations of a
distributed system relating in particular to the absence of a common (global) clock
and the difficulty in reasoning about temporal ordering of events are well studied in
distributed systems research with early work published in [146].

The area of clock synchronisation is also well researched with early notable work
done by [147] [148, 62, 63, 157].

To address these problems, a number of algorithms for clock synchronisation have also
been published in [106, 152, 218, 137, 235],

Extended surveys of these algorithms and synchronisation protocols can be seen in
[208] and [195].

In the paragraphs that follow I only give a brief overview of these topics, sufficient
only in providing context for this research when dealing with time and synchronisation
related issues while conducting experiments in the distributed setting. Full details can
be seen in the original papers and surveys mentioned above.

Overview  In general when dealing with time in a distributed system;

• We may need to know the time some event happened on a specific node. For
  this, one approach is to synchronise that node’s clock with some external au-
 authoritative source of time. The main issue with this approach is to consider how difficult it is to achieve this synchronisation.

- We may need to know the time interval, or relative order, between two events that happened on different nodes.
  - The observation here is that, if their clocks are synchronised to some known degree of accuracy, we can measure time relative to each local clock. The issue here is whether this (accuracy) is always consistent.

- We cannot ignore the network’s unpredictability.

To relate all these issues to the experiments I conducted in the distributed setting, I was specifically interested in determining detection delays as discussed throughout this thesis, but this time with the observation delegated to a remote node, the controller. The event, (termination), occurs locally and is detected remotely.

Generally dealing with time in distributed systems requires consideration of mainly three aspects; physical clocks, coordinated universal time and synchronisation. Since there is no common clock in this case, one standard approach used is to employ atomic clocks to minimise clock drift and synchronise with time servers that have coordinated universal time, UTC receivers, to try to compensate for unpredictable network delays.

H.1 Clock synchronisation algorithms

A large number of algorithms for clock synchronisation have been proposed in the literature. In general, because of the variable and unknown communication delays between processors, there are limits imposed on the extent to which processor local clocks can be synchronised. In addition, there is need to consider failures, and also complications do arise especially when arbitrary failures are considered. Therefore
there has been work done in these areas. In particular a few theoretical results are known that study the limitations of clock synchronisation under different system models, e.g. [152, 79, 147].

These clock synchronisation algorithms discussed in the literature differ from each other in their assumptions about the clock hardware, network topology, and failure models. The algorithms take either a software or a hardware centric view of clock synchronisation [195]. All these algorithms provide internal clock synchronisation. External synchronisation is provided if one of the clocks is considered as the external, real-time reference.

The basic idea of software synchronisation algorithms is that each processor periodically corrects its local clock value according to the values of other clocks it receives through message passing. [195] discusses various classes of software based synchronisation protocols, namely, convergence function with averaging exemplified by [147, 152], convergence function without averaging [218], consistency-based [145].

For the purposes of experiments described in this chapter regarding clock synchronisation I used a software based protocol, NTP, (discussed below) widely implemented and available in UNIX based operating systems.

Network Time Protocol, NTP [166] is example of a distributed algorithm for time synchronisation is the famous

NTP has been implemented as an internet protocol \(^1\) \(^2\). The protocol can be used to synchronise clocks on a packet switched network with variable latency. It uses the User Datagram Protocol, UDP [193], at the transport layer and has been designed

---

\(^1\) NTP is documented in the standard internet protocol request for comments (RFC) document RFC1305

\(^2\) And also refers to a program (ntp daemon with utilities.) that implements the protocol and controls the computer clock.
particularly to resist the effects of variable latency.

NTP utilises a hierarchical network of servers, with primary servers connected directly to a time source, and secondary servers connected to the primary servers in a hierarchy. Servers higher up are presumed to be more accurate than at lower levels.

NTP uses Marzullo’s algorithm [158, 157] with the UTC $^3$ time scale. The more recent implementation of NTP, NTPv4 [165] is reported to be capable of maintaining time to within 10 $\text{ms}$ over the public internet, and can achieve accuracies of 200 $\mu\text{s}$ or better in local area networks under ideal conditions [166].

NTP provides several synchronisation modes, namely; multicast mode, used mainly in local area networks; procedure call mode, which provide high accuracy and mainly used in file servers, and a symmetric mode where there is an exchange of detailed messages and history is maintained.

H.2 Network latency experiments

As discussed, the physical clocks on the cluster nodes were synchronised using the NTP protocol as described above $^4$, hence we assumed common time and negligible drift. To determine network latency experienced by control messages in the distributed setting, an experiment was also conducted.

Figure 10.2 presents an event diagram for the procedure followed when determining the distribution of the network latency and the clock drift. The experimental setup and an algorithm as suggested by the diagram is as follows; At various points in the running of overall experiments, a local time $t_1$ is recorded and timer started and a $\text{ping}$

$^3$High-precision atomic time standard.

$^4$And the experiments conducted in the distributed setting did not span exceedingly longs period to warrant concern about clock drifts.
message sent from node $N1$ to $N2$. On arrival, local time $t_{22}$ is recorded and a ping message sent back to node $N1$. On arrival at node $N1$ local time $t_{13}$ is recorded.

Figure H.1: Event diagram for network delays

To determine the estimate of $t_{23}$, time on node $N1$ corresponding to $t_{13}$ we use equation H.1

$$t_{23} \approx t_{22} + \frac{1}{2} \Delta t \quad \text{(H.1)}$$

where clearly

$$\Delta t \approx t_{13} - t_{11} \quad \text{(H.2)}$$

$^5$As determined by java `System.currentTimeMillis()` system call.
is the *network latency* incurred by messages between nodes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Prob.Plot Estimate</th>
<th>MLE</th>
<th>MLE Err</th>
<th>MLE CL</th>
<th>MLE CU</th>
<th>Est.cov. of parameter est.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>3.01696</td>
<td>52.637</td>
<td>25739</td>
<td>25945</td>
<td>( \mu ) 2770.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>14.6407</td>
<td>37.2252</td>
<td>3753</td>
<td>3899</td>
<td>1.13476E-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log Likelihood</td>
<td>-4231.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.13476E-12 1385.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>10.1491</td>
<td>0.00200282</td>
<td>10.1452</td>
<td>10.1530</td>
<td>( \mu ) 4.01127e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>0.145532</td>
<td>0.00141641</td>
<td>0.1428</td>
<td>0.1484</td>
<td>3.0558e-19 2.00621e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log Likelihood</td>
<td>-50902.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>47.0423</td>
<td>0.912333</td>
<td>45.2877</td>
<td>48.8649</td>
<td>( a ) 0.832352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>549.33</td>
<td>10.7105</td>
<td>528.7335</td>
<td>570.7281</td>
<td>-9.71967 114.715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log Likelihood</td>
<td>-50931.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Logistic</td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>25652.5</td>
<td>51.361</td>
<td>25552</td>
<td>255753</td>
<td>( \mu ) 2637.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>2142.23</td>
<td>24.5086</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>2191</td>
<td>39.1888 600.673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log Likelihood</td>
<td>-51021.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table H.1: Showing parameter estimate and Maximum Likelihood estimates
APPENDIX I

Distributed Termination detection

I.1 Tracing Algorithms

**Dijkstra-Scholten algorithm**  A formalisation of this algorithm in given in ([226]), and proceeds as follows; Consider the state $Z_p$ of a process partitioned into two subsets, passive and active. Also consider a set $\mathbb{P}$ of all processes and a set $E$ of all message channels between any given pair of processes.

Then consider a predicate $term$ given in theorem 1

**Theorem 1. Theorem**

$$term \iff (\forall p \in \mathbb{P} : \text{state}_p = \text{passive})$$
$$\land (\forall p \in E : M_{pq} \text{ does not contain } \langle \text{mes} \rangle \text{ a message.})$$

**Proof.** If all processes are passive, no internal or send event is applicable. If, moreover no channel contains a $\langle \text{mes} \rangle$ message, no receive event is applicable, hence no basic event is applicable at all. If some process is active, a send or internal event is possible in that process and if some channel contains a $\langle \text{mes} \rangle$ message the receipt of a message is applicable.

During the distributed computation, consider that there is a special node, an initiator $p_o$ and that the detection algorithm maintains a computation tree $T = (V_T, E_T)$ with
the following properties:

1. Either $T$ is empty, or $T$ is a directed tree with the root $p_0$ as the initiator.

2. The set $V_T$ includes all processes and all basic messages (messages sent by the underlying computation) in transit.

That is, the vertices are nodes of the network and messages in transit. Steps of the computation trigger updates.

The initiator, $P_0$, calls *Announce* when $P_0 \notin V_T$; By the first property, $T$ is empty in this case, and by the second property, *term* holds.

To preserve the properties of the computation tree when the basic computation evolves, $T$ must be expanded when a basic message is sent or when a process, not in the tree, becomes active.

When a process $p$ sends a basic message $\langle mes \rangle$, $\langle mes \rangle$ is inserted into a tree and the father of $\langle mes \rangle$ is $p$.

When a process $p$, not in the tree, becomes active by the receipt of a message from some process $q$, $q$ becomes the father of $p$.

To represent the sender of a message explicitly, a basic message $\langle mes \rangle$ sent by $q$ will be denoted as $\langle mes, q \rangle$ [226].

The removal of nodes from $T$ is also necessary, for two reasons. First a basic message is deleted when it is received. Second, to ensure progress of the detection algorithm the tree must collapse within a finite number of steps after termination. Messages are the leaves of $T$; processes maintain a variable that counts the number of their sons in $T$. The deletion of a son of process $p$ occurs in a different process $q$; it is either the receipt of a son message, or the deletion of a son process $q$. To prevent corruption of
p’s son count, a signal message \( \langle \text{sig}, p \rangle \) can be sent to \( p \) when a son of \( p \) is deleted. This message replaces the deleted son of \( p \), and its deletion, i.e., its receipt, occurs in process \( p \) and \( p \) decrements its son count when its receives a signal.

The Dijkstra-Scholten algorithm achieves an attractive balance between the control communication and the basic communication; for each basic message sent from \( p \) to \( q \) the algorithm sends exactly one control message from \( p \) to \( q \) [226].

The Dijkstra-Scholten algorithm was generalised to decentralized basic computations by [206] to give a Shavit-Franchez algorithm. In that algorithm, the computation graph is a forest\(^1\) of which each tree is rooted at an initiator of the basic computation. The tree rooted at \( p \) is denoted \( T_p \). The algorithm maintains a graph \( F = (V_F, E_F) \) such that

1. either \( F \) is empty or \( F \) is a forest of which each tree is rooted in an initiator; and
2. \( V_F \) includes all active processes and all basic messages.

As in the Dijkstra-Scholten algorithm, termination is detected when the graph becomes empty. Unfortunately, in the case of a forest it is not trivial to see whether the graph is empty. Details of this algorithm can be seen in [206, 226]

### I.2 Some Selected Algorithms, some optimisations and robustness considerations

To expand on the various schemes for detecting termination, below is a discussion of a selection of algorithms.

1) **An (N -1)-Resilient Algorithm for Distributed Termination Detection**

[144] presents a fault-tolerant termination detection algorithm based on a previous

\(^1\)A forest is a disjoint union of trees.
fault-sensitive scheme by [78]. The proposed algorithm can tolerate any number of crash failures. It runs as efficiently as its non fault-tolerant predecessor if no process actually fails during the computation, and otherwise incurs only a small amount of cost for each actual failure. It is assumed that the underlying communication network provides such services are reliable end-to-end communication, failure detection, and fail flush.

2) Detecting Termination of Distributed Computations By External Agents [118] presents two algorithms for detecting termination of distributed computations monitored by an external controlling agent. The first algorithm is based on the weighted throw counting scheme [118]. Weights are assigned to each active process and to each message in transit. The agent has a weight, too. The algorithm maintains an invariant that the sum of all the weights equals one. The agent concludes the termination when its weight equals one. A space-efficient encoding of the weights is also proposed.

The second algorithm adopts the distributed snapshots scheme. When a process becomes idle, it takes a local snapshot and sends the snapshot to the agent. The agent puts the local snapshots together to form a global snapshot and determines the termination by checking the recorded state in the global snapshot.

[117] observes that by comparison, the first one is better if storage space is the major consideration, while the second is more suitable for real-time systems, because no waiting is employed on the processes due to termination detection. The second algorithm is also optimal in minimizing the message complexity: only one additional message carrying the local snapshot is needed per idleness [117]

3) A Distributed Termination Detection Scheme [250] proposes a fully distributed scheme for detecting the termination of distributed computations. The scheme does not
require a pre-defined detector, and takes into account problems such as network delay and the non-order-preserving arrival of messages. It is claimed that the scheme can be applied to any kind of connection topology. The correctness of the scheme is presented in terms of showing that the global stable condition holds when the scheme declares the termination of the computation. The upper bound of the number of the messages which are used to detect termination is also discussed [250].

I.3 Static and dynamic termination algorithms

[37] then discusses details of the static and dynamic termination algorithms following the above termination definition (static and dynamic).

In the static termination case a control process $C_i$ called a controller is associated with each application process $P_i$. The role of $C_i$ is to observe the behaviour of $P_i$ and to cooperate with other controllers $C_j$ to detect occurrence of the predicate $Sterm$. In order to detect static termination, a controller, e.g. $C_a$, initiates detection by sending a control message query to all controllers, including itself. A controller say $C_i$ responds with a message $(ld_i)$ where $ld_i$ is a boolean value. $C_a$ then combines all the boolean values received in reply messages to compute $td := \bigwedge_{1 \leq i \leq n}(ld_i)$.

If $td$ is true, $C_a$ concludes that termination has occurred, otherwise it sends new query messages. The basic sequence of sending of query messages followed by the reception of associated reply messages is called a wave.

In the static termination algorithm, to ensure safety when the controller $C_i$ computes the value $ld_i$ sent back in a reply message, the values $ld_1, \ldots, ld_n$ must be such that
\[ \bigwedge_{1 \leq i \leq n} \quad ld_i \Rightarrow Sterm \]
\[ \Rightarrow \forall P_i \in P : \text{passive}_i \land (NE_i = \emptyset) \land \neg \text{fulfilled}_i(ARR_i) \]

A controller \( C_i \) delays a response to a control query message as long as the following predicate that can be evaluated locally is false;

\[ \text{passive}_i \land (\text{noack}_i = \emptyset) \land \neg \text{fulfilled}_i(ARR_i) \]

When this predicate is false, the static termination cannot be guaranteed. Regarding correctness, the values reported by the wave must no miss the activity of processes in the wake of the wave. [4] proposes that this could be accomplished in the following manner; Each controller \( C_i \) maintains a boolean variable, \( cp_i \), initialised to true if \( P_i \) is initially passive in the following way

- When \( P_i \) becomes active, \( cp_i \) is set to false.
- When \( C_i \) sends a reply message to \( C_\alpha \) it sends the current value of \( cp_i \) with this message, and then sets \( cp_i \) to true

Thus if a reply message carries value true from \( C_i \) to \( C_\alpha \), it means that \( P_i \) has been continuously passive since the previous wave and the messages arrived and not yet consumed are not suffice to activate \( P_i \) and all output channels of \( P_i \) are empty. Figure graphically illustrates this algorithm. Furthermore, presented below is a sequence of statements executed by controllers. The statements are labelled S1 to S6, with S5 only executed by \( C_\alpha \). In these statements *message* refers to any message of the underlying computation, whilst *queries* and *replies* are control messages.
Compute $C_i$

$P_i$ sends a message to $P_j$

$notack_i := notack_i + 1$

S2: when a message from $P_j$ arrives $P_i$

send $ack$ to $C_j$

S3: when $C_i$ receives $ack$ from $C_j$

$notack_i := notack_i - 1$

Figure I.1: An algorithm for static termination
S4: when $P_i$ becomes active
\[ cp_i := false \]

S5: When $C_i$ receives query from $C_\alpha$
(S5 is only executed by $C_\alpha$) wait until
\[(\text{passive}_i \land (\text{notack}_i = \emptyset)) \land \neg\text{fulfilled}_i(ARR_i); \]
\[ ld_i := cp_i; \]
\[ cp_i := true; \]
send $\text{reply}(ld_i)$ to $C_\alpha$

S6: When controller $C_\alpha$ decides to detect static termination

**repeat** send query to all $C_i$;
\[ \text{receive } \text{reply}(ld_i) \text{ from all } C_i; \]
\[ td := \bigwedge_{1 \leq i \leq n}(ld_i) \]
**until** $td$

claim static termination

Regarding dynamic termination, recall that dynamic termination can occur *before* all messages computation has arrived, because of this, termination of a computation can be detected sooner than in static termination. For the dynamic termination algorithm, consider $C_\alpha$ to denote the controller that launches the waves.

In addition to $cp_i$ each controller $C_i$ has two vector variables, say denoted $s_i$, $r_i$, that count messages respectively sent to and received from every other process, i.e. represent

- $s_i[j]$ denotes the number of messages sent by $P_i$ to $P_j$;
• \( r_{i,j} \) denotes the number of messages received by \( P_i \) to \( P_j \);

![Diagram](Figure.png)

**Figure I.2: An algorithm for dynamic termination**

First, \( C_{i} \) sends to each \( C_i \) a query message containing the vector \((S[1,i], \ldots, S[n,i])\), denoted by \( S[.,i] \). Upon receiving this query message, \( C_i \) computes the set \( ANE_i \) of its non-empty channels. This is an approximate knowledge but is sufficient to ensure correctness.

Then \( C_i \) computes \( ld_i \), which is true if and only if \( P_i \) has been continuously passive since the previous wave and its requirement cannot be fulfilled by all the messages arrived and not yet consumed \( (ARR_i) \) and all messages potentially in its input channels.
(\(ANE_i\)). \(C_i\) sends to \(C_\alpha\) a reply message carrying the values \(ld_i\) and vector \(s_i\). Vector \(s_i\) is used by \(C_\alpha\) to update row \(S[i,]\) and thus gain more accurate knowledge.

Vector variables \(s_i\) and \(r_i\) allow \(C_\alpha\) to update its (approximate) global knowledge about messages sent by each \(P_i\) to each \(P_j\) and get an approximate knowledge of the set of non-empty input channels. I have used figure do depict the main aspect of this algorithm and steps.

Also consider the formalisation of the algorithm below, where all the controllers \(C_i\) execute statements \(S1\) to \(S4\) as defined below and where only \(C_\alpha\) executes \(S5\).

\[
\text{S1: when } P_i \text{ sends a message to } P_j \quad s_i[j] := s_i[j] + 1
\]

\[
\text{S2: when a message from } P_j \text{ arrives at } P_i \quad r_i[j] := r_i[j] + 1
\]

\[
\text{S3: when } P_i \text{ becomes active} \quad cp_i := false
\]

\[
\text{S3: when } C_i \text{ receives } \text{query}(V[1..n]) \text{ from } C_\alpha \quad (\text{where } V[1..n] = S[1..n,i] \text{ is the } i\text{th column of } S) \quad ANE_i := \{P_j : V[j] > r_i[j]\}
\]

\[
ld_i := cp_i \land \neg fulfilled_i(ARR_i \cup NE_i)
\]

\[
\text{cp}_i := (\text{state}_i = \text{passive}); \text{ send reply}(ld_i, s_i)\text{ to } C_\alpha
\]
S5: when controller $C_\alpha$ decides to detect dynamic termination

\textbf{repeat} for each $C_i$

send \textit{query}(\(S[1..n, i]\)) to $C_i$ (i.e. the \textit{ith} column of $S$ sent to $C_i$)

receive \textit{reply}(ld\(_i\), s\(_i\)) from all $C_i$;

\(\forall i \in [1..n] : S[i, \cdot] := s_i;\)

\(td := \bigwedge_{1 \leq i \leq n}(ld_i)\)

\textbf{until} \(td;\)

\textit{claim dynamic termination}

\section*{I.4 Contemporary taxonomy for algorithms}

\textbf{Recent research activity} \hspace{1em} Research in the field was very active in the 1980’s 1990’s with vast number of algorithms proposed. Research output has since slowed down with one or two algorithms proposed per year in recent times. In the recent research work;

1. [169] (Mittal & Vankatesan, 2008), presents a transformation that can be used to convert any fault-sensitive termination detection algorithm (for a fully connected network topology) into fault-tolerant termination detection algorithm capable of coping with process crashes. The transformation assumes a perfect failure detector. It is also shown there that under the assumptions made the scheme is optimal in terms of message complexity

2. [17] (Bapat & Arora, 2008) proposes a message efficient termination detection in a wireless sensor network ,WSN. The topology assumed there is that of a multi-hop network of WSN nodes each with a unique identifier. The wireless communication links between the nodes is bidirectional and the reliability either
The algorithm assumes a special role for a base station node and assumes unique identifiers for nodes hence it is asymmetric. The algorithm is not message optimal but claimed to be message efficient as it detects termination from reports of only a subset of nodes in the network. The discussion of the proposed algorithm does not cover fault tolerance, but evidently the algorithm suffers the same fault tolerance issues applicable to schemes with central entities.

3. [71], (DeMara et al.) presents a tiered algorithm claimed to be time-efficient and message-efficient for process termination. The algorithm uses a global invariant of equality between process production and consumption at each level of process nesting to detect termination regardless of execution interleaving order or network transit time. Then correctness of the algorithm is validated for arbitrary process launching hierarchies. Regarding performance, the algorithm is compared to existing schemes including credit termination algorithms.

4. [70], (De et al, 2007) proposes an application layer based modified weight-throwing protocol for the distributed termination detection problem. The protocol is proposed for a purely mobile distributed environment with no static hosts. The mobile hosts are considered with limited functionality. The discussion of the effect of mobility on the proposed algorithm and is given.

5. [238] (Wang & Mayo, 2004) proposes a symmetric algorithm, assuming asynchronous communication. The algorithm assumes a more general network topology of a combination of a logical ring for the initial processes and a number of computation trees. Efficiency gains are made by circulating controlling messages at most once around the ring. The algorithm assumes there are not faulty processes, but that processes can be created and accepts external processes during the computation.
In the tables that follow, I update Matocha’s taxonomy with these and other algorithms that have since been published to incorporate current trends. For example a large proportion of recent algorithms have been in mobile and wireless networks area and are flexible when it comes to topology assumptions. Most algorithms are asynchronous and have no restrictions when considering message arrival.

The taxonomy and its element are depicted in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1: A taxonomy for distributed termination detection suggested](image)

Tables I.1 through to I.7 show the classification for each of categories of the taxonomy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Cyclic wave</th>
<th>Tree wave</th>
<th>General wave</th>
<th>Non-repetitive wave</th>
<th>Parental responsibility</th>
<th>Credit recovery</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Francez, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra &amp; Scholten, 1980)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Francez et. al, 1981)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra &amp; Chandy, 1982)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chandy &amp; Misra, 1985)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Szymaski et. al, 1985)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1987)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Muller, 1987)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huang, 1988)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1989)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vankatesan, 1989)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lai et al., 1992)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang and Mayo, 2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(De et al, 2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ (not clear!)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mittal &amp; Vankatesan, 2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ (not clear!)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on next page ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Cyclic wave</th>
<th>Tree wave</th>
<th>General wave</th>
<th>Non-repetitive wave</th>
<th>Parental responsibility</th>
<th>Credit recovery</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Bapat &amp; Arora, 2008)</td>
<td>✓ (not clear!)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I.1: DTD algorithms and their associated type, adapted from [159]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Hamiltonian cycle</th>
<th>Computation tree</th>
<th>Spanning tree</th>
<th>No requirement</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Francez, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra &amp; Scholten, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Francez et. al., 1981)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra &amp; Chandy, 1982)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra et. al., 1983)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kumar, 1985)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chandy &amp; Misra, 1985)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Szymaski et. al., 1985)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Muller, 1987)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huang, 1988)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1989)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vankatesan, 1989)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lai et al., 1992)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang and Mayo, 2004)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(De et al., 2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on next page ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Hamiltonian cycle</th>
<th>Computation tree</th>
<th>Spanning tree</th>
<th>No requirement</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Mittal &amp; Vankatesan, 2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(fully connected network)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bapat &amp; Arora, 2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(multihop network)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I.2: DTD algorithms and their necessary topology, adapted from [159]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Specialized</th>
<th>$p_0$ only</th>
<th>$p_0$ at run time</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Symmetric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Francez, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra &amp; Scholten, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Francez et. al, 1981)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra &amp; Chandy, 1982)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra et. al., 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kumar, 1985)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chandy &amp; Misra, 1985)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Szymaski et. al, 1985)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1987)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Muller, 1987)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huang, 1988)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(central entity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1989)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vankatesan, 1989)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lai et al., 1992)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang and Mayo, 2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mittal &amp; Vankatesan, 2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(failure detector)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on next page ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Specialized</th>
<th>$p_0$ only</th>
<th>$p_0$ at run time</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Symmetric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Bapat &amp; Arora, 2008)</td>
<td>✓ (unique ids)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I.3: DTD algorithms and their process symmetry, adapted from [159]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Successors</th>
<th>Node information</th>
<th>Upper bound on net diameter</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>None</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Francez, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra &amp; Scholten, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Francez et. al., 1981)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra &amp; Chandy, 1982)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra et. al., 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Rana, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arora and Sharma, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kumar, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chandy &amp; Misra, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Szymaski et. al., 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Shavit and Francez, 1986)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Muller, 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huang, 1988)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huang, 1989)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1989)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on next page ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Successors</th>
<th>Node information</th>
<th>Upper bound on net diameter</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>None</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Vankatesan, 1989)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lai et al., 1992)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mayo and Kearns, 1994)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>logical clocks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang and Mayo, 2004)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(in ring)</td>
<td></td>
<td>process can’t leave or be destroyed before termination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mittal &amp; Vankatesan, 2008)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bapat &amp; Arora, 2008)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ (base station)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I.4: DTD algorithms and their process knowledge, adapted from [159]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Synchronous Communication</th>
<th>Asynchronous Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Francez, 1980)</td>
<td>✓ (CSP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra &amp; Scholten, 1980)</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Francez et. al., 1981)</td>
<td>✓ (CSP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra &amp; Chandy, 1982)</td>
<td>✓ (CSP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra et. al., 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Rana, 1983)</td>
<td>✓ (CSP)</td>
<td>&quot;can be modified for&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arora and Sharma, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kumar, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chandy &amp; Misra, 1985)</td>
<td>✓ (though in CSP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Szymaski et. al., 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Shavit and Francez, 1986)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Muller, 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huang, 1988)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1989)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vankatesan, 1989)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lai et al., 1992)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mayo and Kearns, 1994)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang and Mayo, 2004)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(De et al., 2007)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mittal &amp; Vankatesan, 2008)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bapat &amp; Arora, 2008)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I.5: DTD algorithms and their communication protocol, adapted and extended [159]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>FIFO</th>
<th>No restriction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Francez, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra &amp; Scholten, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Francez et. al, 1981)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra &amp; Chandy, 1982)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra et. al., 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Rana, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arora and Sharma, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kumar, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chandy &amp; Misra, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Szymaski et. al, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Shavit and Francez, 1986)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Muller, 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huang, 1988)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1989)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vankatesan, 1989)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lai et al., 1992)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mayo and Kearns, 1994)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang and Mayo, 2004)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(De et al, 2007)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mittal &amp; Vankatesan, 2008)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bapat &amp; Arora, 2008)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(not stated explicitly)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I.6: DTD algorithms and their restrictions on message arrival, adapted and extended [159]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Fault tolerant</th>
<th>Not fault tolerant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Francez, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra &amp; Scholten, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Francez et. al, 1981)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra &amp; Chandy, 1982)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra et. al., 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Rana, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arora and Sharma, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kumar, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chandy &amp; Misra, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Szymaski et. al, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Shavit and Francez, 1986)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Muller, 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huang, 1988)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1989)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vankatesan, 1989)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lai et al., 1992)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mayo and Kearns, 1994)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang and Mayo, 2004)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(De et al, 2007)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mittal &amp; Vankatesan, 2008)</td>
<td>✓ (assumes perfect failure detector)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bapat &amp; Arora, 2008)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I.7: DTD algorithms and their fault tolerance, adapted and extended [159]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Optimal</th>
<th>Not optimal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Francez, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra &amp; Scholten, 1980)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Francez et. al, 1981)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra &amp; Chandy, 1982)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dijkstra et. al., 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Rana, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arora and Sharma, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Misra, 1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kumar, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chandy &amp; Misra, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Szymaski et. al, 1985)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Shavit and Francez, 1986)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1987)</td>
<td>✓ (If star or complete graph)</td>
<td>✓ (Otherwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Muller, 1987)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huang, 1988)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mattern, 1989)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vankatesan, 1989)</td>
<td>✓ If constant number of failures)</td>
<td>✓ (Otherwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lai et al., 1992)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mayo and Kearns, 1994)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang and Mayo, 2004)</td>
<td>✓ (“close to”)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(De et al., 2007)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mittal &amp; Vankatesan, 2008)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bapat &amp; Arora, 2008)</td>
<td>✓ (but efficient)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I.8: DTD algorithms and their message optimality, adapted and extended [159]


APPENDIX J

Graphs, representation and complexity of algorithms

In general a common way of representing graphs as data structures is to consider an adjacency matrix [47], and its representational data structures. An analysis of the complexity issues is given in [96] and summarised here.

i.e. Let \( G = (V, E) \) be a graph whose vertices have been (arbitrarily) ordered \( v_1, v_2, \ldots v_n \). The adjacency matrix \( (M) = (m_{i,j}) \) of \( G \) is an \( n \times n \) matrix with entries

\[
m_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } v_i v_j \notin E \\ 1 & \text{if } v_i v_j \in E \end{cases}
\]

for example consider Figure J.1, the adjacency matrix \( M \) is given by

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

and can be represented as a an adjacency list of \( G \) given in Figure J.1 (b). [96] reasons that, by definition, the main diagonal of \( M \) is all zeros, and \( M \) is symmetric about the main diagonal if and only if \( G \) is an undirected graph. If \( M \) is stored as a 2-dimensional array, then only one step (more precisely \( O(1) \) time) is required for the statements "Is \( v_i v_j \in E \) or "Erase the edge \( v_i v_j \). An instruction such as "mark each vertex which is
adjacent to \( v_j \) requires scanning the entire column \( j \) and hence takes \( n \) steps. Similarly, "mark each edge" takes \( n^2 \) steps. The space requirement for the array representation is \( \mathcal{O}(n^2) \).

Some of the performance figures above can be improved upon when the density of \( M \) is low. We use the term sparse to indicate that \( \|E\| \ll n^2 \), i.e., the number of edges is much less than \( n^2 \). One of the most talked about classes of sparse graphs are the planar graphs \(^1\) for which Euler proved that \( \|E\| < 3n - 6 \).

Regarding adjacency lists, for each vertex \( v_i \) of \( G \) an adjacency list \( \text{adj}(v_i) \) can be created, containing those vertices adjacent to \( v_j \). The adjacency lists are not necessarily sorted although one might wish them to be (see Figure J.1). The space requirement for the adjacency list representation of a graph with \( n \) vertices and \( e \) edges is

\[
\mathcal{O}(\sum[1 + d_i]) = \mathcal{O}(n + e)
\]

\(^1\) A graph that can be embedded on a plane.
where $d_i$ denotes the degree of $i$. Thus, from storage considerations, it is usually more advantageous to use adjacency lists than the adjacency matrix to store a sparse graph. Often, it is also advantageous from time considerations to store a sparse graph using adjacency lists. For example, the instruction "mark each vertex which is adjacent to $v_j$ requires scanning the list $\text{Adj}(v_i)$ and hence takes $d_j$ steps. Similarly, "mark each edge" takes $O(e)$ steps using adjacency lists, a substantial saving over the adjacency matrix for a sparse graph. However, erasing an edge is more complex with lists than with the matrix as shown in Table 2.2. Thus there is no representation of a graph that is best for all operations and processes. Since the selection of a particular data structure can noticeably affect the speed and efficiency of an algorithm, decisions about the representation must incorporate a knowledge of the algorithms to be applied. Conversely, the choice of an algorithm may depend on how the data is initially given. For example, an algorithm to set up the adjacency lists of a sparse graph will take longer if we are initially given its adjacency matrix as an $n \times n$ array rather than as a collection of ordered pairs representing the edges. A graph problem is said to be linear in the size of the graph, or simply linear, if it has an algorithm which can be implemented to run in $O(n + e)$ steps on a graph with $n$ vertices and $e$ edges. This is usually the best that one could expect for a graph problem. By a careful choice of algorithm and data structure a number of simple problems can be solved in linear time; these include testing for connectivity, biconnectivity, and planarity [96]